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Abstract
Structural Colour in Fruits
Rox MIDDLETON
Structural colour arises from the constructive interference of light with a mate-
rial structured on a lengthscale corresponding to optical wavelengths. This phe-
nomenon is responsible for the appearance of many of the brightest colours in nature
and recently the existence of structural colouration in plants has been demonstrated
across multiple species. This thesis extends our understanding of the effect specifi-
cally in fruit epidermal tissues, it uses the physical principles underlying structural
colour to understand biological development and it extracts design ideas from bio-
logical tissues to enhance the optical response of biomimetic materials.
In more detail, this thesis reports the optical characteristics and architecture of struc-
tural colour in several fruits of the genera Pollia and Viburnum. Previous work
showed that the external cells of Pollia condensata fruits have extremely thick cell
walls which act as photonic crystals to reflect circular polarised light. Here, the
spectral and morphological characteristics of photonic cell walls in this and three
other Pollia species are reported and it is shown that the unusual right handed circu-
lar polarisation reflection is apparent in only P. condensata. It is also shown that the
occurrence of right circular polarisation is associated with longer wavelength reflec-
tion. This thesis extends this analysis by demonstrating the use of structural colour
to observe the development of thickened cell walls in Pollia condensata and Pollia
japonica using optical microscopy. It is shown that during development, cell wall
material is built up gradually and with a fixed structural periodicity in both species,
and that significant cell wall growth occurs in the earliest stages of the long fruit
maturation period. In the other genus investigated, structural colour analysis is ex-
tended to the fruits of Viburnum tinus and Viburnum davidii, and found to arise from
layers of globular vesicles in the specialised cell wall. Inspired by these studies, a
novel templating technique for reflective self-assembled cellulose nanocrystal films
is described, which mimics the morphology of Pollia cells by successfully introduc-
ing a curvature in the photonic multilayer whilst maintaining its optical response.
Enhancement of the angular independence of light reflected from this curved surface
is demonstrated.
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1Chapter 1
Optics of Helicoidal Materials
The research presented in this thesis uses optical microscopy for analysis of small
fruit displaying bright, durable or metallic-appearing colour from the Pollia and
Viburnum genera. Simple optical models are used to understand how the material in
the outer cells of these fruit produce their unusual appearances.
Initially I analyse Pollia fruits using optical and electron microscopy and identify
characteristics of their cells’ spectral reflection. I then observe the development of
these cells in living tissues in two species of the same genus P. japonica and P. con-
densata. I use analysis of their structural colour to understand the changes that occur
in the outer cell walls during maturation of the fruit on the plant. I investigate the
optical characteristics of reflection from Viburnum fruits, particularly V. tinus and V.
davidii and demonstrate the structural origin of their colouration. Finally, I demon-
strate the development of a hierarchically structured artificial material to reproduce
some of the optical effects observed in the fruits analysed.
The unifying theme of this thesis is the investigation of structural colour in fruit
cells. Structural colour is what occurs when light interacts with a spatially periodic
dielectric material with a similar lengthscale to its own wavelength. In this event, an
interference effect causes bright iridescent colours to be reflected.
In order to contextualise the research, I begin with an introduction to principles of
optics, reflection by periodic nanostructures and polarisation. I discuss helicoidal
architectures and models for representing them.
In this chapter I introduce a basic wave description of light and structural colour
mechanisms, and a more in-depth description of the particular material architecture
that will be the subject of research. This theoretical background is designed to en-
able the reader to understand the assumptions and framework for the experimental
results that follow.
This chapter ends with an introduction to the experimental techniques employed
throughout the thesis. These are numerical modelling and optical and electron mi-
croscopy for analysis, with an emphasis on polarisation microscopy.
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We start with the basic principles of wave optics.
1.1 Electromagnetism
Light is a transverse electromagnetic wave with two components: the electric and
magnetic field, which oscillate perpendicular to each other and to the direction of
propagation of the wave.
FIGURE 1.1: A simple linearly polarised wave with orthogonal E
and H fields schematised. Adapted from a schematic at electronic-
shub.org
Mathematically, we describe waves using a trigonometric expression, which can also
be expressed using the Euler identity.
eik.r = cos(k.r) + i sin(k.r). (1.1)
Here r is the vector of spatial propagation of the wave, and k is the wavevec-
tor, which in simplest terms accounts for the fact that since cos and sin are peri-
odic,
sin(x) = sin(x + 2pin)
.
The wave conception of light is understood through the most fundamental equations
of electromagnetism, Maxwell’s equations. [2]
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∇× E+ ∂B
∂t
= 0 (1.2)
∇× H − ∂D
∂t
= J (1.3)
∇ · D = ρ (1.4)
∇ · B = 0 (1.5)
In these equations, E and H are the electric and magnetic field vectors. J is the
current density (moving charges) and ρ is the static charge density. D and B are
respectively electric displacement and magnetic induction, quantities that account
for the interaction of matter with the electric and magnetic fields, which they are
related by:
D = εE = ε0E+ P
B = µH = µ0H +M
ε and µ are characteristics of the material through which the electromagnetic is pass-
ing, and are tensors of dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability.
P and M are the electric and magnetic polarisations of the material, that is, the in-
duced polarisation from the electromagnetic field in question when it is different
from ε and µ. In fact, in the non-magnetic, dielectric materials under low electro-
magnetic stimulation conditions that we will consider, we will assume the additional
permeability of the material compared to free space to be negligible. Furthermore,
in these dielectrics, we will also assume the case where there is no static or flowing
charge (i.e. J = ρ = 0).
In order to simplify the equations, and for many applications, ε and µ are taken to
be scalar rather than tensor quantities and µ = µrµ0, ε = εrε0. However, especially
for the case explored in this thesis, the system must be treated in full in three dimen-
sions, and therefore require tensor analysis. We will return to this later in section
1.2.3.
We combine equations 1.2 and 1.3 with 1.1 and apply to the first case the curl (×),
and to the second the time derivative to produce wave equations for H and E:
∇× ( 1
µ
∇× E) + ∂
∂t
∇× H = 0 (1.6)
∇× ( 1
µ
∇× E) + ε ∂
2E
∂t2
= 0 (1.7)
Normally, in an introduction to electromagnetism, these wave equations are simpli-
fied in the assumption of a homogeneous isotropic material to give a pair of identical
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simple harmonic wave equations in E and H. The spatial and temporal parts of the
solution are solved independently and a small extension of the expression 1.1 shows
that Maxwell’s equations are solved by a plane wave solution:
ψ = Aei(ωt±k.r) (1.8)
This is the description of the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a vacuum. In
this expression ω is the plane wave’s angular frequency, and is the temporal ana-
logue of k in 1.1. For a plane wave of light in a non-dispersive medium
ω = 2pi
c
λ
, (1.9)
where c is the speed of light in a vacuum and λ is its wavelength.
We can relate the parameters of the plane wave to the physical parameters of
Maxwell’s equations. The speed of propagation of light in a vacuum is
c =
1√
µ0ε0
(1.10)
i.e. the permittivity and permeability of free space are the definition of the speeds of
propagation of the electric and magnetic field oscillations. In a non-vacuum medium
then, the altered speed of light cm depends on the variable permittivity and perme-
ability of the electromagnetic field:
cm =
1√
µε
(1.11)
The speed of light in a material is a quantity that we traditionally identify relative to
the speed of light in a vacuum, by using the refractive index n, where
n =
c
cm
=
( µε
µ0ε0
) 1
2
(1.12)
In a non-magnetic material, as mentioned above, diamagnetism is usually very weak
so the permeability µ is approximated to µ0 and
n =
√
ε
ε0
(1.13)
Having introduced the simple classical wave description of light in vacuum,
the same expression can be used to analyse the interaction of light in a non-
homogeneous medium.
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1.1.1 Bloch Waves
The periodicity in a dielectric is in optical terms characterised by the changing refrac-
tive index, or electromagnetic potential, in the medium. The solution to the problem
of a plane wave travelling through such a periodic potential is taken from electronic
band structure theory and is mathematically identical [2] to the Kronig-Penney [3]
model of Bloch electrons. [4]
A material with a periodic potential relies on the dielectric function ε(r) = ε(r+ R),
where r is the spatial vector and R is the period of the lattice. The solution to 1.6 and
1.7 therefore must be invariant with a translation of R.
The eigenvector solutions can be expressed as
E(r) = uk(r)eikr (1.14)
where uk is periodic with a period R, that is
uk(r) = uk(r+ R) (1.15)
In order to solve this problem, the Scalar Wave Approximation (SWA) is used. [5]
This holds that the electric field in the medium is a scalar quantity, and expands the
Bloch sum over the reciprocal lattice vectors G, [6]
E(r) = Σ
G
Σ
k
Ck−Gei(k−G)·r. (1.16)
Here the second sum is over k, the first Brillouin zone wave vectors. The dielectric
function is expanded similarly:
ε(r) = εavg + Σ
G
UGeiG·r. (1.17)
The result of combining these descriptions with 1.7 and 1.6 is a system of coupled
equations which give an eigenvalue problem for the wave vector k(ω) and disper-
sion relation inside the periodic material.
Determining the real and imaginary limitations of k(ω) identifies the amplitude and
phase of any wave propagating in the material. Furthermore, in a periodic photonic
crystal, it indicates the range of values for k(ω) for which the wave inside the ma-
terial is entirely imaginary, i.e. evanescent and non-propagating. This indicates a
photonic band gap, analogous to an electronic band gap, where light waves will be
entirely reflected from the material.
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FIGURE 1.2: A diagram reproduced from [11] showing the path dif-
ference of light reflected from adjacent planes in terms of the char-
acteristic lengthscales of the periodic material. In this diagram, the
planes are atomic planes within a solid, but in the photonic crystal
case we consider, the relevant distance is between planes of refractive
index contrast.
The Scalar Wave Approximation assumes that the problem may be considered along
one particular set of lattice planes, corresponding to the shortest reciprocal lattice
vector for a given direction. This reduces the problem to a one dimensional analytic
form with a wave vector expressed in terms of lattice characteristics.
Photonic band-gaps that are identified in the SWA may occur only along one direc-
tion as a pseudo band-gap, or in multiple directions as a full photonic band gap.
[7] Despite its shortcomings, the application of SWA Bloch solutions to photonic
crystals has been successfully demonstrated both in theory and experimentally [8]
[9], [10] initially in the context of Anderson localisation, the trapping of photons in-
side periodic dielectrics. However, it has been very successful in describing the full
reflection of narrow wavebands of visible light from photonic crystals to produce
vibrant colour.
The strongest criticism of SWA, that it has been demonstrated to be incorrect when
applied to off-axis propagation, is also true of earlier theory used in the understand-
ing of reflection from periodic dielectrics. [6]
1.1.2 Bragg Reflection
Prior to the application of Bloch’s theorem to photonic crystals in 1987 [10], the in-
teraction of light with periodic dielectrics was treated using Bragg’s law [12] and its
extension in dynamical diffraction theory.
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Bragg’s law for the reflection of light of wavelength λ incident at angle θ from a
material with periodic potential d is
nλ = 2d sin θ (1.18)
where n is an integer number. The law was developed for X-ray diffraction from
crystals, but to a first approximation is extremely effective for predicting reflection
from photonic crystals.
Bragg’s law is easily derived from a geometrical analysis of the path difference be-
tween light reflected from neighbouring parallel planes. A diagram reproduced
from [11] is shown in 1.2 in which the geometrical derivation is shown. The dia-
gram shows the case where waves are reflected from atomic planes, but the same
description can be applied in the case of visible wavelengths being reflected from a
periodic photonic crystal. For the angle at which the path difference between adja-
cent planes is equal to an integer number of wavelengths, light is strongly reflected
due to constructive interference of the relevant wavelength of light, and destructive
interference of wavelengths which would otherwise be partially reflected.
Historically, Bragg’s law has been extended through the use of dynamical diffraction
theory to get a better insight into propagation in dielectric media. This requires
assumptions, including the same made in SWA. It is also assumed that the refractive
index in the crystal is a small perturbation from 1 and considered only at first order.
Dynamical diffraction theory makes predictions that vary from the SWA predictions
increasingly with a increasing refractive index contrast in the material. Although the
predicted positions of the photonic band gaps are the same, they are predicted to be
wider and to have a stronger dissipative effect in the dynamical diffraction theory.
[6]
1.1.3 Multilayer Interference
Extending analysis of reflection interference from the simple lattice formulation
treated in the Bloch waves and Bragg reflection models allows us to understand
how light is reflected from surfaces and films. [13]
Light incident on a thin film is reflected at the both the top and bottom refractive
index boundary, and the reflections from the two surfaces interfere with each other.
Assuming that the light is incident from air on the first surface, the interference
condition depends on the distance between the interfaces and the refractive index
contrast at the second surface. When light is reflected at an interface with a higher
refractive index, as for an anti-reflective coating, its phase is changed by 180o. When
the second refractive index change is to a lower refractive index, as in a soap bubble,
the phase is not inverted.
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The same interference condition applies to produce constructive or destructive in-
terference, depending on the second boundary condition. The constructive inter-
ference condition for a soap-bubble in air and an anti-reflective coating are respec-
tively
2nbd cos θb = (m− 1/2)λ
2nbd cos θb = mλ
(1.19)
where nb and θb are the refractive index and angle of refraction in the film material
b. This model treats only the interference from a single reflection at each interface. A
reflection at the interface between material a (air) and b (film) introduces reflection
and transmission amplitudes rab and tab as a function of incidence and the respective
refractive indices via Snell’s and Fresnel’s laws. [14] The third material is denoted
c.
Taking into account multiple reflections at both interfaces, the exact amplitude of
reflection and transmittance is given by
r = rab + tabrbctbaeiφ + · · · = rab + tabrbctbaeiφκ
t = tabtbceiφ/2 + tabrbctbce3iφ/2 + · · · = tabtbceiφ/2κ
(1.20)
using κ = 1/(1− rbcrbaeiφ) and φ = 4pinbd cos(θb)/λ. For real refractive indices,
the reflectivity and transmittance are given by R = |r|2 and T = (nc/na)|t|2 and
R + T = 1.
Thin film interference may be modelled in this way, and the reflectance shown to
be weak and with a broad reflection spectrum that is only weakly dependent on
wavelength. The reflectivity is increased with increasing angle making colours more
clearly visible at large angles, as observed in soap bubbles. [15]
Enhanced thin film reflectivity is produced by increased reflectance at each interface
via a larger refractive index contrast, such as those seen in oxide layers coating some
metals. [16] Visible colouration in these circumstances is only seen when interfer-
ence of wavelengths satisfying the destructive condition suppresses total reflectivity
such that narrow band spectral colours or non-spectral mixed-colour reflections are
visible.
The analysis of thin film interference is extended to multilayers with a small refrac-
tive index contrast (∆n ≈ 0.05) by considering a stack of alternating material layers,
A and B with thicknesses dA and dB and refractive indices nA > nB, as shown in
the schematic in figure 1.3. Light is reflected at every interface, with a 180o phase
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FIGURE 1.3: Schematic after [13] showing a multilayer stack of alter-
nating films A and B. The single-headed arrows denote an incident
and reflected light rays.
shift at the B-A boundary. Therefore, for maximum reflection from an ‘ideal mul-
tilayer’, relations similar to the soap bubble and anti-reflective coating constructive
conditions,
2(nAdA cos θA + nBdB cos θB) = mλ
2nAdA cos θA = (m′ − 1/2)λ
(1.21)
should be satisfied for the same wavelength, where m′ 6 m.
Multilayers with larger refractive index contrasts may be treated using transfer ma-
trix methods. Solution of multilayer reflection via transfer matrix methods have
shown [13] that for normal incidence light, maximum reflectivity occurs when the
relation 2nAdA = 2nBdB = (m′ − 1/2)λ is satisfied, at which wavelength the ampli-
tude reflectivity satisfies
r = (1− γ)/(1+ γ)
γ = (nt/ni) · (nA/nB)N for N even
γ = n2A/(ntni) · (nA/nB)N−1 for N odd
where ni and nt are the refractive indices for the media in the incident and transmit-
ted spaces respectively.
1.1.4 Transfer Matrices
For complex materials, where the number of layers becomes very large, propaga-
tion of light can be approached using transfer matrices to discretise Maxwell’s equa-
tions. This approach is particularly successful for periodic structures, and is useful
for computer modelling. There are no limitations placed on the form of the target
material, and this method will be used in the rest of this chapter. [2]
The transfer matrix method was first introduced [17] in order to approach optically
active materials, that is, material in which the polarisation of electromagnetic waves
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in two dimensions (transverse to the direction of propagation) is important. The ma-
terials that are the subject of the research in this thesis are optically active, but are
also themselves chiral. This necessitates an approach which fully describes their ori-
entation, and interaction with electromagnetic waves as three dimensional dynamic
phenomena. However, our understanding of this model relies on a fundamental un-
derstanding of the general approach to photonic crystals with Maxwell’s equations
extended using transfer matrices.
We will now approach the materials themselves, and then apply the electromagnetic
equations covered in the previous sections via transfer matrices.
1.2 Helicoidal Structures
The materials considered in this research are helicoidal photonic crystals. Having
discussed generalisations of photonic crystal reflection, this section introduces heli-
coidal structures.
1.2.1 Polarisation and Optical Activity
We return to the wave expression for an optical wave as set out in 1.1, but now
taking the wave as a transverse vector in two-dimensions. An electromagnetic wave
oscillating in the plane transverse to its direction of propagation z can be represented
as a vector in x − y co-ordinates using Jones vector representation J. A schematic
showing the superposition of out of phase linear components is shown in figure
1.4. J is a complex vector and therefore retains all information about the wave’s
amplitude and phase of which the electric field vector E is only the real part. [17]
[2]
E(z, t) = Re[Aei(ωt−kz)] = Re
[(
Axeiδx
Ayeiδy
)]
= Re[J] (1.22)
The polarisation of a general wave may therefore be expressed with a normalised
(unit length) Jones vector where φ is the azimuth angle of the oscillation with respect
to the x axis, and δ is the phase offset between the x and y field components.
J(φ, δ) =
(
cos φ
eiδ sin φ
)
(1.23)
This vector traces out a generalised ellipse, special cases of which occur at npi2 radian
intervals in φ and δ. These special cases, where the the phase and azimuth angle of
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FIGURE 1.4: Diagram, redrawn and adapted from [18], showing the
interpretation of a circular polarised wave in terms of superposition
of linear polarised waves. I define the polarisation such that this is a
left handed wave. It should be noted that the vector at a single point
eg. the axes intercept, rotates clockwise as viewed from the source,
and counter-clockwise as viewed from the receiver.
polarisation in x and y are pure linearly or circularly polarised light, as shown in
1.5.
The use of x− y coordinates is adopted to simplify our expressions but it should be
noted that just as circularly polarised light may be expressed as a complex (i.e. out
of phase) combination of equal parts of vertical and horizontal linear polarisations,
linear polarised light may be expressed as equal parts of left and right circularly
polarised light.
By defining the electromagnetic field directions in x and y, we can also orient our
anisotropic material. Crystalline materials are anisotropic, due to the orientation
of atoms with respect to each other in a crystal lattice, which produces directional
electromagnetic permeability and permittivity, which was previously ignored after
equation 1.1.
As an electromagnetic wave passes through any anisotropic medium, the relative
phase of the x and y oscillation components changes, because a different refractive
index for each crystalline direction slows the oscillation anisotropically. A birefrin-
gent material therefore converts linearly polarised light into elliptically or circularly
polarised light, because of its refractive index anisotropy. This is useful for intercon-
version of different polarisations of light experimentally. An anisotropic slab of a de-
fined thickness, like a quarter-wave plate can be used to interconvert light between
linear and circular polarisations. Optical components like this may be characterised
using a two dimensional Jones vector, as in the table in figure 1.5. The Jones vec-
tor for each polarisation is also the transformation vector equivalent to the optical
component that converts vertical linear polarised light into that polarisation.
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FIGURE 1.5: Normalised Jones vectors for common polarisations,
from [19]
1.2.2 Chiral Nematic Materials
Liquid crystals were isolated in the end of the nineteenth century. [20] They are
materials comprised of anisotropic molecules or nanoparticles showing long range
order due to alignment whilst remaining a liquid. One orientation structure found
in liquid crystals is the chiral nematic phase in which molecules are arranged in a
pseudo-planar geometry (not aligned in true planes, but sharing orientation with
others in their planar cross-section), with each molecule oriented at a slight angle
from the one below, as in figure 1.6.
The development of the optical response of chiral cholesterics from Friedel, Oseen
[21] and subsequently de Vries [22] has described the reflection from these materials
that is observed experimentally. This successful approach took each plane of the
cholesteric material as an infinitesimally narrow slab with an anisotropic refractive
index, and demonstrated that the results hold for any width of slab.
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FIGURE 1.6: Rods arranged in a chiral nematic orientation, image by
Dr Gen Kamita.
It was shown that chiral nematics have an effective band gap and reflection range for
one circular polarisation of light, corresponding to the pitch of 180o rotation of the
molecules, analogous to the band-gaps and Bragg law reflection criteria discussed
earlier in section 1.1.2. [21]
De Vries’ approach demonstrates solutions to Maxwell’s equations in a material
made up of slabs of arbitrary width. It is shown that there exist values of λ and cor-
responding pitch lengths for which the wave inside the material is purely imaginary
and therefore corresponds to an evanescent, non-propagating wave. The mathemat-
ical derivation is not given here, but is easily followed in [22] [23] [24] and [25].
Polarisation-retention in Reflection
One important feature of the reflected light is that it retains its chirality on reflec-
tion, because the electrical vector is reversed, unlike reflection of circularly polarised
light from homogeneous refractive-index boundaries. This is easily observed exper-
imentally by looking at normal incidence through a circularly polarising filter into a
mirror.
In order to understand the chirality retention in reflection, the interaction of light at
each crystal boundary is considered for both of the crystal birefringent axes. At every
partially-reflecting boundary only the polarisation of light on the axis transitioning
to the higher refractive index (the fast ray) will undergo phase reversal. The light
crossing a boundary to a lower refractive index (the slow ray) will retain the same
phase. The reflected light that is the circularly polarised superposition therefore has
induced in it a change in the relative phase, or reversal of the direction of the electric
vector. A reversal of the electric vector and a reversal of the direction of the wave
together mean that the circular polarisation retains its direction. The reflected wave
therefore has the same circular polarisation as the incident wave.
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Rotatory Power
It was also demonstrated that chiral nematics have extremely strong rotatory power,
up to thousands of degrees per mm. Rotatory power is a consequence of a mate-
rial’s chirality which turns the polarisation direction of linear polarised light [26].
For comparison, quartz in which rotatory power was first observed has a rotatory
power of only 24o/mm [22] and ordinary organic liquids have a rotatory power of
300o/mm. [27] Either side of the reflected bandgap this rotatory power is extremely
enhanced in opposite directions. The expression for disallowed wavelengths in the
bandgap gives infinite rotatory power.
Handedness Conventions
The relative handedness of the reflected light and the chirality of the material has
been the subject of unacknowledged conflict. The primary results fail in my opinion
to make explicit whether the same direction or opposite direction wave is reflected
from the material. This is not helped by the use of exact opposite or mixed naming
conventions in different fields and within the same field [28] or even the same paper.
[22] Often in the earlier papers the chirality of the material is not made explicit while
the handedness of the light reflected is.
The biggest source of confusion appears to be that the spatial handedness of the cir-
cular polarised wave (i.e. the chirality traced by directions of the adjacent electric
vectors carrying the wave relative to each other) and the temporal handedness of
a vector at any one point are opposite. A circularly left handed spatial wave has a
circularly right handed rotating vector. This means that the described circular orien-
tation can sometimes be unclear. Spatial and temporal handedness are compared in
figures 1.4 and 1.7.
Highly cited seminal papers which have established the mathematical description
of the reflection and respected textbooks [24] [25] [22] [23] fig 3, [29] fig 3.2, [30] [31]
contain unclear or clear but contradictory summaries of their results. Although the
helicity of the material and the wave is clear mathematically, the non-mathematical
description and therefore communication to non-theorists has been weak. There is
very little discussion of this conflict.
1.2.3 Berreman Formulation
We now approach the solution to Maxwell’s equations for a helicoidal photonic crys-
tal using Berreman’s matrix formulation of Maxwell’s equations which built on the
original characterisation by Oseen and de Vries. This approach demonstrates the
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existence of reflective bandgaps in a chiral nematic material, and will form the basis
for our understanding of the chiral nematic materials under investigation.
The transfer matrix technique for solving reflection and transmission by stratified (or
continuously varying i.e. infinitesimal strata) is impressive in its ability to conserve
higher dimensional optical properties, and handle systems with low optical symme-
try. We start with a formulation of Maxwell’s equations of the electromagnetic field
vectors E, H,D and B in three dimensions as a 6x6 matrix, and then derive a 4x4
matrix which allows us to find solutions for chiral nematic materials. [32] The full
worked solution may be found in [33].
Equations 1.2 to 1.5 can be expressed

0 0 0 0 − ∂∂z ∂∂y
0 0 0 ∂∂z 0 − ∂∂x
0 0 0 − ∂∂y ∂∂x 0
0 ∂∂z
∂
∂x 0 0 0
− ∂∂z 0 ∂∂y 0 0 0
∂
∂y
∂
∂x 0 0 0 0


Ex
Ey
Ez
Hx
Hy
Hz

=
1
c
∂
∂t

Dx
Dy
Dz
Bx
By
Bz

(1.24)
The symmetrical non-zero elements of the matrix are the curl operators for H and E.
This can be rewritten as
RG =
1
c
∂
∂t
C (1.25)
By ignoring nonlinear effects, we assume a linear relationship between G and C
giving
G = MC (1.26)
We define the time dependence with an exponential factor e−iωt and the transforma-
tion matrix M
M =
(
ε ρ
ρ′ µ
)
(1.27)
where each of the four quadrants in M define a 3x3 tensor for optical rotation (quad-
rants I and III), dielectric (permittivity) and (magnetic) permeability. From this we
arrive at the spatial wave equation for the frequency ω:
RΓ =
−iω
c
MΓ (1.28)
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We will take the case of a plane wave incident obliquely in the x,y plane so that M
is a function of z only. We can therefore expand the wave equation and combine the
resulting expressions to give four first-order linear differential equations and two
linear algebraic equations which can be expressed
− ic
ω
∂
∂z

0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0


Ex
Ey
Hx
Hy
 = S

Ex
Ey
Hx
Hy
 (1.29)
Apply the inverse 4x4 matrix and rearrange to give the equivalent
∂
∂z

Ex
Hy
Ey
−Hx
 = iωc

S41 S44 S42 −S43
S11 S14 S12 −S13
−S31 −S34 −S32 S33
S21 S24 S22 −S23


Ex
Ey
Hx
Hy
 (1.30)
where the components of S are expressions using Mij. We further abbreviate to
∂
∂z
ψ =
iω
c
∆ψ (1.31)
If ∆ is approximately independent of z over a small distance δz (taking an incre-
ment), the four periodic solutions are of the form
ψj(δz) = eiqjδzψj(0) (1.32)
and are found by solving the characteristic equation
Det
(ω
c
∆− qI
)
= 0, (1.33)
where I is the 4x4 identity matrix. Further, if ∆ is independent of z over distance h
then by integrating equation 1.31 we find
ψ(z + h) = P(h)ψ(z). (1.34)
We find P(h) by taking the eigenvector matrix Ψ inserted into equation1.31
ΨK(h) = P(h)Ψ (1.35)
If
Kij = eiqjh (1.36)
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then
P(h) = ΨK(h)Ψ−1 (1.37)
Exact eigenmodes may be found analytically for systems where M is periodic, for
example in the case of an electromagnetic wave aligned with the director of a flat
single domain chiral nematic material.
Finding solutions for this case, we assume that the optical activity of each plane is
negligible compared to the optical rotation of the structure. This is in fact the case, as
described earlier. Oseen [21] gives unit permeability, no optical rotation in the plane
and
ε =
e+ δ cos 2βz δ sin 2βz 0δ sin 2βz e− δcos 2βz 0
0 0 e3
 (1.38)
This represents a dielectric tensor with two principle axes normal to z of which the
x axis length is (e+ δ) at z = 0 and spiralling with increasing z with a pitch
λ = 2pi/β. (1.39)
From there we derive the components of S so that
∆(z) =

0 1− X2/e3 0 0
e+ δ cos 2βz 0 δ sin 2βz 0
0 0 0 1
δ sin 2βz 0 e− X2 − δ cos(2βz) 0
 , X = cζω (1.40)
where ζ is the propagation vector component in the x direction. If we take this to be
0, then we can extract eigenmodes analytically. The eigenvectors are
ψ = ei(q+β)z

A
A′
−iA
−iA′
+ ei(q−β)z

B
B′
−iB
−iB′
 (1.41)
where A and B values are to be found.
Using matrix multiplication in this case,
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∆ψ = ei(q+β)z

A
eA′ + δB
−iA
−i(eA′ + δB)
+ ei(q−β)z

B
eB′ + δA
−iB
−i(eB′ + δA)
 (1.42)
and by differentiation,
− i c
ω
∂ψ
∂z
= ei(q+β)z

A
A′
−iA
−iA′
 cω (q + β) + ei(q−β)z

B
B′
−iB
−iB′
 cω (q− β). (1.43)
We know that 1.42 and 1.43 are equal, thanks to 1.31, so by equating the sides we
can find four expressions. From them we can find non-trivial solutions for the case
where q has one of four eigenvalues:
q = ±
(
β2 ± 2βω
c
√√√√
e+
δ2
e
(
ω
c
)2
4β2
+
(ω
c
)2
e
) 1
2
(1.44)
This provides a full solution with either A or B specified.
This approach also yields the two important optical effects along with the full solu-
tions. For small values of ω, the eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues of q are
approximately circularly polarised, and affected by strong optical rotation from the
chiral material, which is optically active on a different scale to ordinary molecular
optical activity.
Furthermore, when the electromagnetic wavelength in the medium is approximately
half the pitch length,
ω ≈ cβ√
e
(1.45)
the eigenvectors are no longer circularly polarised and one pair of eigenvalues from
equation 1.44 becomes imaginary for a band around that frequency, giving an atten-
uated forward mode and amplified backward mode for its respective eigenvectors.
The part of the light that excites these attenuated modes, in a thick and perfectly
ordered material is therefore completely reflected, whilst the light in the other mode
passes through the crystal. This happens in optical chiral nematic materials, where
the matching wavelength of light with the anti-rotating electric vector to the spatial
rotation of the field is fully reflected making the material brightly coloured. [34]
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A schematic illustrating the circular polarisation modes and their transmission and
reflection by a helicoidal photonic crystal is shown in figure 1.7.
Although other weaker bands near higher integral multiples of the fundamental
frequency band give secondary order reflections, [27] these are generally irrelevant
to the visible reflection from materials with optical wavelength first order modes.
Light incident at off-normal incidence is subject to a longer periodicity in the mate-
rial, causing an iridescent effect. The numerical models in this thesis are based on
an application of this Berreman method, justified by the use of a low refractive in-
dex contrast material with a chiral nematic structure. The transfer matrix approach
means that rays that are incident obliquely on the surface of a chiral nematic mate-
rial can be treated, yielding nontrivial elliptical polarisation. For normal incidence
however, we may use Bragg’s law to indicate the photonic bandgaps in one polari-
sation.
Analogy with Non-twisted Photonic Crystals
The existence of Bragg-like photonic bandgaps in a helicoidal material is a conse-
quence of a periodic refractive index. We have treated the specific case of a period-
ically twisted anisotropic material. As an intuitive analogy, the result of this model
can be compared to the isotropic multilayer approach discussed in section 1.1.3 by
viewing a birefringent, but not twisted, multilayer from the rotating frame of a cir-
cularly polarised light wave.
To simplify, we take the case of the two circularly polarised waves with the same
wavelength (in the material) as the pitch. In the frame of a wave with temporal field
vectors rotating in the same direction as the material’s spatial handedness, at any
one time the material appears simply birefringent without periodicity. Inversely,
if the wave’s temporal electric vectors have the opposite handedness the material
appears to have a spatially periodic birefringence matching half the wave’s own
length.
Crucially, we define the handedness of the wave by its spatial and not its temporal
chirality, because this definition is independent of the emitter / receiver perspec-
tive. Left handed materials therefore reflect light of the same (spatial) chirality as
themselves. A schematic summary of transmission and reflection chirality is given
in figure 1.7.
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FIGURE 1.7: Schematic showing the reflection and transmission of
circularly polarised light in a chiral material. The black loop arrows
indicate the rotation of the electric vector at any point, which is op-
posite to the spatial orientation of the field. In order to understand
this difference, consider the way that a gel is deformed by inserting
a metal corkscrew by either twisting or pushing it in. A circular po-
larised wave propagates in the electric field analogous to the pushing
rather than twisting case.
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1.3 Pigment and Structural Colour
The analysis in this chapter has demonstrated how periodic nanostructures in
otherwise transparent material generate brightly coloured reflection. Structurally
coloured materials remain semi-transparent as indicated by the portion of light
that passes through the film in figure 1.7, because the relationship between the pe-
riodicity and reflected wavelength makes them generally angular-dependent and
wavelength-selective.
Pigment appearance, in comparison, occurs as pigments absorb some parts of the
visible spectrum, scattering other wavelengths. Scattering occurs over the entire
angular range and all the other colours are absorbed by the pigmented material. A
cartoon in figure 1.8 shows the difference in white light reflection between structural
and pigmented material.
The semi-transparency of structurally coloured material means its colouration is ob-
served in combination with other light reflected from material underneath it. The
illumination and reflection environment in which a structurally coloured material is
seen is therefore important to the impression of the reflected colour. A bright back-
ground reflects light back through the structurally coloured material changing the
overall visible spectrum.
Addition of an absorption pigment, or combination of the structure with a pig-
mented or very high refractive index material through which light cannot propa-
gate, can be used to make the structurally coloured material opaque. In some cases,
this role is fulfilled by one of the periodic refractive index contrast materials itself.
[35]
The mechanism of structural colour is to separate incident light into different wave-
lengths in different directions. If a white scattering background is placed in the
background, then all the light eventually comes back in reflection with a scattered
angle, destroying the structural colour effect. For this reason structurally coloured
materials must be imaged in front of a dark absorbing background, which is a com-
monplace practise. [36] Nevertheless, without understanding how the background
contributes to the visual impression of the material, discrimination of the potential
for application of a novel material is limited.
An example of the importance of background colour in understanding the visual
impact of the structural colour is shown in figure 1.8 C. Although the image shows a
blue-green reflective multilayer film, which reflects the same colours in front of both
backgrounds, its semitransparency means the overall impression of the film is very
different depending on background. A dark background makes the multilayer film
appear brightly coloured, while the bright background makes the colour of the film
appear indistinct and pearlescent.
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FIGURE 1.8: Cartoons comparing the qualitative response of A. Struc-
turally coloured material and B. Pigmented material to incident white
light. The light redistribution does not correspond to a real mate-
rial but are intended to show the angular and spectral distribution
of reflected light in either case. C. A structurally coloured multilayer
film (width approximately 2 cm) on a white/black split background.
Tilted planes show the effect of angular dependence on reflection.
1.4 Unit Conventions
This thesis uses ‘um’ to denote a micron or 10−6 metre wherever possible in the text
and on figures rather than the traditional ‘µm’. This is intended to make it easier for
readers.
1.5 Experimental Methods
An introduction to the microscopy, analysis and numerical modelling techniques
used in every chapter of this thesis is given here. Later chapters include short exper-
imental sections outlining additional techniques where applicable.
Photographs were taken with a DSLR (Nikon D3200) camera. Photographs are used
to illustrate visible appearance and exposure settings and adjustment were set ac-
cordingly.
1.5.1 Microscopy
Optical Microscopy
Two customised microscopes were used for the micro-spectroscopy in the following
chapters. For transmission microscopy and all small samples, the reflection micro-
scope (Zeiss, Axio Scope A.1) was mounted with an electronic x − y stage (Prior
H1P4AAXA1, Prior Scientific Instruments Ltd.) above a transmission microscope
base with an independent light source. For measuring the cells on the living plant,
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FIGURE 1.9: Schematic of a Koehler illumination microscope. Koehler
illumination places the lamp and the specimen in inverse focal planes,
avoiding the overlaying of the image of the lamp and the image of the
specimen. The red and green lines indicate the light path of different
light rays. Double ended arrows indicate lenses, single ended arrows
indicate the direction of light propagation. Light propagates from
the halogen lamp down onto the specimen, is reflected and passes
through to the spectrometer and CCD. This image was designed with
reference to Zeiss manufacturer’s microscope instructions.
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FIGURE 1.10: These photographs show the same area five times il-
luminated by an increasing numerical aperture width between 5 and
37o left to right. A dotted white line indicates the outer contour of
the cell and the solid white oblong outlines the shape and size of the
reflection spot on the red cell. Yellow and green neighbouring cells
are also seen. The schematic series below shows the effect of increas-
ing maximum incidence angle on a curved multilayer. The black el-
lipse represents the unchanging collection objective aperture. As the
maximum angular incidence increases, more light is collected by the
aperture from a larger area on top of the cell.
FIGURE 1.11: This plot shows a single location measured thirty times
as the focal depth moves from the lowest focal plane in which the spot
is visible (dark blue line), to the highest (black line) and back again
(dark red line). The change in focal depth changes the location of the
peak wavelength measured by about 20 nm, with the highest focal
plane imaging the most red-shifted peak.
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the microscope head (Zeiss Vario scope A.1) was mounted on a Zeiss column base
which has a potential sample height of 38 cm.
Unless otherwise stated the microscope was configured for Koehler illumination, as
in figure 1.9. All the components were aligned on the optical axis. For reflection mea-
surements, the microscope was illuminated with a halogen lamp (Hal 100), passing
through the numerical aperture. The field aperture was loosely constricted so that
the edges of the aperture were visible on the image captured by the CCD (Thorlabs
DCC3240C or IDS UI-3580LE-C-HQ). The CCD was accessed by ThorCam/ uEye
Cockpit user interface software. The objective lenses used were Zeiss EC Epiplan
Apochromat for 10, 20, 50, 100x magnification, having numerical apertures of 0.3,
0.6, 0.95, 0.95 respectively, or alternatively a 5x magnification Epiplan Neofluar ob-
jective lens, NA = 0.13.
Exposure time, gain and contrast have been enhanced where necessary to demon-
strate the lower limit of optical reflection.
Numerical Aperture For bright field measurement, unless otherwise stated, the
numerical aperture was narrowly constricted to allow approximately ±5o angular
variation from the optical axis. This very restricted angular range was chosen to
decrease the angular range as far as possible whilst maintaining enough incident
light to resolve the peak in the spectral profile. Constricting the angular range de-
creases the size of the spot reflected from the cells, as shown in figure 1.10. This
effect is caused by the curvature of the cell wall which makes the visible reflected
spot dependent on the angular incidence. Constricting the size of the reflected spot
is beneficial because it reduces the effect of overlapping reflections from other cells
being accidentally included, and improves the focusing accuracy. Decreasing the an-
gular range of incident light also simplifies the assumptions in the multilayer model,
making it more accurate.
Spectral Measurement Spectra were recorded by coupling the focused light into a
centrally aligned optical fibre (Avantes or OceanOptics 50 - 600 um internal diame-
ter) attached to a spectrometer (Avantes AvaSpec-HS2048). The recorded spectrum
was visualised live using a MATLAB interface. Recorded spectra had a subtracted
background and were normalised with respect to full intensity reflection from a
silver mirror (Thorlabs, PF10-03-P01 25.4 mm) with relevant optical components
in place. The integration time was chosen to ensure a high enough intensity was
recorded to see the profile of the spectrum clearly. Characteristic spectra are shown
in figure 1.12 with a Gaussian fit applied. Raw and normalised spectra were saved
for each measurement.
The microscope was focused manually. As shown in figure 1.11, defocusing intro-
duces a difference of ± 20 nm although the peak remains identifiable. Photos of the
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cells show a very good consistency of focus for all the cells indicating that this is
not a major source of error. However, focusing on light reflected from structurally
coloured material does in some instances represent a challenge in itself due to the
way in which the light is reflected from a volume rather than a plane. There is a
significant change in the defocused spectrum which shows also a decrease in the in-
tensity of the peak when the change in the peak wavelength is ± 12 nm. This strong
variation point therefore appears to be a good estimate of maximum error in peak
identification.
Linear Polarisation Polarisation filters were used in some instances, where stated.
For crossed and parallel polarisations, two linear polarisers were inserted as indi-
cated in figure 1.9. The incident light polariser (Zeiss 427710-9000 hand rotated)
was set parallel or orthogonal to the upper linear polariser (Thorlabs 25 mm wire
grid polariser) which was rotated by a motorised controller (Thorlabs TDC001) in-
terfaced by APT software. The reference spectrum was taken in parallel polarisation
configuration.
Polarisation filtered images and spectra are referred to as ‘cross polarised’ or ’parallel
polarised’ to indicate where reflected light was collected using these configurations
of linear polarisation filters.
Circular Polarisation For measurements taken in left or right circular polarised
light, the incident linear polariser was not inserted as above and unpolarised light
was incident on the sample. An additional quarter waveplate (Thorlabs 25 mm)
was mounted below the output linear polariser, also controlled independently by
motorised controller / APT software as in linear polarisation measurement.
Polarisation filtered images and spectra are referred to as left or right circular po-
larised to indicate that the measurement was taken using circular polarisation filters
in either configuration. Light may also be referred to as being in the left or right
circularly polarised ‘channel’, indicating the polarisation mode that is passed by the
left or right circular polarisation configuration. For the definition of handedness of
each circular polarisation, figures 1.4 1.5 and 1.7 may be referred to.
As discussed in section 1.2, circularly polarised light of one handedness is equivalent
to a superposition of two orthogonal linear polarisations. Therefore, polarisation
filters are used to compare either cross and parallel polarised reflection or left and
right circularly polarised reflections.
K-Space K-space measurements were done by inserting a Bertrand lens (Zeiss,
453671-0000-000) as in figure 1.9. This allows the image conjugate plane to be
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viewed, thereby imaging the light reflected from the specimen according to its an-
gular distribution. Structurally coloured materials are often iridescent meaning the
reflected wavelengths have an angular dependence. This information, although fre-
quently clear by eye, is impossible to capture using bright-field imaging which illu-
minates and collects light normal to the surface.
Dark-Field Dark field microscopy illuminates the sample only with high angular
incidence light, and collects all scattered light. Due to the very low illumination
intensity from cutting out the low-angularly incident beam and the need to pass
high-angled light to the specimen, the numerical and field of view diaphragms were
both maximally dilated unless otherwise stated. Incident light in this case was at
about 37o. Dark field imaging is used to emphasise light reflected from off-optical
axis structures. This light is not captured by restricted numerical aperture bright
field imaging because the high angle light is eliminated. Moreover, even with a
dilated aperture, the high intensity of the normal reflection tends to dominate in
bright field imaging, justifying the use of dark field illumination to distinguish the
contribution from tilted interfaces.
Water Immersion Water immersion objective lenses used were Zeiss W N- Achro-
plan 10x and 40x magnification. Fresh DI water was pipetted onto the lens tip and
then the adhered droplet was brought into contact with the sample for focusing and
imaging. Spectra were referenced in water-immersion configuration. Water immer-
sion is a technique used to reduce the reflected light from smooth upper surface
refractive index contrast.
Transmission Transmission optical microscopy is not often used in this thesis be-
cause most of the structures investigated are structurally coloured in reflection.
When transmission illumination is used, light from a halogen lamp (Hal 100) was
passed optionally through a linear polariser (Zeiss A1 polariser D 427706) and fo-
cused through a condenser (Zeiss 424225-9001) onto the sample from below. Light
collection was via the same method as for reflection.
Electron Microscopy
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Two different ordinary Scanning electron
microscopes were used: in the Cambridge Nanoscience Centre (LEO GEMINI
1530VP FEG-SEM) and in the Department of Chemistry (Zeiss Leo Gemini 1530VP
system). Prior to imaging, the sample was mounted on double-sided carbon tape on
a metal SEM sample stub and then plasma coated with a 10 nm thick Au, Au/Pd, or
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FIGURE 1.12: Spectra with a background removed and normalised
by the total spectral reflection from a mirror are recorded. The
curves correspond to coloured peaks, indicated by the spectrum im-
age underneath the corresponding wavelengths. The peaks may be
smoothed to remove noise, and fitted using Gaussian peaks. How-
ever, single Gaussian peaks do not always accurately represent true
peak profiles.
Pt/Pd layer to make the surface conductive. The sample was imaged in a low vac-
uum chamber generally at 3.00kV except where very strong charging was visible,
when the voltage was reduced to 1.5kV. Imaging was carried out with the beam at
normal incidence.
Cryo-SEM The customised cryo-SEM system (FEI Varios 460 microscope with
Quorum PP3010T cryo-SEM preparation and transfer system) at the Cambridge Ad-
vanced Imaging Centre (CAIC) was used to image fresh, hydrated specimens. The
sample was prepared by insertion into a specially-adapted metal stub and held in
place by slightly viscous carbon glue (Colloidal graphite (Aquadag) AGG303).
The sample was frozen by sudden immersion in liquid ethane cooled in a -196oC
liquid nitrogen bath. The rapid infiltration of ethane flash freezes the cell contents
without the growth of ice crystals, causing minimal disturbance to the cell contents.
The sample was then transferred to a nitrogen-cooled vacuum chamber at -175oC
and 10-5 Pa. A horizontal blade was used to fracture off the top part of the sam-
ple with a flat horizontal break, and the chamber temperature was raised to -145oC
for five minutes to drive off surface ice through sublimation. The horizontal blade
was placed a couple of millimetres above the surface to remove surface water by
condensation onto the blade. The sample was then sputter-coated with gold for 60
seconds at 20mA to give it a conductive surface. This coating was on the order of 1
nm thick.
Resin Embedding and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) TEM images
are included, this work was done by collaborators Dr Paula Rudall, Dr Edwige
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Moyroud and Dr Yu Ogawa. The method is included here for completeness. Sam-
ples were fixed in 3% phosphate buffered glutaraldehyde followed by 1% osmium
tetroxide. Fixed samples were taken through a graded ethanol and LR White resin
series prior to embedding. They were cut using a microtome (Reichert-Jung Ultra-
cut), mounted on copper grids and stained (uranyl acetate and lead citrate) before
being imaged in TEM (Hitachi H-7650 / AMT XR41 digital camera). Where indi-
cated, the resin embedded sample faces from which the TEM sections were cut were
also imaged using SEM as above.
1.5.2 Spectral Data Analysis
The methods used for analysis of the spectra are detailed in each of the sections treat-
ing developmental data in the subsequent chapters. Slightly different measurement
strategies in each observation series necessitate different methods for isolating and
analysing the structural colour component. However general methods for analysing
the structurally coloured peak in chapters 3 and 4 are detailed here.
After the subtraction of the scattered background, the peaks were analysed. The
data was smoothed using a moving average filter over 20 points, equivalent to 11
nm, in order to reduce noise. Smoothing introduces a slight uncertainty in the peak
measurement, although this is smaller than the ±6 nm identified as a maximal error
due to focusing uncertainty.
Peak Identification
The peak boundary minima were identified and a MATLAB function was used to
identify the peak’s characteristics. Two models were used to do this, a single peak
Gaussian fit and the simpler findpeaks, which identifies local maxima.
The Gaussian fit has the benefit of resilience to noise, as it should better fit a spectrum
on the basis of its whole shape. However, the Gaussian model for the spectral peak is
unrealistic because a structural colour peak should not in the real system conform to
a Gaussian peak. Expecting a complicated asymmetric spectral profile with multiple
peaks means that we are required to assess the importance of what characteristic of
the spectrum is being considered here.
A comparison of the two methods of peak measurement showed that there was no
difference in the trends measured. A comparison showed no bias to longer or shorter
wavelengths between the two methods, with a standard deviation of 6 nm in the
difference. The Gaussian fit tended to underestimate the peak intensity, because
it failed to model narrow, sharp peaks within a wider envelope. Although each
analysis gives a slightly different value for the intensity and peak wavelength for
each spectral peak, the differences are small and there is no overall trend.
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The findpeaks function was chosen over the Gaussian fit as the most appropriate
measure. In seeking to characterise the growth of structural colour peaks in na-
ture, the peaks are assumed to result from non-uniform multilayers. The varying
pitches and interference from multiple typical lengthscales are therefore important,
as are the changes undergone during that time. Although it is not possible to predict
the exact material architecture given the limited data available, trends in the profile
asymmetry witnessed in the case of multiple cells could be instructive in under-
standing material development. Therefore the apparently more simplistic measure
of the local maximum is appropriate.
Each of the spectra were processed using the method described above. The identi-
fication of each peak were manually checked to ensure that the algorithm correctly
identified the most prominent peak and not for example an erroneous noise signal.
Peaks identified in spectra where the size of the peak were smaller than the level of
noise were removed from the dataset. The spectra were also cross-checked with the
photos to remove any measurements which were the result of a misidentification,
misfocusing or misorientation of the target cell.
Trend Fitting
In order to understand the trends observed in the data as a function of time, a linear
mixed effects model is used. This is a statistical model which fits a linear trend to
the data set, according to a ‘fixed effect’ - time, the predictor variable. The model
also takes account of the ‘random effect’ - each cell’s identity, the categorical vari-
able. This allows for an analysis of the time-dependence of each individual set of
cells.
The mixed effect model fitting procedure evaluates two models:
λ ∼ 1+ t + (1|cell) + (t|cell)
λ ∼ 1+ t + (1+ t|cell)
where t is time, λ is the dependent variable, and cell is the categorical variable.
Comparison of the two models indicates the influence of the extra parameter in
the second equation, which correlates the intercept and the gradient for each cat-
egory.
This fitting procedure is implemented using MATLAB, and the goodness of fit dis-
cussed in the text. The influence of the random variables is ignored, because the
overall trend is the correlation of interest.
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1.5.3 Numerical Model
The optical analysis of the fruit cells was complemented by a model using a trans-
fer matrix method following Berreman, as detailed in 1.2.3. This technique pro-
duces a simulated reflection spectrum from an input multilayer material pitch pro-
file. The code was developed by Bonan Zhu to model a helicoidal birefringent mate-
rial and was previously demonstrated to well describe artificial photonic CNC films.
[37]
A brief overview of the numerical model and a description of its use is given
here.
Ideal Helicoid Model and Parameters
From early SEM images, initial values of the multilayer were taken and a related
uniform multilayer was identified. This multilayer is modelled as a CNC helicoidal
multilayer with 20 layers with a uniform pitch of 150 nm, n = 1.58/1.52 without
additional absorption within or outside of the material, and white light incident at
0 degree normal. The reflection spectrum from this uniform multilayer was mod-
elled and is shown in 1.13, plot A. The method produces a modelled intensity as a
proportion of one circular polarisation of light, which is half the total intensity of
unpolarised light.
Each of the parameters in the model was varied individually and are demonstrated
in 1.13 and 1.14. Each parameter in the model is discussed below. The use of a
CNC helicoid ignores the existence of other molecules and the differences between
microfibrils and crystals.
Average Refractive Index A variation in refractive index might occur through the
inclusion of an isotropic additional molecule, a change in the density of the cellulose
microfibrils, or another difference in the characteristics of the microfibrils. The re-
fractive index of Pollia microfibrils has not been directly measured and might differ
slightly with respect to previously reported values of microfibrils.
Figure 1.13 B shows a difference in peak wavelength over the extreme range of re-
fractive indices of 20 nm, with the higher refractive index giving a longer reflected
wavelength, and slightly lower intensity. The higher refractive index increases the
effective wavelength of light, which is why a longer wavelength is reflected.
The degree of variation was chosen to keep the average refractive indices within the
range of realistic biological refractive indices. The range includes values extracted
from published literature, ne = 1.586, no = 1.524 [38] and ne = 1.603, no = 1.523.
[39] Neither of these measurements were made on a composite cellulose material,
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but instead on free particles, and may therefore be inaccurate for the fruit material.
The literature values are plotted in figure 1.15 to demonstrate the effect of choos-
ing ne = 1.586, no = 1.524. This value was taken to be more relevant as it was
taken for structurally coloured helicoidal cellulose, rather than a microfibril from an
unrelated, non-helicoidal and non-structurally-coloured material. [38]
Angle of Incidence The angle of incidence (and therefore reflection) is modelled
and the results of incoming angle variation shown in figure 1.13 C & D. We under-
stand from this numerical model that although a difference of incident angle of ± 5o
has a negligible effect on the wavelength and intensity of the reflected peak, a more
substantial difference, of 37o decreases the peak wavelength by 30 nm.
As described in the optical experimental section, during observation the numerical
aperture of incident light was controlled and constricted to the minimal practicable
value in the experimental measurement, and estimated to be ± the order of 5o. As
indicated in figure 1.10, it is expected that only structures with local planes normal to
the optical axis reflect light back to the objective. The assumption is taken therefore,
that a negligible range of angular incidence for modelling matches the experimental
technique.
Pitch The pitch variation in the multilayer is shown in figure 1.14, A. Pitch is a
key parameter defining the maximum wavelength. The pitch of the material might
change for numerous reasons during growth, including the expulsion or inclusion
of additional molecules, such as water or lignification. This might be expected given
the transition undergone by the fruit. Notably in a self-assembling suspension such
as CNC film, the pitch of the helicoidal assembly is seen to decrease during the
assembly time. [38] This occurs as the particles are drawn closer together, grad-
ually forcing the liquid matrix out. Self-assembly is not the only physical mech-
anism which could be responsible for a changing material pitch during growth,
which might occur due to dehydration, enzyme activity or other molecular infil-
tration.
Absorption Unlike pigmentary reflection, absorption of light is not a necessary
component of an ideal structurally coloured material. However in real material,
light may be absorbed. This is included in the model using a complex refractive
index, which dissipates part of the incident light. The cellulose material will be
shown to be mostly transparent (see figure 2.8), making a small imaginary compo-
nent likely. A variation of the complex part of the refractive index is shown in 1.14
image B. This absorption accounts for the structural colour material dissipation. The
effect of absorption by other pigments in the material surrounding the multilayer
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further compounds the intensity decrement with an additional fraction of the inten-
sity lost.
Degree of Birefringence The degree of birefringence is varied in figure 1.14 C. An
increase in the birefringence of the system increases the intensity of the reflected
peak, without changing the wavelength of the peak. In a helicoidal system with no
birefringence, there is no reflection. A difference in the real values of birefringence
from the estimated values would be expected in the case of greater or lesser isotropy.
Birefringence is the difference between the two optical axes of the material, so an
increased difference in the optical anisotropy increases the birefringence.
Boundary Refractive Indices A final two refractive indices are of importance in
the analysis of the material, that is the refractive indices of the materials directly
above and below the multilayer. These variations were modelled and produce no
difference in the resultant spectrum within the resolution of the numerical model.
Both results are identical with 1.13 A.
Number of Pitch repeats An increasing number of pitches in the multilayer are
modelled in 1.14 D. The more pitches are included, the larger the peak reflection is.
The effect is consistent with each addition from a very low number of pitches. The
maximum wavelength is not changed by an increasing number of pitches of identical
length. The number of pitches is expected to increase in the cell wall material during
growth because the general cell wall development model outlined in 3.1.2 describes
microfibrils being extruded continuously from the membrane and laid down on the
cell wall in layers, building up a periodic pitch profile. For the avoidance of doubt,
a ‘layer’ in the multilayer model corresponds to one pitch.
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FIGURE 1.13: Different parameters are changed one at a time on a per-
fect uniform multilayer model. The original spectrum with 0 degree
incidence, 20 layers, 150 nm pitch, n = 1.58/1.52 and no imaginary
part, is shown in plot A. B shows a change in average refractive in-
dex, with the birefringence constant. C-D show a variation in incident
angle, small angle variation as used experimentally is shown in plot
C. X axis is wavelength / nm, Y axis is intensity as a proportion of left
circularly polarised light.
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FIGURE 1.14: Different parameters are changed one at a time. The
original spectrum, 0 degree incidence, 20 layers, 150 nm pitch, n =
1.58/1.52 no imaginary part, is shown in 1.13 plot A. In this figure,
plot A shows a change in pitch length. B shows a change in the imag-
inary part of the refractive index. C shows a difference in the relative
difference between the two orthogonal refractive indices ne and no.
D shows an increasing number of profile layers, between 1 and 20
showing increasing intensity. X axis is wavelength / nm, Y axis is
intensity as a proportion of left circularly polarised light.
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FIGURE 1.15: This plot compares the two values of cellulose birefrin-
gent refractive indices found in scientific literature, in order to com-
pare the effect of choosing one over the other. [38] [39] For this plot a
0 imaginary part of the refractive index is assumed.
FIGURE 1.16: The left hand plot shows a number of peaks modelled
using different realistic pitch lengths. The right hand side plots the
pitch length against the peak wavelength of the modelled spectra.
This correlation is linear.
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Analysis of Cross-sectional Profile of Pitches From Electron Microscopy Im-
ages
In order to apply the numerical model to real materials, electron microscope images
of cross-sections through fruits were analysed to produce a profile of pitches. An
error of at least ±10% and sometimes as much as 30% in the lengths measured is
predicted for biological TEM analysis due to the use of resin-embedding and de-
hydration in electron microscopy sample preparation. [40] This is dependent on
the material and preparation procedure. Analysis of resin-embedded materials is
however valuable, because of the controlled orthogonal cross-section that can be cut
into embedded samples. Profiles were also taken from SEM images where a con-
trolled orthogonal cross-section was achieved. This was possible on microtomed
resin-embedded samples as in TEM. It was also possible in some orthogonally cut
cryo-frozen samples. This profile measurement is used as a starting point for mod-
elling to compare with the observed optical measurements.
Figure 1.17 shows the procedure for extracting a profile using image analysis soft-
ware ImageJ [41] via the distribution FIJI. [42] The analysis of images is done by
measuring the periodicity of the intensity of the average pixels across the cholesteric
axis on the electron microscope images, as illustrated in figure 1.17.
The modelled optical reflectance from a material defined by measurements extracted
in this way is shown in figure 1.18 plot A. The variations in the model parameters
from figures 1.13 and 1.14 were then applied to the same profile to demonstrate
how modification of the electron microscope image data within realistic parameters
would be expected to change an experimentally measured profile. The same vari-
ations in the peak characteristics modelled for the ideal case are observed for the
experimentally measured profile.
This cross-sectional profile, described in terms of a series of pitches is referred to as
the ‘pitch profile’.
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FIGURE 1.17: The left hand image shows a thick section of Pollia cell
wall imaged in TEM (by Dr Paula Rudall) and measured in ImageJ.
The profile on the right is the intensity along th elength of the yellow
line on the right hand image, averaged over the pixels over the line’s
width . Electron brightness is dependent on microfibrillar orientation,
the oscillations on the plot therefore allow the measurement of the
pitches in the material.
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FIGURE 1.18: A pitch profile was extracted from a real SEM image,
and used to model a ‘realistic peak’. The parameters of the model
were varied as before in figures 1.13 and 1.14. Plot A shows the ini-
tial parametrisation as before: 0 degree incidence, n = 1.58/1.52 + 0i.
Plot B shows a gradual increase in the number of layers from 0 to the
full measured profile, 40 layers. C shows an increase in the imagi-
nary component of the refractive indices. D shows a change in the
average refractive indices with a constant birefringence. E shows a
variation in the difference between the two refractive indices in the
plane. F shows expansion and contraction of the pitch lengths while
keeping the variation the same. The X axis is wavelength / nm, Y axis
is intensity, as a proportion of left circularly polarised light.
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Variation and Averaging
A key difference between the numerical model and experimental reflection peak
so far is that the model peak is produced from just one pitch profile. In order to
accurately model an experimentally measured spectrum, a number of varied profiles
must be averaged. Analysing the degree of averaging and variation is important in
order to properly model an experimental spectral profile.
The cell wall multilayer is not very thick, with fewer than 40 layers. The cell pitch
profile has a high degree of variation within the low number of layers. The variation
of the pitch length is independent of depth within the multilayer, unlike in a chirped
multilayer or other pattern. [43]
Unrelated profiles with pitch variation within the same distribution cannot be av-
eraged to produce a realistic profile because of the low number of layers. Variation
within one cell is smaller than the variation between cells. Therefore pitch profiles
are averaged with additional profiles adapted from the original by a small varia-
tion.
Any randomly chosen optical measurement and electron microscope cross-section
will therefore also not be comparable with one another. The obstacle of optically
analysing and then finding and cross-sectioning the same cell in SEM makes the
comparison of a single optical profile and its own pitch cross-section in SEM im-
practical. Artificial profiles with the distribution of variation within characteristic
standard deviation of the cell wall are therefore generated in order to model ex-
perimental measurements. Characteristic standard deviation was measured from
electron microscopy images to be between 20 and 40 nm, this is therefore the range
within which artificial pitch profiles are generated.
Pitch Variation In order to understand the role of variation in the construction of
a single pitch profile, profiles with pitches distributed around the same mean, but
with increasing standard deviation were generated. The optical reflection from these
pitch profiles was modelled for each case and the spectral intensity profile is shown
as a a heatmap in figure 1.19.
The characteristics of the peaks in this plot were assessed and plotted for each value
with increasing standard deviation in figure 1.20. From this we see that an increased
standard deviation reduces the intensity and prominence of the primary peak (A &
D), makes the primary peak wavelength variable (B), makes the peak slightly wider
in general (C) and above 15 nm increases the number of individual peaks in the
profile (E).
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In order to choose a reasonable standard deviation for artificially generated pitch
profiles, variation in electron microscopy images was measured and the modelled
optical responses compared to experimental data.
Averaging The average variation of the pitch lengths within one cell was assessed
in order to understand the appropriate degree of averaging to be included in the
model. The collection spot of the optical fibre was 30 um wide, however, in practice
the light was collected from a smaller area than that, corresponding to the width of
the reflection spot which is the low-angle central region of the upper cell wall.
Profiles were measured over the full extent of the cell cross-section for several cells in
order to characterise the intracell variation of the pitch. Across the full distance of the
top of each cell, the mean difference over the cell was found to be 9±5 nm. Averages
were therefore made over variants on the input profile of standard deviation 10 nm
in order to get a reasonable indication of variation in the spectrum reflected from a
single cell.
Intensity The intensity result from the model was much higher than is recorded
from experimental measurements. There are a number of good reasons for this. The
real case includes additional cell wall material beyond pure cellulose crystallites and
there is a layer of cuticle on top of the reflecting cell material. The geometry of the cell
is curved and not perfectly ellipsoidal, making the reflection-spot irregular and often
not covering the entire collection spot. The measured intensity was found to be on
average for comparable cases about 5 times less intense than the modelled intensity.
This is therefore taken as a rough estimate to make the modelled brightness scale
roughly comparable for all modelled intensities unless stated.
It is assumed that the light intensity is better modelled as a fraction of the profile pro-
duced by reasonable parameters rather than the identification of parameters which
will produce a light intensity to match the experimental data. This assumption has
been thoroughly considered. As has been discussed in this section, there are many
reasons for which reflection intensity may be reduced in a multilayer model, for
example an increased imaginary component in the refractive index, a decreased re-
fractive index contrast, or much lower numbers of layers than apparent.
Given the lack of knowledge about the material of the structurally coloured cell walls
modelled in this thesis, these parameters undoubtedly play a role, however estimat-
ing the extent of that role for each of the different components is considered to be
over-parametrisation producing unrealistic conclusions. The parameters used are
therefore those associated with the helicoidal multilayer for which the model has
proved itself effective. The model is used to identify qualitative rather than quanti-
tative results.
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FIGURE 1.19: A number of profiles were generated with twenty lay-
ers, an average pitch length of 150 nm and a variable standard devi-
ation. The heat map shows the intensity spectrum modelled for each
profile.
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FIGURE 1.20: The peaks generated in 1.19 were analysed and the key
features plotted. A. Peak Intensity. B. Peak wavelength. C. Peak
width. D. Peak prominence. E. Number of peaks. Peaks were cat-
egorised in terms of relative intensity (1st is the most intense). A and
D show that increasing variation correlates with decreasing intensity
and prominence for the primary peak. Peak wavelength also varies
from the value produced by the uniform profile as the standard devi-
ation increases.
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Chapter 2
Structural Colours in the Genus
Pollia
2.1 Introduction to Biological Structural Colour
2.1.1 Structural Colour
Photonic crystals are responsible for the most brilliant and intriguing colours in the
natural world, from peacock feathers [44] to squid skin, [45] vervet monkeys and
baboons, [46] copepods, [47] weevils, [48] bacterial colonies, [49] marine worms,
[50] viruses, [51] limpet shells, [52] butterflies, [53] and beetles, [54] as well as in
non-biological structures like opals [55] and the rock labradorite. [56]
The distinctive nature of these colours, particularly their iridescent and metallic ap-
pearance has been known for a long time, and attempts to understand the effects
pre-date Hooke [57] who used optical microscopy in its infancy to try to understand
the role of structure.
The development of electron microscopy in the second half of the twentieth and into
the twenty-first century has been the key to discovering the complex range of nanos-
tructures in nature responsible for structural colour. Electron microscopes probe ma-
terials on lengthscales smaller than visible light which is necessary to understand the
physical structures involved. The use of this experimental technique, combined with
the electromagnetic and crystallographic theories described in the first part of this
chapter have brought the field of structural colour to maturity.
Their endless fascination has provoked many reviews. [58] [59] [60] [15] [61] There
are still after a century of work, [62] significant numbers of new structural colour
tissues and species [63] being reported in contemporary scientific literature, as well
as reports disentangling the effect of pigments and structures in natural colouration.
[64] The subject has generated a wide interest due to the interdisciplinary ways in
which it is approached. From a biological perspective, the reports pose the ques-
tion of how these structures develop. In physical optics and engineering, current
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research is also attempting to recreate mimetic materials that capture the optical ef-
fects in nature for artificial materials, in some cases taking direct inspiration from
nature.
2.1.2 Structural Colours in Plants
Photonic crystals in plants and algae are far less well-studied than structural colour
in other organisms [65], although a fast increasing number of unrelated species have
been shown to make use of the phenomenon. In this section I give a brief overview of
three different types of structures reported: diffraction gratings, multilayers, and he-
licoidal multilayers. Three dimensional photonic crystals are much rarer, although
an example has recently been reported in the brown algae Cystoseira tamariscifolia
which has an opaline iridosome containing highly-ordered lipid vesicles. [66]
Many of the species reported reflect blue colours which it has been suggested is in
part due to the difficulty of achieving blue colouration via pigmentation. [67] [68]
A particularly prominent group of structurally coloured plants are tropical under-
story species, living at ground level in rainforests and exposed to extreme light and
shade they frequently display an ultraviolet or blue structural colour. [69] This char-
acteristic is sufficiently widespread that it appears to have an adaptive benefit in
this environment. For the majority of the structurally coloured plants, no definitive
ecological-adaptive function has been demonstrated, although a number of propos-
als have been made. A notable exception are the diffraction grating species described
in section 2.1.2.
Diffraction Gratings
Flower petals have been shown to display directional-reflection optical effects in
their outer epidermis such as flat, mirror-like cells, which in one species acts in com-
bination with pigments to mimic its female pollinator. [70] [71] The use of directional
reflection has also been measured in buttercups. [72]
Although these examples of directional reflection rely on structural effects for en-
hancement, the colours are primarily pigmentary. Structural colour has however
also been reported from flower petals as the result of striations in the outer cuticular
layer acting as an independent diffraction grating. [73] [74]
Last year, we reported the existence of disordered diffraction gratings on a wide
range of flower petals, and showed that these were responsible for a ‘blue halo’,
an broad angular-dependent blue reflection. A blue halo effect was reproduced on
artificial flower models and it was demonstrated that this enhanced bee foraging
efficiency in a lab environment. [67] Figure 2.1 shows some data from this work,
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FIGURE 2.1: Figure adapted from material published in [67]. Hibiscus
trionum A. photo showing iridescence. B. SEM of striations on the cell
epidermal cuticle. C. TEM of a cross-section through the striations. D.
Angular reflection from the petal illuminated at 45o perpendicular to
the striations. E. Angular reflection from the petal illuminated at 45o
parallel to the striations. F. Reflection data from D (bright lines) and
E (pale lines) weighted with respect to bee eye photoreceptors in UV,
blue and green. A-C were taken by coworkers, D- F were measured
by the author.
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FIGURE 2.2: Figure adapted from material published in [67].
Oenothera stricta A. Photo. B. SEM of striations on the cell epidermal
cuticle. C. TEM of a cross-section through the striations. D. Angular
reflection from the petal illuminated at 30o perpendicular to the stria-
tions. E. Angular reflection from the petal illuminated at 30o parallel
to the striations. F. Reflection data from D (bright lines) and E (pale
lines) weighted with respect to bee eye photoreceptors in UV, blue
and green. A-C were taken by coworkers, D- F were measured by the
author.
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demonstrating a visible iridescent colouration (A), and the diffraction grating struc-
ture from which it originates (B and C). The light reflected from the structure in di-
rections perpendicular (D) and parallel (E) to the striations are shown and compared
(F) in order to demonstrate the measurable blue halo on the flower of the Hibiscus
trionum.
The optical analysis of surface diffraction gratings is not described in this thesis,
but is extensively covered elsewhere. Analysis of the disordered gratings modelling
the floral striations was done using Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) analysis,
in order to understand the effect of disorder on the diffraction, demonstrating that
disordered gratings produce a blue halo.
Highly angular-dependent ‘perfect’ iridescence makes object recognition worse for
bumblebees, [75] unlike disordered floral iridescence which apparently make use of
the enhanced colouration of diffraction effects whilst retaining a consistent appear-
ance by a specifically blue and wide-angle reflection . [76]
The interplay between pigment and diffraction grating colour has been investigated,
although not definitively described. The relative brightness of iridescent and pig-
mentary effects were shown to be important in the visibility of objects to bees. [77]
The visibility of grating-derived colouration is also important for our own ability to
distinguish it, and is particularly visible on dark petals or parts of petals. [78] Less
obvious to our eyes are cases where iridescent grating-derived colours are overlaid
on brightly reflecting pigments. However, the subtle effect may still be measured
and generally observed. [67]
Data presented in figure 2.2 and 2.1 were published [67] showing that the effect of
the disordered diffraction grating is to introduce an angular dependent (shimmery)
blue halo on the petal. The additional reflection from the petal due to yellow pig-
mentation makes the colouration less spectacular in the Oenothera than in Hibiscus to
the human eye. Although difficult to capture by camera, the petals in the study do
appear to have a blue sheen in bright obliquely incident light.
Multilayers
The majority of the structural colours reported in plants, other than petal striations,
originate from multilayer reflection, theoretical analysis of which was described in
section 1.1.1.
Dielectric photonic multilayers can be made from any contrasting refractive index
materials. Primary locations for the multilayers are in adapted chloroplasts, in
adapted cells or cellular vesicles, or in the cell wall.
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FIGURE 2.3: Some examples of blue structurally coloured plants
alongside SEM / TEM images showing nanostructure A. [79] Chon-
drus crispus, B. [80] Begonia pavonina, C. [81] Elaeocarpus angustifolius,
D. [82] Delarbria michieana, E. [83] Mapania caudata
Cuticle A plant-related species displaying blue iridescence is a red alga Chondrus
crispus or Irish moss which was shown to generate the blue iridescence from a lay-
ered cuticle on its surface. It is shown in figure 2.3 A. [79] Although not a land plant,
this alga is included to demonstrate the variety of materials used by photosynthe-
sising organisms to produce structural colour.
Adapted Chloroplasts A mechanism apparently shared by Phyllagathis rotundi-
flora, [84] Trichomanes elegans, [85] Teratophyllum rotundifoliatum, [86] Selaginella ery-
thropus [87] and Begonia pavonina (figure 2.3, B) is the adaptation of chloroplasts
within the cells so that the functional thylakoid layers have a spacing on an optical
wavelength scale, reflecting from within the leaf cells. This has also been shown in B.
pavonina to improve photosynthetic efficiency by enhancing the quantum yield by 5-
10% in low light conditions, [80] suggesting an adaptive advantage conferred by the
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structural colour and inspiring design for improved energy harvesting. [88]
Unidentified Materials Two fruits with striking blue colouration have been re-
ported, and structures in their epidermal cells identified as the potentially the origin
of the colour. The materials in the structures and their precise optical effect have
not in either case been clarified. These are included to highlight the frontiers and
limitations in understanding of structural colour in fruits.
Elaeocarpus angustifolius is reported [81] as having a thick iridosome comprising the
top third of the epidermal cell, as shown in figure 2.3 C. Although the layered struc-
ture has been identified as being partly composed of cellulose fibrils, the contrast
media has not been identified. The images presented in the report identify two ap-
parently different structures.
A second fruit with a similar structural colour mechanism was identified by the
same author, Delarbrea michieana, see figure 2.3, D. The mechanism described [82]
is constructive interference from the thick iridosomes beneath the cell wall. Again,
the layering is identified as cellulose, but the other ‘bubbly’ layer material is not
identified. No polarisation of the reflected light was reported.
As well as unconfirmed structures in fruits, the leaves of Selaginella willdenowii and
Selaginella uncinata use a very small number of Bragg-condition conforming multi-
layers on the outside of the epidermal cells [89] [69] although the material composi-
tion has not been described.
Helicoidal Cellulose Multilayers
A further group of species reflect structurally coloured light from multilayers com-
posed of helicoidal cellulose in their cell walls. Lindsaea lucida, Diplazium tomentosum
[84] and Danaea nodosa [85] all have much thickened cell walls containing around
thirty layers of helicoidal cellulose, and have angular-dependent blue reflection. Al-
though in D. nodosa the authors describe layers of alternating electron-opaque and
electron-transparent material [85], the images indicate that the layering may in fact
be from a helicoidal cell wall. The spectra reflected from these plants are predicted
to conform to the description given in the optical theory section, and reflect one
circular polarisation at a specific wavelength in agreement with its observed pitch.
However, in the reports the measurements were not made.
Mapania caudata shows a variation on a similar structure, [83] a thickened helicoidal
cellulose cell wall was reported containing ‘entrained’ silica granules that accumu-
late at uniform positions within the helicoids. The silica is reported to play a part in
the structural colour reflected from the leaves because no colour was reflected when
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FIGURE 2.4: Pollia condensata A. photo B - D. SEM micrographs show-
ing helicoidal multilayer material. E-G Optical microscope images of
the same area in E. left circular polarisation, and F. Right circular po-
larisation. G. Between crossed polarisers, i.e. a superposition of left
and right circular polarisations. All reproduced from [92].
the silica was removed, however, no mechanism for this is suggested, and the re-
flected light is circularly polarised, indicating that it originates from the helicoidal
structure rather than the silica granules.
Finally, two fruits from distantly related genera also exploit thick helicoidal multi-
layer cellulose in their cell walls to reflect bright structural colour. The structurally
coloured cell walls are extremely thickened in both Margaritaria nobilis [90] [91] and
Pollia condensata [92] leaving almost no internal cavity and cell contents. The struc-
tures of both fruits were established by Dr Silvia Vignolini, who supervised this
thesis, and coworkers. This thesis is based on their work, specifically on Pollia. An
image of Margaritaria nobilis is shown in figure 2.9. Another related species Margari-
taria discoidea also has fruits with a translucent outer shell which looks an iridescent
blue when hydrated (unpublished). This species grows in some of the same regions
as Pollia condensata - between Senegal, Ethiopia and Zimbabwe. [93]
Previous Work on Pollia condensata
The fruit of Pollia condensata is about 4-5 mm in diameter and better understood as a
colourful capsule or seed case, made up of a hard dry spherical epicarp containing,
in each of the fruits examined, 18 tightly packed seeds in six segments. It is a bright
metallic blue colour, with a glittery ‘pixelated’ appearance. Although it contains a
dark pigment, no evidence of blue pigmentation has been found via conventional ex-
traction, [92] and all the colour reflected from the fruit is due to structurally coloured
cell walls. Unlike the other structurally coloured plant tissue introduced so far, the
fruit retains its colour indefinitely under moderate dry conditions, due to the fruit’s
dehydration as it matures.
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The outer cells of the epicarp have extremely thick cell walls, which grow thick
enough to take up the entirety of the cell space. The cell walls are made of a very reg-
ular helicoidal cellulose stack, like the materials discussed in 3.1.1, with a periodic
pitch of approximately 150 nm, creating a thick photonic crystal chiral multilayer
fulfilling the ‘helicoidal Bragg’ reflection condition. Several layers of structurally
coloured cells are visible using a TEM cross-section. They have underneath them
also a few layers of pigmented cells filled with brown tannin which serve as an ab-
sorber to enhance the visibility of the structural colour. With an optical microscope,
multiple layers of reflecting cells are visible from different focal depths. Particularly
distinctive is the microscopic appearance of the cells whose curved shape reflects
light back normally only from the central perpendicular part of the cell wall, ap-
pearing as a bright stripe or spot in the middle of the cell as seen from above.
Perhaps the most interesting thing about P. condensata is that different cells reflect
different handedness of circularly polarised light. No other helicoidally reflecting
structure has been reported with both circular polarisations reflected in one mate-
rial, whether in plants with optically reflecting cellulose, or any other structurally
coloured material. Other helicoidal structurally-coloured material reflects only left
handed circular polarised light, indicating a left handed chiral material structure
(see figure 1.7). It is surprising and intriguing therefore to find a mix of both hand-
ednesses in one fruit tissue.
2.2 Pollia condensata Experimental Results
2.2.1 Experimental Approach
In section 2.1.2 the fruit of Pollia condensata was introduced via the work published
in [92], (see figure 2.4). The rest of this chapter presents novel experimental results
from a thorough study of P. condensata, the species described in the original paper,
and a number of related species, which are compared in the later sections.
First, work on P. condensata is presented. Specimens of the fruit were analysed in
order to describe the anatomy of the epicarp tissue. The optical response was then
analysed in polarisation-selective microscopy. Spectral responses from large num-
bers of P. condensata cells were measured in order to understand the distribution of
cell colouration across the spectral range and polarisation. The unusual polarisation
characteristics were surveyed over hundreds of cells on multiple fruits in order to
understand their spectral characteristics.
The analysis of the fruits was designed in order to characterise the unusual polarisa-
tion and optical geometry effects previously observed in the fruit and to determine
the extent of their occurrence within fruits of this species, and for the purpose of
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FIGURE 2.5: P. condensata fruit with a piece of the epicarp broken off to
reveal the tightly packed seeds. The glittery cell reflections are visible.
Stripe areas of increased purple and white reflection are indicated.
comparing with other species. Additionally, this full description is intended to es-
tablish the subject of the following chapters in which the biological material in these
fruits is assessed during fruit development.
2.2.2 Fruit Anatomy
As mentioned above, the Pollia condensata fruit is comprised of a hard, dry epicarp
(outermost layer) packed with typically 18 tightly-packed but unattached seeds, vis-
ible in the photo in figure 2.5, around a central column. Previous research [92]
demonstrated that colours reflected from specimens that were decades old remained
bright and vibrant, due to the durability of the multilayer material.
The epicarp is brittle - a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the broken
epicarp in cross-section is shown in figure 2.6, A. The epicarp shows 4-5 layers of
helicoidal, structurally coloured cells above 3-4 layers of flattened pigmented cells,
and a lower layer of very flat softer brown cells on the internal surface of the epi-
carp.
Closer magnification of the broken structurally coloured cells in SEM show clearly
visible layers within the cell wall, image B, whose broken edges form characteris-
tic fan ridges, image C. This pattern is the hallmark of helicoidal architecture broken
perpendicular to the layer plane and visualised using SEM. This is the correlate indi-
cation in orthogonal cross-section SEM of the Bouligand arcs reported in the Trans-
mission Electron Microscope (TEM) images in figure 2.4. They can also be seen in
self-assembled helicoidal cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) film which will be introduced
in chapter 6 figure 6.2.
The iridescent cells are imaged in optical microscopy cross-section in image 2.6 D
and are shown to be non colour-reflective in cross-section.
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FIGURE 2.6: A,B,C: SEM images of broken P. condensata cross sections
through A. the whole epicarp B. a single structurally coloured cell C. an area
of cell wall exposing arced fans. D is an optical microscope image through
the top part of P. condensata epicarp, some individual cells are visible.
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FIGURE 2.7: A labelled schematic indicating the structure of P. con-
densata cross-section which has several layers of entirely filled struc-
turally coloured cells. Each of the cells reflects a different colour in
either right or left handed circularly polarised light. Light that is not
reflected is absorbed by the pigmented cells underneath.
The schematic in 2.7 is a simple cartoon of the epicarp cross-section. The incident
light does not interact with the cells other than a single handedness of a particular
band of the spectrum corresponding to the cells’ pitch. This means that reflections
from multiple cells at different depths of the epicarp may be observed from a loca-
tion on the surface. This is a simplified model which ignores biological materials
such as pectin which binds individual cells into a coherent tissue. However, the
outer part of the epicarp, containing only structurally coloured cells, may be iso-
lated by manually scratching off the pigmented cells, (see figure 2.8) and appears
clear, indicating no other absorbing pigments within the multilayer cell slab. This
combination of a clear and structurally coloured outer layer in contact with a pig-
mented absorbing layer is analogous to the structure that gives Margaritaria nobilis
its intense colour [91]. In this case, the structurally coloured cell layer appears more
transparent and much more closely bound to the pigmented layer, which in M. no-
bilis are detached entirely when the fruit dries, suppressing the colour visibility as
shown in figure 2.9. [91]
2.2.3 Optical Response
Optical measurements of the epicarp were reported in the previous research, but are
confirmed with additional observation here as a basis for the following results. The
selective reflection from each cell of either right or left handed circularly polarised
light is illustrated by the optical microscope image 2.10. The outlines of cells are
indicated as guides, the cell edge contours being visible for surface cells, and the
reflection of a spot of light inside each in either the left or right circular polarisation is
shown. The spot of light is unusual with respect to the colouration of most biological
plant cells because it does not fill the cell body. This effect is due to the curvature
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FIGURE 2.8: A part of P. condensata epicarp with a transparent area
which has been manually scraped clear of pigmented cells from the
underside. The left image shows the top of the epicarp as it appears
on the fruit, the right hand image shows the underside. The struc-
turally coloured cells from which spectra are measured are located in
the transparent area, but they are not visible without the dark pig-
mented cells underneath.
FIGURE 2.9: Dry and fully hydrated Margaritaria nobilis. This struc-
turally coloured fruit was discussed in section 2.1.2. It has structurally
coloured cells similar to Pollia cells in the translucent outer shell, and
when hydrated the shell is in contact with the dark inner fruit body
and makes the fruit appear blue-green. [91]
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FIGURE 2.10: The same area of cells on P. condensata are imaged in left
(L) and right (R) circular polarisation. Cells are indicated with a white
dashed outline. Each of the cells reflects a colour in one handedness
but not the other.
of the cells and the finite size of the numerical aperture, as previously illustrated in
figure 1.10.
The distinctness of each reflected spot of light in the centre of the larger cell, and the
different colours exhibited by each cell gives the ‘pixelated’ or glittery appearance
described in [92] and clearly visible in 2.8 and 2.5.
2.2.4 Spectral Distribution
Prior work established the existence of reflective cells right and left handed chirality
in the epicarp of the fruit, but did not demonstrate any distinction between the two
types of cells. Here it’s demonstrated that the two types of cells may be considered
distinct populations due to different characteristic distributions.
Initially spectra from right and left handed chiral cells were measured separately
from different areas of a fruit. A plot showing the distribution of the peak intensity
and wavelength is shown in figure 2.11, A. Each peak is plotted using an image
of the cell reflection spot it represents. The distribution of the left handed circular
polarisation reflections is indicated with a triangle overlaid on the image and is blue
shifted with respect to the right handed circular polarisation reflecting cells.
In 2.11 figure B, the peak intensity and wavelength of a large number of cell spectra
is plotted, without indication of the handedness (in fact the vast majority of these
spectra are from left handed cells). This second set of data was collected and plot-
ted to understand whether pitches appeared grouped around characteristic wave-
lengths. Although the distribution in this set is not uniform, it is not the case that
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FIGURE 2.11: Two surveys of peak intensity of cells. Each point is
indicated by an image of the area from which the spectrum was mea-
sured, demonstrating the range of colours reflected. In plot A left
handed circular polarisation peaks are indicated by a black triangle.
B shows a survey of cells without handedness indicated, although
they are mostly left handed. Both surveys confirm the wide and con-
tinuous range of colours displayed by the fruits.
the cell colours are preferentially grouped round certain bandwidths. Cell coloura-
tion spans the spectral range.
2.2.5 Spatial Distribution
Measurement of the fruit showed that right and left handed cells are not evenly dis-
tributed with different areas being dominated by a non-exclusive tendency towards
one of the handednesses. The predominance of red-shifted spectra reflected from
right handed cells means the location of a high density of right handed cells can be
identified by eye.
Inspection of the fruit in figure 2.5 establishes that its epicarp is sectioned by six
stripes. These stripes are either whitish or reddish, in the figure, the top and bottom
of the fruit have a visible whitish stripe, and a red stripe goes around the centre of
the fruit. These coloured stripes, visible by eye, are where right handed cell majority
areas may be found.
This conclusion was reached using a very large scale survey on multiple fruits. A
spatial survey on a single fruit is presented in figure 2.12. The spectra from 9 areas
are divided in two different ways along (front middle and back of the fruit) and
across (inner, outer and between) the stripe axes.
At nine separate locations on each fruit an area was identified in the field of view
without a polarisation filter and every cell’s spectrum recorded from within this
area. This approach was taken in order to avoid bias to brightly reflecting cells or
one polarisation over another. Each area included 20-30 cells. Histograms in figure
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FIGURE 2.12: The spectra and handedness of the cells on the fruit are
analysed on the reddish and whiteish stripes separately, and the area
in between, and also on the cells at the front, middle and back of the
fruit. Histograms are used to demonstrate the relative proportions of
left (navy bars) and right (yellow bars) at each wavelength for each
area. The dominance of left and right cells is very localised. In this
fruit the highest proportion of right handed cells are at the back, and
in the septum stripe. They are generally seen to be red-shifted. The
same analysis was carried out on other fruits, which are included in
the appendix. Generally, proportionally more right handed cells were
found in the stripes, but otherwise there was no general rule found.
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2.12 show the relative numbers of cells in both handednesses across the spectral
range. Distributions are compared on different plots for spatial regions across and
in parallel to the stripe areas.
The different locations in the histograms show very clear differences, with the vast
majority of right handed cells appearing at the back of the fruit where it was de-
tached from the plant, and with a distinct red shift, although overlapping with the
spectral distribution of left handed cells. The right handed cells are also more com-
mon in the all stripes, than in the area between them. There are in this instance a few
right handed cells not located on a stripe, and they also show a redshift with respect
to left handed cells in the same area.
This survey was reproduced on three further fruits which are included in appendix
7.5. 200-250 cells on each fruit were measured. Although they showed a similarly
strong spatial variation within each fruit, there was not a consistent general distribu-
tion across the fruits measured. Right handed cells were consistently identified with
red-biased cell colours. The stripes are visible because of the increased proportion
of red and yellow cells, and examining the stripes is therefore a reliable way to find
right circular polarisation dominated areas. However, the right handed cells were
not consistently distributed at the back or front of the fruit between different spec-
imens, and there were many areas of the stripes where right handed cells were not
present.
Colouration and Anatomy
The stripes correspond to structures inside the epicarp where thickened tough bands
of tissue encircle the fruit. These bands are located over the boundaries between the
seed segments. Three of the segments are located over the septa, tissues extending
from the epicarp into the core of the fruit which separate the fruit cavity and the
seeds into three equal lobes or locules. The other three bands are alternate with the
septa stripes, and equidistant between them.
The fruit anatomy of Pollia species has not been previously described but elements
are recognisable from studies of other Commelinaceae. [94] The existence of the three
septa and locules each containing six seeds is consistent with the anatomy described
in other fruits. The other set of stripes appear to correspond to the ‘dorsal carpellary
trace’, or external vascular bundle connected to the central core at the two poles of
the fruit.
The vascular tissues below the visible stripes are thicker and tougher than the brittle
epicarp which may be broken off leaving just the tough connective tissue. An early-
stage thickened tissue, including a cross-section through the vascular bundle, can be
seen in an SEM image in chapter 4 figure 4.24. Another report of a Commelinaceae
species, [95], demonstrated that vascular tissues develop from the earliest stages of
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the flower’s development, although they undergo significant growth after fertilisa-
tion and during development of the fruit. The stripes are referred to here as ‘septa
stripes’
Given the functional properties of the vascularised and connective tissues for the
whole fruit, the occurrence of this distinct group of right handed cells predominantly
in these regions could indicate that their development, structure or function is linked
to that of the connective tissue. This may crucially provide an indication of the con-
ditions under which the cells differentiate. Further examination using a biological
and dissection approach to the association of right handed cells and vascular tissue
during development is beyon dthe scope of this thesis which concentrates on the use
of optical analysis as a tool. However, it is suggested that this would be a productive
avenue of further research.
2.3 Comparison between Multiple Species in the Pollia
Genus
The previous section focused on the spectral and polarisation range of P. conden-
sata fruits in which structural colour had previously been described. The rest of
this chapter is intended to contextualise the species and its unusual optical charac-
teristics via comparison with other related species. The optical response of other
members of the genus has not previously been described
This observation allows us to understand the ways in which related species exploit
nanostructure for structural colour in different configurations. Analysis allows us to
relate the fruits’ different visual appearances with the structurally coloured material
responsible. This gives us insight both into the biological material as a malleable
starting point for variation in visual appearance tool for species themselves, and also
expands our understanding of the boundaries in structural colour variance. Finally,
the variation in natural material can be assessed from a biomimetic perspective to
extract principles and inspiration for colouration engineering.
In this section, three additional species are introduced and compared to P. conden-
sata. The macroscopic and microscopic appearances of the fruits are presented and
assessed. The polarisation and spectral distribution of the cells are assessed similarly
to the approach taken in the case of P. condensata. The distribution is used to conclude
the commonalities and unique polarisation characteristics of P. condensata.
2.3.1 Species Investigated
The genus Pollia is of the family Commelinaceae and has twenty-one distinct species
named in the Kew Herbarium catalogue. These are found across the remaining
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FIGURE 2.13: Photos of mature, and therefore dry A P. hasskarlii, B. P.
japonica C. P. thyrsiflora, D. P. condensata. The fruits are very durable
and these specimens are years old, although not distinguishable from
newly grown fruits.
tropical and subtropical rainforests of Africa, Asia and Australia and include one
American species. [96] These species commonly make up a significant part of the
ecosystem in many rainforests’ understory flora. [97] [98] Suggested uses of Pollia
reported by ethnobotanists are of the leaves in post-childbirth treatment [99] and as
a stimulant [100] and of the fruits for the treatment of back-ache. [101]
Three species in the genus in addition to P. condensata are analysed here in order to
compare them. These species, P. japonica, P. thyrsiflora and P. hasskarlii all inhabit
Japanese or south-east Asian tropical rainforests, rather than the central African
habitat of P. condensata. The four species’ fruits are shown in figure 2.13 . P. thyrsiflora
appears similar to P. condensata, although it is darker, smaller and more elongated in
shape. P. hasskarlii is also very dark, and resembles these two. P. japonica has a
very different appearance however, being slightly larger and with a matte grey-blue
colour, unlike the very bright ‘glittery’ appearance of the P. condensata. The other
species are markedly less colourful by eye, and with much less distinct vascular-
associated stripes than the P. condensata, if any were visible at all.
2.3.2 Optical Response
The fruits were all imaged under an optical microscope between parallel and crossed
polarisers, as shown in figure 2.14. Although there are evidently differences in the
appearance of the fruits’ epicarp using parallel polarisers, it is only with crossed-
polarisers that the difference is very distinct. P. hasskarlii and P. japonica (images
A and B) show distinct colours reflected from the one layer of cells only, without
reflection from underlying layers. The appearance of P. hasskarlii is more similar to
P. condensata due to a single point of reflected light in the centre of the cell, rather
than a reflection of a uniform colour from the entire cell. P. thyrsiflora shares with P.
condensata several layers of cells contributing to its reflection, but each cell is much
less clearly defined, as the reflections from cells are not in discrete stripes or spots
but more diffuse. The three other species appear more uniformly coloured than P.
condensata.
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FIGURE 2.14: Microscope images of each of the four fruits in 2.13. The
top row shows the parallel polarised image, the bottom row shows
the crossed-polarisers image, where only the structural colour is visi-
ble. A P. hasskarlii, B. P. japonica C. P. thyrsiflora, D. P. condensata
All of the fruits are characterised by hard dry epicarps with a non-bleaching colour
and circular polarisation reflection, indicating optically that their colour shares with
P. condensata a structural origin.
2.3.3 Cell Wall Architecture
The shared structural mechanism is confirmed by the SEM images in figure 2.15, in
which the outer cells of the epicarp show the distinctive layered cellulose described
earlier. The optical characteristics of each species are also explained by correlation
with SEM images of their structure. P. hasskarlii and P. japonica have only one layer
of structurally coloured cells above the pigment layer, which is why in 2.14 only
one layer of cell reflections is seen. P. hasskarlii cells are distinctly curved, like the
P. condensata, correlated with the point-like reflection of light from within each cell
boundary, whilst P. thyrsiflora has very flat and wide cells which accounts for the
more diffuse reflections, which are not well-defined spots determined by the nu-
merical aperture dilation.
2.3.4 Spectral Distribution
All the species were imaged in left and right circular polarisations in order to verify
that the colouration was reflected by the helicoidal structure observed in the cells.
Left and right handed circular polarisation images of the same locations are shown
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FIGURE 2.15: SEM images of the cross-section through the four dif-
ferent species. A P. hasskarlii, B. P. japonica C. P. thyrsiflora, D. P. con-
densata. The top row shows the entire endocarp cross-section with
different regions indicated in shaded bands: cuticle (yellow band),
structurally coloured (red band) and pigmented cells (blue band) in-
dicated. The bottom row of images shows a single characteristic cell
from each species.
FIGURE 2.16: A. P. condensata, B. P. japonica C. P. hasskarlii, D. P. thyr-
siflora. Each image shows the left and right handed circular polarised
microscopic images. Only P. condensata shows any colour in the right
handed circular polarisation.
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FIGURE 2.17: Histograms of spectral distributions from each of the
different species. Each ‘violin’ represents cells from a single fruit, ex-
cept for P. condensata where a single fruit is represented by two his-
tograms, one for the left and one for the right circular polarisation, in-
dicated by ‘R’. For each species. Cells represented by the histograms
are P. hasskarlii:90 P. japonica:140 P. thyrsiflora:60 P. condensata:300
in 2.16. The three other species were demonstrated to reflect only in left handed cir-
cular polarisation, unlike P. condensata which reflects left and right handed circularly
polarised light from different cells.
In order to understand the differentiation of structures in different species of the
Pollia genus, a spectral survey was taken of each species, by choosing several areas
at different positions on a fruit at random and recording the wavelengths of the
reflection peak of every cell in the area. The reflection peak wavelength of each
spectrum was recorded and analysed as described in the experimental section and
plotted as a violin histogram. The results are shown in figure 2.17. The width of the
‘violin’ for each point on the y axis corresponds to the number of cells found with
that peak wavelength.
Each individual violin body (arranged and labelled along the x axis) corresponds
to an individual fruit specimen, except in the case of the P. condensata fruits, where
pairs of peaks are used to represent the two separate datasets from cells which reflect
both left and right handed circular polarisation.
Further to the asymmetrical chirality distinction between P. condensata and the other
species, the histograms and associated mean (red cross) and mode (green box) val-
ues demonstrate distinctive differences in the ambi-chiral species. The right handed
cells, following indications in figure 2.11, are shown to have a strongly differentiated
average peak wavelength with respect to the left, and a much extended range of peak
values. Interestingly, the left handed cells in P. condensata also show a red shift and
increased variation with respect to the species with only left handed cells.
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2.3.5 Conclusion and Discussion
Of the examined species in the Pollia genus, and of all helicoidal cellulose tissues
P. condensata remains the only reported one with both right and left circular po-
larisation reflecting structures. The genus does however share the unusual struc-
tural colouration of the outer epicarp cells. The optical effect of thickened cell walls
that act as multilayers is different, both by eye and microscopically, in each species,
and this is accounted for by geometric differences in the species’ cells and cell lay-
ers.
As no phylogeny exists for this genus, the relationship between each of the species
is unknown. The structural colour mechanism is shared between species spread
over a wide geographical range although other anatomical characteristics are dif-
ferentiated. The adaptive function of the structural colour is unknown, as is the
relationship of the traits evolution in each of the species.
The P. condensata fruits are shown to have a greater range of spectral distribution
of peak wavelengths. The mean peak wavelength of the left handed cells in P. con-
densata is redshifted by 30 nm with respect to the other three species whose mean
wavelength is 466 nm. The right handed cells have a mean wavelength redshift of
85 nm.
These large differentiations observed across a very large number of cells demon-
strate the distinctive characteristics of P. condensata and of the right handed cells.
The direct link of structural colour spectra with the material in the cell wall indicates
that there is difference in the material structure of the cell walls of both the right
handed and left handed cells in P. condensata, although to different extents.
The large range of different colours reflected in P. condensata may have a different
adaptation function or accidental or vestigial origin. However, the correlation with
the right handed material provokes a hypothesis of a link between the material prop-
erties or development process, the red-shift and helicoid chirality.
Some hypotheses about the relationship between the colour and handedness of the
structurally coloured cells are discussed.
Additional Polymers
As discussed in [102], hemicellulose has been suggested to play a vital role in the de-
velopment of helicoidal structure in cellulose. A more accurate and comprehensive
picture of cell wall structure [103] than used in the model we have considered so far
does incorporate many other branched polysaccharides which enmesh cellulose mi-
crofibrils, and the insertion of chiral molecules has been proposed in a very different
system to give rise to right handed helices in bacterial cell walls. [104]
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The increase in the pitch of the material may be associated with additional hemi-
cellulose or other molecules, the physical size of which account for the redshift. In
this case, it might be a by-product of the different chirality-control mechanism in the
cell, or it might be a necessary component of right handed helicoid. The existence
of right handed cells with peak wavelengths shorter than those reflected from left
handed cells makes this hypothesis less attractive.
In order to understand whether an additional molecule is present in the cell walls
of all P. condensata cells, or even in right handed and not left handed cells would
require a full chemical analysis of the components. This is complicated by the fact
that suitable candidates for an additional molecule would be expected to be very
similar to molecules found regularly in cell walls. Chemical analysis is complicated
by the fact that simply to separate the right and left handed cells from one another,
or the helicoidal cells from the others in the epicarp presents a significant challenge,
as the cells are solidly fixed to one another. However, this experiment is feasible
using, for example, microscopic Raman spectrometry.
Growth Disruption
A different, although related, proposal for the physical differentiation of right
handed cells is that the construction mechanism of the helicoids is disrupted or al-
tered in order to produce the opposite chirality. As discussed in section 3.1.2, there
is still significant debate about the way in which cell walls are created, however,
mutation of the control of microtubule orientation or adaptation in the synthase
rosettes should be considered as likely mechanisms by which a different orienta-
tion of helicoid could be produced. This disruption could additionally introduce
extra molecules like hemicelluloses into the material, or alternatively might retain
the same cellulose fibril density with a smaller interfibrillar angle or more randomly
oriented fibrils.
This mechanism could be probed with the use of disruption to the mechanisms hy-
pothesised to be responsible for cell wall fibrillar orientation. Tools which could
be employed include genetic modification of synthesis molecules or cell scaffold-
ing control, or using poisons known to affect cell walls to understand whether left
and right cells are affected equally. Understanding all of these processes relies on a
greater understanding of the cell wall development, which will be discussed in the
next chapter.
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FIGURE 2.18: The large image on the left shows a cross section
through the structurally coloured cells of P. condensata in a TEM cross-
section by Tom Gregory. Numbers mark the locations at which the
each of the higher magnification images were taken, corresponding
to the label. Bouligand arcs are visible in each of the higher magnifi-
cation images, and guidelines are used to indicate them in this figure.
1,2,4 and 6 share arc directions, and the opposite direction is seen in
images 3 and 5.
Additional Polarisation Effect
There is a further possibility, that the reflection of right handed circular polarised
light is not caused by right handed structures, but by multiple reflection and scatter-
ing of left handed circular polarised light from left handed chiral structures, or from
these reflections passing through a waveplate, which occurs in the beetle Plusiotis
resplendens. [105] However, as described earlier, the appearance of the P. conden-
sata cells is very distinctive and an effect of the shape of the cell itself. A scattering
or multiple reflection would be expected to cause a distortion in this appearance.
In order to ensure that the measured light is directly reflected without secondary
scattering, all measurements unless otherwise stated are taken from reflected spots
which appear to be from the top layer of epicarpal cells. It should be noted that due
to these cells’ transparency, there is a possibility that a different reflective cell under-
neath may contribute part of the spectra recorded in this case, but every attempt was
made to avoid this happening.
Additionally, a TEM cross-section by Tom Gregory who shown in 2.18 demonstrates
alternating Bouligand arc directions observed in P. condensata cell cross-sections, in-
dicating that there is a different chirality in adjacent cells.
2.4 Biological Context
The species in the Pollia genus are remarkably understudied, and therefore there
exists a significant gap in our understanding of the biological and ecological context
for the species and genus as a whole. Some smaller projects were instigated as part
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of the work undertaken while producing this thesis in order to try to fill those gaps.
These represent side projects whose conclusions do not fit into the larger themes
of the work or the general conclusions. The ecology part was largely carried out
by collaborators. However, they are included here in order to present as broad an
approach as possible to the subject and to present the limits of current research into
the biological significance of the species.
Ecology
Pollia condensata is widespread through remaining protected rainforests. Data are not
available on the number of specimens, although it is included in a range of rainfor-
est flora surveys. [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] The fruit’s other
names are nonexhaustively recorded in ethnobotanical studies and botanical trans-
lation : litoto (Bambenga), pepepe (Mbuti. This name is shared with at least two other
species of understory plant also not considered useful.) [112] ikangíla / makangíla /
ikandíla / makandíla (Kibira) and kigenia (Kibira - shared with red-fruited Commeli-
naceae species Palisota ambigua) [101] endiki-uekeki (Efe - meaning Forest Mouse eye-
lids)[115], mlelevasi (Hehe) [116]. These records generally characterise the plant as
without use, game animals are reported to eat the leaves, [112] and mice to eat the
fruits. [115]
The fruit was observed to be common in shaded high-canopy protected rainforests
Kibale and Budongo National parks in Uganda and Kakamega National Park in
Kenya. Fieldwork was carried out in collaboration with Dr Rebecca Karanja from
Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology (JKUAT). The species was
easily found because plants grow generally in large patches, found particularly on
the edges of well-worn paths. These paths have plenty of human and animal traffic,
and may also offer a clearing in the canopy overhead. The arrangement of leaves, as
shown in figure 2.19 is also easily spotted as the large leaves fan out in a striking star
shape, directing the eye to the central stem, where the flowers and fruits are found
during the fruiting cycle.
Fieldwork in Kakamega Forest National Reserve in Kenya was carried out in
September 2016 under permit from the Kenyan Forestry Service (KFS). Kakamega
Forest is the only remaining part of the Guineo-Congolian rainforest in Kenya. [117]
Our collaborators Dr Rebecca Karanja (JKUAT) and Wilberforce Okeka (KFS) carried
out inspection of the presence of the species within the forest, the floral and fruiting
cycle and surveys of the pollinating insects that visited the plants.
Identification of the growth of P. condensata was by a laying a line transect of 3.5
km along the open canopy sections of the forest, a photograph of a mature plant is
shown in figure 2.19 showing the large star-like arrangement of the leaves around
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FIGURE 2.19: Left: a photo of the star-like leaves of P. condensata
growing in Kakamega Forest National Reserve. Right: A single
flower open on an inflorescence, on a lab grown plant.
the central stem, where the fruit grows. 16 clusters of plants were found. The prop-
agation was observed to be primarily through stolons and so clusters of plants were
found together, in groups of 20 - 50. During the early fruiting season, only a few
plants (1-5) per cluster were observed to bear fruits.
Assessment of the floral and fruiting cycle identified that the flowers emerged after
7-9 days of budding. An open flower is shown in figure 2.19. For observation of
pollinator behaviour, 18 Camera traps were set, and additional species identification
was done by insect netting. After pollination, the fruit maturation was observed to
last around three months in the forest.
The pollination study was successful and demonstrated that the primary pollinating
species visiting the plants were Apis mellifera or honeybees which accounted for 72%
of visits to the flowers. A further 19% of visits were from other members of the Ap-
idae family, and the rest from other bees. Pollination visits occurred predominantly
before midday and in warm and wet conditions although no pollination visits were
observed during rain.
Although a survey of the fruit-dispersers was attempted, it was not successful in
capturing fruit dispersers. The only prior evidence on fruit consumption to our
knowledge is the inclusion of P. condensata in a list of species consumed by baboons
in Budongo forest, Uganda, [118] although the extent to which the fruits form part
of the baboons’ diet is not fully described. This identification of the fruit dispersers
was supported by a single sighting by Wilberforce Okeka of a baboon picking the
fruit but evidence was not recorded on camera.
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Fossil Record
A full phylogeny of the species is missing, however, an apparently closely related
species to P. condensata is recorded in archaeological work. [119] A huge number of
specimens were uncovered of Pollia tugenensis, named for its location in the Tugen
Hills, in a 12.2 million year old primary airfall tuff within the Ngorora formation,
Baringo district, Kenya. Entire plants have been preserved, standing with minimal
collapse, flattening or folding. The species show very little distinction from the ex-
tant P. condensata. All the specimens recovered during the research reported are held
in the National Museums of Kenya (NMK), where they make up a significant pro-
portion of the plant specimens held.
As part of research carried out towards this thesis, these specimens were all in-
spected carefully for signs of fruit-heads, six specimens were observed to have signs
of partial or whole fruiting bodies preserved. The type specimen Box 80DE 10769 is
shown in 2.20 and had a collapsed fruiting body, including fossilized epicarp mate-
rial.
The fruiting bodies were measured with optical microscope spectroscopy for signs of
having retained structural colour, which has been observed in other fossils. [120] The
microscope used for this purpose was donated by Zeiss. [1] A fragment of this fruit
epicarp is detached from the main body and this was borrowed from the museum
under kind permission of the NMK, and imaged using SEM. The image is shown
in 2.20. It confirms that the fossil has been formed through mineral crystallisation
inside the cavity of the epicarp, and there is no prospect of a retention of structurally
coloured material.
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FIGURE 2.20: The photos show an extremely well preserved speci-
men of the extinct species, and half the epicarp of a fruit. The SEM
image of the specimen in the bottom right hand corner shows flat
planes characteristic of crystalline formation that has crystallised in
the epicarp cavity.
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Chapter 3
Development in P. japonica
In this chapter, current understanding of cell wall development is introduced. I then
produce results from the direct observation of Pollia japonica fruit cell wall growth
during maturation. The development is considered in three separate stages. The
optical analysis is then compared with electron microscopy.
In order to use the structurally coloured cell wall material to give an insight into
growth, the development of structural colour can be observed directly and com-
pared to the physical model. This technique applies a physical and materials science
understanding of light-material interaction to analyse and interpret a biological pro-
cess. This chapter describes observation of P. japonica and discusses the challenges,
methods and conclusions drawn about cell wall growth.
The results of this chapter are a description of the cell wall growth during fruit matu-
ration. This is the first time that cell wall growth has been imaged during maturation
without using staining, tagging or fluorescence techniques. This is in contrast to de-
structive sampling and the direct imaging of sub-wavelength structures, which is
generally employed in similar studies.
I first present an introduction to the broader context of helicoidal cell walls and cell
wall development.
3.1 Helicoidal Cell Walls and Development
3.1.1 Helicoids in Nature
The photonic helicoidal structure described in section 2.1.2 is responsible for only a
tiny fraction of the photonic structures in nature, however, the architecture itself is
very common. The discovery and analysis of helicoidal photonic crystals was made
in the context of previous analysis of non-reflective helicoidal structures.
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FIGURE 3.1: a. Construction of Bouligand arcs from a helicoidal stack
of planes, adapted from [102]. b-f, collated by [121], b. Decalcified
crab cuticle, bar = 2 um. c. Pear skin with polysaccharides visualised,
bar=0.5 um. d. Collagen in dermal fish scales, bar = 40 um. e. Colla-
gen in decalcified human bone, bar = 1 um. f. A diagram similar to
a showing arc reversal with the opposite oblique section through the
stack.
Non-photonic Helicoids
Helical plywood structures are extremely common in skeletal or protective extracel-
lular tissues and cell walls [121] from human teeth [122] to crustacean ‘claw’ clubs
[123] and fruit stone cells [124] where they contribute an enhanced isotropic tough-
ness and energy dissipation through shear wave filtering, crack deflection and arrest.
[125] These structures are on a larger scale than visibly-reflecting photonic crystals,
but they share the same architecture.
The characteristic indication of a helicoidal geometry, the Bouligand arc [126] is
used to identify occurrence of helicoidal architecture in tissue structures, normally
through staining for transmission electron microscopy. Bouligand arc appearance,
its mechanism and examples are shown in figure 3.1. Each plane in the Bouligand
arc construction is in fact made up of layers of parallel fibrils, which makes it a nat-
ural extension of biological materials. [127]
Many biological materials are fibrillar. Prominent helicoidal composites are based on
chitin,[128] collagen [129] and cellulose, [130] long chain biological molecules with
a hierarchical fibre structure. Studies of chitin and collagen have demonstrated the
existence of these phases on multiple scales, in fungus, bone, crustacean and beetles,
however, for the remainder of this thesis we will be concerned with the occurrence
of helicoidal architectures in cellulose.
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FIGURE 3.2: A. Schematic of cellulose extrusion from rosettes, repro-
duced from [138]. B. SEM micrograph of cellulose microfibrils at dif-
ferent angles in the cell wall of green algae Closterium C. Rosettes on
the plasma membrane of the same algae. B& C Reproduced from
[132].
3.1.2 Plant Cell Wall Assembly
Cellulose is the main component of cell walls, [131] it is a structural polysaccha-
ride made from a long chain of the repeated monomer glucose, which is extruded
from the external plasma membrane of the cell into the cell wall by groups of
synthase molecules arranged in ‘rosettes’. [132] The parallel synthesis of cellu-
lose molecules creates hydrogen bonds between them, [133] forming polymorph I
nanofibrils instead of the more energetically favourable polymorph II which forms
in lab-crystallised cellulose. [134]
The rosettes are grouped together, as shown in figure 3.2 and travel around the sur-
face of the cell membrane wrapping the continuously extruded fibrils around the
cell. [135] [136] The arrangement of fibrils is adapted to the cell type and may be
random, transverse, crossed, helical, helicoidal or a mix of these, the various orien-
tations are shown in figure 3.3. [137]
In the helicoidal arrangement, each individual microfibril is arranged parallel to one
another in stacked planes, the orientation of each plane offset by a few degrees from
the one below.
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FIGURE 3.3: Schematic showing the different possible orientations
of cellulose microfibrils in cylindrical cell walls, the furthest right
demonstrates helicoidal layering.
Microtubule-directed Assembly
The mechanism by which the relative orientation of the microfibrils in the cell wall
is controlled is a subject of debate. Studies have demonstrated the importance of nu-
merous different factors in the assembly, and the interaction and relative importance
of these different mechanisms remains to be fully determined.
Control of the fibril deposition by microtubules has been the focus of significant
research and has yielded important results. The microtubule mechanism proposes
that synthase rosettes travel on the plasma membrane along microtubules within the
cell cytoplasm, and the microfibrils are laid down in place onto the solid cell wall.
[139]
The research on this point is extremely extensive, and beyond the scope of this the-
sis. A few characteristic results are given here. Previous work on the growth of cell
walls has relied on fluorescent tagging of cellulose synthase proteins in transgenic
Arabidopsis thaliana, a well known model species, and visualisation using laser stim-
ulation of molecules in living cells in a confocal optical microscope. The technique
gives high definition images and has demonstrated in fine detail the colocation of
cellulose synthases and microtubules [141] as shown in figure 3.4, L,M,N. Moreover,
drugs which reduce the function of microtubules have been shown to reduce the de-
gree of orientation in microfibrils, see 3.4 A-D vs E-H. [140]. However, in this study,
total poisoning of the microtubules did not stop the microfibrils from orienting in a
similar pattern to the case of fully functioning microtubules, images I-K. These re-
sults indicate that the relationship between microtubules and fibrillar orientation is
complicated.
Microtubules are thought to have many roles in plant cells. For example genetic
modification of microtubule control genes has been demonstrated to change the chi-
rality of the entire stem of Arabidopsis seedlings causing the whole plant to twist.
[143] Their multiplicity of roles makes the correlation between microtubule and mi-
crofibril alignment less clearly direct.
Genetic modification and poisoning have demonstrated a correlation of microtubule
loss and changes in chirality or cell shape. [138] These techniques have been used to
argue for microtubule dominance in fibril orientation, although they fail to answer
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FIGURE 3.4: A-N are two different studies using fluorescence confo-
cal microscopy in living Arabidopsis cells with tagged proteins. A-
K: Grey and green are YFP::CESA6 on cellulase synthases, Red is
CFP:TUA1 tagged to microtubules. L-N: Green is cellulase syn-
thases labelled with YFP::CESA7, purple is microtubules labelled
with RFP::TUB6. A-D show normal growth, E-H show treatment with
a drug causing loss of microtubule organisation, I-K show more in-
tense poisoning, although there is near complete loss of microtubule
structure (K), arrows indicated a retention of organised cellulose syn-
thase tracks, better than the semi-poisoned state. Reproduced from
[140] L-M show the very strong association between cellulose and mi-
crofibrils, especially in the wall cross-section. Reproduced from [141]
All scale bars 10 um.
P shows sections of Arabidopsis cell walls at increasing depths of 200
nm, showing the cellulose fibrils stained with S4B. [142]
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some outstanding questions. The feasibility of experiments in which microtubules
may be transgenically mutated, tagged and imaged has influenced the kinds of ex-
periments and therefore mechanisms which are investigated for understanding cell
wall growth.
An influence on cell wall orientation that has been proposed alongside microtubule
control is reorientation within the cell wall after deposition. [103] At least in some
instances cell wall fibrils are aligned in one direction and entirely reoriented dur-
ing cell expansion. [142] Another proposal, taken from experiments in which the
removal of microtubules was again demonstrated not to affect cellulose orientation,
is that this orientation is defined by membrane streaming fluidity. [144] A further
mechanism proposed is the existence of a ‘scaffold molecule’ outside of the cell
membrane which is able to define the orientation of fibrils, and which interacts with
microtubules. [145]
Given the huge variety of plant cells that exist, it seems likely there may be multi-
ple different control mechanisms at work. However, it is clear that the microtubule
hypothesis as it stands fails to account entirely for the existence of helicoidal mor-
phologies in plant cell walls. An outstanding question remains on the control of the
handedness of cell walls, for which no microtubule explanation has been given. [146]
Microtubule models in some cases have ignored completely the striking fact that the
vast majority of cellulose cell walls are left handed, [139] and instead assumed an
equal likelihood of helicoid formation in each chirality.
Despite these lacks, some consensus has emerged with an increasing prominence
given to research exploring the importance of biologically controlled microtubule
effects. However, it is by no means a closed question [147] due to a ‘lack of tools to
connect the molecular and cellular scales in living cells’. [148]
The Role of Liquid Crystals in Biological Helicoid Development
Since the discovery of helicoidal materials in nature, analogies have been drawn
between them and liquid crystals. This comparison is useful in describing the struc-
tures and optical properties of both materials, and it has also inspired the suggestion
that solid crystalline helicoidal materials are the product of a ‘solidified liquid crys-
tal’. [149]
Subsequent to the first instance of this suggestion, it has been repeated many times,
especially in work by Neville, [150] [151] [130] [152] [102] whose book Biology of Fi-
brous Composites [29] is a seminal and much-referenced text and whose contribution
to the understanding of biological fibrous composites is enormous. What began as
a tentative suggestion that beetle elytra may pass through a liquid crystalline phase
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[149] [150] expanded into the same suggestion for plant tissues [151]. Neville con-
tinued to make the case for liquid crystalline phases through theoretically dismiss-
ing the capacity of microtubules to produce helicoids [152] and developing a model
of self-assembly requiring the complex hemicellulose structure found in cell walls.
[102]
Neville’s suggestion is attractive because of its simplicity. Self-assembly in cells al-
lows us to understand biological tissues as passive materials rather than living pro-
cesses, and therefore promises a simple model and the possibility of reproducing
it outside of the cell. The strong similarity between the solid and liquid helicoidal
crystal is striking and seems to demand an explanation. Neville’s suggestion has
therefore often been reproduced in analysis of solid biological helicoids, with the
justification of implication by morphological similarity. [124] [153] [154] [155] [156]
This similarity extends beyond the helicoid pattern to defect morphologies that are
common in both materials as well.
The idea has been further developed with an attempt to demonstrate the reassem-
bly of extracted cell wall components, and the role of ‘twisting molecules’ in order
to create the chiral architecture. [157] Other work has focused on true liquid crystal
helicoids found in beetles [158] and in plants. [159] The example of a liquid crys-
talline phase in plants is in quince mucilage, an oriented cellulose fibril layer which
may be swelled with water and has been shown to demonstrate truly liquid crystal
behaviour.
Despite a lack of good evidence for a self-assembly process in the deposition of cel-
lulose cell walls, the idea has become well known, and provoked contradictory re-
sponses directly addressing the hypothesis. Arguments against the suggestion have
come in the form of a different preferred mechanism, like those discussed in the sec-
tion 3.1.2. [144] [160] These arguments are unfortunately not well made because of
the lack of ability of these other mechanisms to entirely describe the process them-
selves. Whilst the idea of a cell wall assembling in a cell just as a photonic crystal
assembles in a Petri dish is fanciful, a role during wall assembly for these forces
within a fluid cell boundary phase is not obviously untenable.
More compelling arguments point to the fibrillar materials themselves, and the im-
possibility of interpreting very long fibrils as being subject to the same forces as col-
loidal particles, which would be needed for self-assembly to take place. [137] This
critical analysis also identifies strong constraints on the volume of material available
for self-assembly and the spatial and temporal variation of the cell wall structure as
inconsistent with a free liquid crystal phase. [161] A very brief phase of liquid phase
orientation is instead suggested.
Unfortunately these differences between colloidal particles and fibrils have not been
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addressed by proponents of the potential role of liquid crystalline assembly in bio-
logical materials. The in vitro use of a collagen colloid [162] and cellulose suspen-
sion [163] have both been suggested as indicative of a self assembly mechanism in
vivo. Due to the lack of other evidence for or against the hypothesis the implicit
direct analogy between the colloids and biological fibrils is not clearly supported or
refuted.
As an open hypothesis requiring further research, the suggestion is harmless but
it has been misinterpreted on multiple occasions. This comparison has been com-
pounded by a further over-simplistic analogy. The different helicoidal materials,
formed from chitin, collagen and cellulose again all share the same striking mor-
phology. However, the biological tissues they form are very different. Unfortunately,
the identification between the colloidal particles and biological fibrils, and between
different materials holds back analysis of the differences between them. [121] [164]
[165] [127]
The liquid-crystalline phase idea is also spread through an ambiguous use of phras-
ing like referring to solid helicoids as ‘liquid crystal analogues’[147] and as hav-
ing ‘cholesteric liquid crystal organisation’,[166] being the result of ‘directed self-
assembly’,[147] and the analogy of liquid crystals as being ‘relevant to cell wall or-
dering’. [167]
Unfortunately, the development of this idea without enough evidence has led to
confused and erroneous claims that biological helicoid materials in general [128] or
beetle elytra in particular [168] [169] have been demonstrated to be the result of a
self-assembled liquid crystalline phase. These claims in well-respected reviews are
troubling, because although the hypothesis has not been ruled out, it has not been
demonstrated either. The sources cited to support the claims here are mostly based
on in vitro collagen research. It is important that the short-hand assumptions about
the role of liquid crystals are not allowed to pass unchallenged.
There are many difficulties in attempting to assess whether a liquid-crystalline phase
exists inside helicoidal plant cell walls, and this report does not attempt to produce
a description of the development mechanism in plant cell walls. However, it does
attempt to investigate the cell wall development process itself, and to understand the
characteristics of this growth. This is intended to contribute to our understanding of
the physical changes that the material undergoes, and to provide evidence against
which cell development theories ought to be compared.
Information about Pollia cell wall morphology may be gained directly by optical
observation, due to the unusual scale of the cell wall which renders it structurally
coloured. The report attempts to show that an understanding of the structural colour
mechanism can be used as a tool in itself to understand the characteristics of material
development in this case.
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Studies on the Development of Structurally Coloured Biological Tissues
Material development in structurally coloured architectures has been very sparsely
studied in comparison to the bulk of literature on the materials themselves. The
research that has been carried out though has largely focused on unpicking the ef-
fects of passive material self-assembly and mechanical processes and active cellular
control. [170]
Structural development in butterflies and moths [171] [172] and in birds [173] has
been investigated. In these studies, the complex and varied structures in the tis-
sues appeared to develop largely inside the cell. The periodic photonic crystal in
several cases was itself the result of a passive self-assembly process such as spin-
odal decomposition, where the phase separation of a mixture according to its least
energetic state creates a complex periodic pattern. However, this process did not
occur in the bulk material of the precursor but was guided by a strongly confined
geometry of cell vesicles and membranes. After defining the initial wet template,
the self assembly via deposition on the scaffold, phase separation of the confined
medium or mechanical buckling takes place. The cell then dies and dries to leave
an air-filled cavity with a large refractive index contrast in a complex photonic pat-
tern. Although much of the patterning is constrained by the parameters of passive
self-assembly, it is by no means an undirected process. This has ramifications for at-
tempts to mimic the tissue without biological mechanisms. Some conditions for the
creation of structured materials both inside and outside of the cells in these systems
remains undefined.
A closer system to the Pollia, although still formed of chitin, is the multilayer found
in the elytra of the beetle Gastrophysa viridula. In this material, a continuous and
very thick multilayer covers the outer cell layer. The study [174] on development of
this material showed that the multilayer is made up of a very thick helicoidal chitin
structure. Surprisingly, maturation of the structural colour is in two phases; first the
helicoidal material is deposited, and then layers of melanin are deposited inside the
structure which provides the refractive index contrast for the optical multilayer. The
multilayer is formed from a phase contrast of melanised and non-melanised chitin,
rather than a helicoidal structure, reflecting light under a standard Bragg condition,
see figure 3.5.
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FIGURE 3.5: Reproduced from [174]. TEM sections of beetle elytra in
young (a & d), maturing (b & e) and old (c & f) cuticle. Helicoids are
visible in the high magnification images of young and thicker semi-
mature cuticle, but not in the mature cuticle which shows melanised
density contrast.
3.2 Experimental Procedure
3.2.1 Growing P. japonica
Cells were measured directly from living plants. All measurements were performed
on mature fully grown specimens of Pollia japonica. The plant was grown at a sta-
ble warm room temperature in the University of Cambridge Department of Plant
Sciences greenhouse at a variable humidity for 2 years. Plants were grown under
glasshouse conditions at 23oC in Levingtons (UK) compost. During the growth
period, plants received supplemental lighting from Osram 400 W high-pressure
sodium lamps (Osram, Munich, Germany) on a 16 h : 8 h, light : dark photope-
riod. The plant had previously fruited once in these conditions. The observation
period recorded here is during July-August 2015. There were two plants which suc-
cessfully flowered and then fruited. One plant was suitable for study due to its size
and shape, the other was not subjected to microscope observation, but allowed to
grow normally in the same conditions as a control. No differences were seen in the
two specimens.
During the experiment, the plants were transferred to the PhD offices of the Univer-
sity of Cambridge Department of Chemistry. They were grown on the windowsill
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FIGURE 3.6: Above: all stages present on one plant & the whole plant
in situ under the microscope. Below: each of the four stages. Photos
of stages 1-3 by Dr Edwige Moyroud.
of a large north-facing window over the summer in an air-conditioned office kept
at a temperature around 23oC, low/environmental humidity and watered regularly.
The plants were approximately 50 cm tall.
The colour change of the macroscopic fruits had previously been observed by Dr
Edwige Moyroud and photos of each of the four identified stages are presented in
figure 3.6, lower panel. In the final stage the fruits in general have a matte light blue
appearance, although they have a smooth reflective surface.
3.2.2 Fruit Cell Observation
Full description of the microscope techniques are given in section 1.5. To pursue the
experiment, the plant was moved into the optical laboratory in the department, and
top of the fruiting stem bent slightly and tied gently using a plasticised wire and Blu
Tack to the support. The horizontal metal support was held by a vertical metal stand
on a small x-y stage, see 3.6, top right. The plant and x-y frame were placed under-
neath a microscope, details of which are given in 1.5.1. The fruit was manipulated
until the observation area was at the top, normal to the optical axis of the microscope
objective lens, and then observed under 10x magnification. A low magnification was
used in order to improve visualisation of each cell in its local environment for en-
hanced cell location and facilitation of movement between each cell sequentially to
collect spectra. The instruments are detailed in section 1.5. The collection fibre had
a 50 um core diameter, collecting from a spot of 30 um diameter.
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The development may be described as occurring in four stages, as employed to char-
acterise the macroscopic fruit change in figure 3.6: an initial pale white-green stage,
a green stage, a brown stage and the final, mature blue stage. The observations took
place over two sets of consecutive measurements, the first was of the initial white-
pale green stage represented by the first photo in figure 3.6 and the top left hand
image only in 3.7. The second set of measurements was made on a different fruit
from the same plant and was of the later green→brown→blue stages. This was ne-
cessitated by heat damage to the first fruit. None of the observations included in the
first series were taken after photo-damage. The damage was spatially confined and
primarily of the lower pigmented cells, as shown in Appendix 7.5.
For the purposes of analysis and interpretation I have split the second observation
series into two separate parts, ‘part 2’ which comprises the green-brown stages, and
‘part 3’ which is constituted by the transition from brown to blue, broadly the last
three images in both figure 3.6 and all the other microscopic images in 3.7. Parts 2
and 3 are examined in sections 3.4 and 3.5.
A number of individual cells were chosen on the first day of observation, and sub-
sequent measurements tracked the development of each of these individuals. The
location and identity of the selected cells was recorded by creating a map of their ap-
pearance and relation to one another on each subsequent measurement, as demon-
strated in figure 3.8. The changing appearance of the target cells necessitated fre-
quent observation, in order to be able to re-find the same cells at each interval.
For the first series, 29 observation locations were identified, of which 20 showed
the development of structurally coloured peaks. The other observation points were
either badly located: falling on a cell wall rather than centre, lost: subsequent obser-
vations failed to locate the same point, or undeveloped: during the early stage that
was the focus of this study, no structural colour was evident at these locations.
For the second study, 23 already reflecting cells were identified, of which 22 obser-
vation series were successful, and one cell location was lost and abandoned early
on.
This experiment represents an ambitious and novel approach to development stud-
ies, due to the difficulty in re-measuring many cells over a long period without keep-
ing them in place under the microscope, which was not possible. These cells changed
their appearance, representing another challenge to re-identification. Furthermore,
the cell contours and shapes were not always easily distinguished.
In order to resolve the difficulties associated with re-identification, an early attempt
used an average spectrum collected from a randomly chosen set of cells each day.
However, it was observed that variation between the cells, in their colouration but
also in their growth stage, made this data incoherent.
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FIGURE 3.7: Images showing a large area of the fruit over the course
of the maturation period. The image in the top left-hand corner is of
the data set part 1, all others are part 2. The labels are the relative day
of growth.
In order to observe changes in this biological tissue using an optical / materials
science understanding of the material, changes in each individual cell material were
considered separately. By retaining the cell identities, the experiment was controlled
to measure only growth in specific cells.
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FIGURE 3.8: Optical microscope images of the cells measured in the
part 2 growth series, at four points over the course of the study. The
left-most image is taken between parallel polarisers, and the other
three are between crossed polarisers in order to better show the re-
flected cell colouration.
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3.2.3 Optical Measurements
Each observation of an individual cell was taken using a spectral measurement ref-
erenced to a mirror, and a near-simultaneous microscope photo. The details of in-
struments used are specified in section 1.5.1. Here I briefly compare different polar-
isation filter measurements using spectral peaks from P. japonica cells.
Figure 3.9 shows low magnification images normal to the surface of P. japonica in
crossed (X), parallel (P), left (L), and right (R) circular polarisations for dry and water
immersed objectives.
A significant amount of light is reflected from the smooth surface of the P. japonica
cuticle. This light is reflected because of the refractive index contrast, and retains its
incident polarisation. This reflection dominates the image in parallel (P1), left (L1)
and right (R1) circular polarisation for the dry objective. Crossed polarisers cut this
cuticle-reflected light, allowing reflection from within the cells to dominate the im-
age (X1). This is effective to visualise scattering and circularly polarised reflections.
In thecase where internal reflection from a cell is from an isotropic planar structure
that is also suppressed.
Water immersion microscopy is detailed in section 1.5.1. The technique uses a wa-
ter droplet to bridge the objective lens and the sample, so that the refractive index
contrast is reduced, and the image is dominated by reflection from within the cell as
in the case of crossed polarisers with a dry lens. The advantage of water immersion
microscopy is that the reduction in cuticle glare may be combined with other polari-
sation filters, as all are effective in immersion for imaging reflection from within the
cell (L2, R2, X2, P2).
Measurements comparing the use of left and right circular polarisation with crossed
polarisation filters in water immersions are shown here to support the choice of po-
larisation measurement and analysis.
Left and right circular polarisation spectra measured in water immersion are shown
as pairs on the same plot in figure 3.10 plot A, and the difference between the two
profiles for the same data is shown in plot B. The use of this subtraction method
allows pure structurally coloured spectra to be gauged. The characteristic peak is
seen to be a single or double peak location below 550 nm.
L-R subtracted profiles are compared to crossed-polarisation measurements in figure
3.11 A. The peak wavelength was identified from each spectral profile individually,
and the paired L-R and crossed peaks were compared to understand if any sys-
tematic bias was introduced in peak wavelength identification through the use the
techniques with respect to each other. The results are plotted in plot B of the same
figure, and no systematic bias was identified. A small random error was seen, with
a standard deviation of 7.5 nm. Examination of the actual peaks observed in the two
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FIGURE 3.9: L1, R1, X1 and P1 are images of P. japonica using a stan-
dard (no water immersion) objective in left, right, crossed and paral-
lel polarisation respectively. X1 and P1 show the same area, with the
cells measured in the first experiment indicated. L1 and R1 show the
same area which is also measured in the corresponding images with
a water immersion objective L2, R2, X2, P2. These are filtered using
left, right, crossed and parallel polarisations.
FIGURE 3.10: A. Left and right handed circular polarisation spectra
measured at several intervals. B. The same data but the right spec-
trum has been subtracted from the left handed circular polarisation
spectrum to reveal the purely structurally coloured peak. The noisy
signal above at longer wavelengths is likely to be the result of reduced
accuracy of the polarisation filters at wavelengths above 700 nm.
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FIGURE 3.11: A. The structurally coloured peaks are identified in
both the L-R subtracted profile (magenta), and the crossed-polarisers
profile (black). B. Comparison on four occasions of the difference be-
tween the peak wavelengths identified in each method. The peak
identified in crossed polarisation is subtracted from the L-R peak
wavelength and the difference plotted
FIGURE 3.12: Schematic showing the ideal case of reference and cir-
cularly polarised reflection in crossed polarisation (A) and circular
polarisation measurement (B). Fractions indicate where proportions
of the light are lost by filters, which are indicated with dashed lines.
A uses two filters, and B only one. The polarisation of light were it
exists is indicated after each filter by curved arrows and parallel lines.
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different polarisations showed that it was seen where the structural colour peak was
very low, making it difficult to distinguish from noise and pigment scattering.
The intensity measured by the L-R method is more intense than the intensity mea-
sured by the crossed-polarisers method for the same spectrum. This is due to the use
of different polarisers and references for the measurement. The schematic in figure
3.12 shows the references and measurements on ideal circularly reflecting samples.
From this diagram, we can see that in an ideal system, the L-R spectrum measured
should be four times more intense than the crossed-polariser method.
The two sets of peaks measured in crossed and circular polarisation in figure 3.11
were compared and it was found that the difference in magnitude of reflected inten-
sity is 4.7. The additional light intensity is likely to be absorbed by the input linear
polariser which is not present in the circular polarisation measurement and also acts
as an absorber.
The degree of non-uniform scattering reflection from the surface cells of the fruit is
very high and in order to use left and right handed circular polarisation filters, they
must be used in water-immersion configuration. Water-immersion introduces sig-
nificant experimental limitations due to the difficulty in maintaining a stable water
bridge between the objective and sample. However, as described in 2, P. japonica re-
flects structural colour with only left handed circular polarisation, making it suitable
for analysis with crossed polarisers in dry observation. This technique was adopted,
and is used for the rest of this chapter. In order to produce a realistic reflection in-
tensity comparable with circularly polarised measurement, intensities are reported
with a x4 factor in this chapter and the next. This is likely to be an underestimation
of the appropriate factor, due to the filter absorption.
3.3 First Stage Growth
First, I present growth observations, then I discuss processing of the data for analy-
sis. I describe the changes observed and trends visible in the entire set of cells and
propose an interpretation, which I illustrate by considering the particular case of
individual cells.
3.3.1 Results
Optical Characterisation
The changes observed over the initial period are illustrated by the images in figure
3.13. This figure is intended to demonstrate that the fruit did not appear to change
significantly during this time.
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However, the same period measured using a spectrometer on each individual cell
shows clear changes in the optical response. Figure 3.14 shows how the reflection
spectrum of a typical cell changes during this time. The signal features two distin-
guishable component peaks. The broad humped peak above 500 nm is characteristic
of chlorophyll reflection and the narrow peak below 500 nm corresponds to a struc-
turally coloured blue spot emerging from the cell.
The plot shows all the measurements recorded in the first stage. The earliest mea-
surements show no structural colour visible, transitioning slowly to the final stage
where a blue peak is visible with 0.025 of total light intensity. The intensity of the
higher wavelength broad scattered reflection peak also increases during this pe-
riod.
Non-structural colour profile. Chlorophyll pigmentation in the P. japonica, its den-
sity, location and changes undergone during the studied are treated as a baseline
reflection. Briefly, the chlorophyll spectral reflection is characterised by the absorp-
tion profile of chlorophyll which is shown in figure 3.15 and characterised by two
sets of peaks in the blue and red regions. The green colour reflected by chlorophyll
is the scattered green light that falls between the two absorption peaks and is not
absorbed. An increase in the chlorophyll density or absorption increases the levels
of light being absorbed at these wavelengths. There is also a small amount of light
absorbed at wavelengths between the peaks, the intensity of the scattered light at
green wavelengths is therefore also affected by the density of chlorophyll. However
a more profound change occurs when brown pigments, absorbing strongly at green
wavelengths, are introduced into the system. A full analysis of the relative impor-
tance of these pigments is not attempted here. I refer in the following work to the
reflected ‘chlorophyll spectrum’ but it should be remembered that characterising the
scattered light which is convoluted with the structurally coloured peak is a mixed
scattering from tissue largely defined by the absorbance peaks of chlorophyll and
other pigments.
Interpretation This peak clearly grows in intensity with no large change in its max-
imum wavelength. This initial result, although so far relatively uninterrogated is un-
precedented. It should be recognised at this point that this series of measurements is
a coherent, clearly well-defined set of spectra taken from individual cells over a long
time span, and the growing spectral peak location appears to be unvarying.
Further discussion of the deconvolution of this spectrum from the non-structural
colour baseline signal follows. The initial representation by this data of no change
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FIGURE 3.13: The entire target location without cells labelled, imaged
at intervals over the observation period of five days.
is examined to understand its boundaries. However, the simplicity of this measure-
ment should not detract from the strength of the message it conveys. These mea-
surements place tight parameters on any peak wavelength change observed after
further data processing.
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FIGURE 3.14: This plot shows all the spectra measured from one cell
over the first week. The chronological order of the lines is shown by
the plotted colour, with blue being the earliest plot through to the last
in red. The inset images’ border colours correspond to their respective
line colours.
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FIGURE 3.15: This figure shows the known absorption spectra for
chlorophyll a and b. [175] The pigments and chlorophyll content and
location in the P. japonica are not identified. This figure is reproduced
from [176].
Control Data and Structural Colour Extraction
Figure 3.14 shows an increasing structural colour peak and an increase in the peak
of light scattered from the cell below. Therefore the structural colour peak must be
separated in order to understand the degree to which the peak characteristics can be
accounted for by changes in the nanostructure.
The scattered chlorophyll-based profile did not change uniformly during the varia-
tion in its intensity. This required for each measured spectrum a control spectrum
of approximately the same pigmentary age. Control cells were measured through-
out the observation period. These were cells in which no structural colour peak was
visible in any part of the spectrum throughout the study, due to being at the edge of
a large and relatively underdeveloped cell. Each spectrum from the control cell was
rescaled to the brightness of the target cell spectrum and then subtracted in order to
leave the structurally coloured part.
The control spectra are shown in figure 3.16. The processing protocol is schematised
in figure 3.17. The process does not work uniformly to give a pure structurally-
coloured peak outcome as seen in the long-wavelength peak in a few outcome spec-
tra of figure 3.17. Nevertheless it produced a good fit as judged by the flatness of the
spectra over the area of the characteristic chlorophyll spectrum.
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FIGURE 3.16: The control spectra reflected from an ‘empty’ i.e. non-
structurally coloured cell area. The first plot shows all the spectra
chronologically as before. The middle plot shows the same spectral
information as a heat map with time increasing down the page. The
right hand image is a montage of the cell at every observation time a
spectrum was recorded. There is one erroneous measurement with a
peak in the blue clearly visible, this was not included.
FIGURE 3.17: A schematic showing the process for removing the
chlorophyll component of the spectrum from the original data by sub-
tracting a pigment-only profile scaled to the intensity of the original
cell’s maximum chlorophyll spectrum, to give a peak-only plot. y1
and y2 are the respective intensities of the scattered light profiles.
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3.3.2 Average Trends
After removing the control spectra, each of the measured peak intensities and wave-
lengths were identified and plotted.
The trends of each of the individual cells were modelled using a linear mixed effects
(LME) model, as described in 1.5.2. Time is treated as the fixed effect, and each cell
is treated as a random effect, in order to find a linear regression for the entire data
set. The overall trend results are discussed for peak intensity and wavelength.
Peak Intensity
Figure 3.18 shows all of the measured peak intensity points plotted over time. A lin-
ear mixed effects regression model [177] combines the fixed time-dependent effects
that are being modelled, with the random effect of each cell identity. The intercept
and gradient for each cell trend are taken as independent variables by comparison
of LME models with and without a correlation term.
Using the linear mixed effect model allows the influence of the random effect coef-
ficients - the cell identities, to be treated separately, leaving the fixed effect elements
of the characteristic model. The fit in this case gives an equation of I = 0.01+ 0.003x
with a very small p-value for the fixed effect gradient, being 3×10−9 and therefore
confirming an increase in intensity by rejecting the null hypothesis.
Over 120 hours, the change is an increase in the intensity by 1.5% of the total incident
left circular polarised light.
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FIGURE 3.18: Peak intensity for every spectrum at hourly intervals
over the observation period are plotted. All the spectral series are
fitted using a linear mixed effects model, and the fixed effects average
model plotted in the black line representing y = 0.01+ 0.003x where
y is intensity as a proportion of total incident light and x is time in
days.
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Peak Wavelength Trend
The linear mixed effects technique was also applied to the peak wavelength series.
All the points and the linear mixed effects model are plotted in figure 3.19.
The best fit regression model in this case is W = 452+ 0.1x which represents a very
small change in the peak wavelength over 5 days of 0.5 nm, which is negligible,
given estimated error. This is also supported by a large p-value indicating a failure
of it to reject the null hypothesis, which is no change in this scenario.
The two linear mixed effects models in 1.5.2 were compared and a correlation be-
tween the initial peak wavelength and subsequent change in wavelength was not
ruled out. However, the correlation term was not strong enough to prove this, and
so the initial starting wavelength and subsequent change in wavelength were treated
as independent. A graphical representation of this independence is shown in figure
3.20, in which no clear observation of correlation between peak wavelength and
wavelength change is observed.
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FIGURE 3.19: Peak wavelength for every spectrum at hourly intervals
over the observation period are plotted. All the spectral series are
fitted using a linear mixed effects model, and the fixed effects average
model plotted in the black line representing y = 452 + 0.1x where y
is wavelength in nm and x is time in days. The model represents
negligible change in the wavelength with time.
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FIGURE 3.20: The change in wavelength in nm for each cell in the
cohort is plotted against the average wavelength of the cell over the
observation period. The standard deviations are plotted as the error
bars. The points are fitted to a linear trend and the significance of this
discussed in the text.
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Trend Interpretation
The LME fits show that taking account for the differences in trends between cells,
an overall dependence of the peak intensity and peak wavelength can be ascer-
tained. The intensity is seen to increase over time, whilst the wavelength stays the
same.
The change in spectral profiles confirms that development in the cell wall multilayer
does occur during this stage of fruit growth. The interpretation of the change there-
fore provides information about the cell wall.
Comparison of the intensity and wavelength trends with the numerical model and
parametrisation in section 1.5 is used to define the model for change in the cell wall
multilayer. The lack of change in wavelength indicates that the pitch remains con-
stant during development. This rules out a significant movement of the fibrils to-
wards or away from each other during this phase.
In order to interpret the increase in intensity, the different parameter variations that
induce an intensity change are considered. The increased brightness could be the
result of an increasing birefringence in the fibrils of the cell wall, a decreasing imag-
inary component of the refractive index i.e. degree of absorption in the multilayer,
or an increase in the number of pitch repeats present in the multilayer.
The explanation in terms of increasing birefringence is unrealistic because the bire-
fringence of the initial material would have to be close to 0 to account for the earliest
measurements. This would contradict a reasonable understanding of fibrillar cell
wall material. The decreasing imaginary part of the refractive index would be a
more acceptable account, although there is not an obvious material explanation for
decreased absorption. A mechanism for the decrease in the absorption would be the
expulsion of pigments or other molecules from the cell walls for example, perhaps
into the body itself. This does not seem very likely.
The most straightforward explanation, that the number of layers in the multilayer
increases during this time, is endorsed, requiring further evidence for confirmation.
This explanation is consistent with previous understanding of cell wall biology and
growth processes.
Individual Cell Trends
The individually tracked growth measurements mean that the data can be analysed
also by considering each cell’s development. Each of the cells in the set measured
has a distinctive profile change in peak wavelength and intensity. Each of the cells’
maturation profiles are not identical. This is a general observation coherent with the
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spread of different wavelengths measured in chapter 2, and the variation observed
in microscope images of the different cells.
Two cells’ peak evolution are shown in figure 3.21 alongside the images of the cells.
In order to characterise the change in the wavelength and the intensity of the cells
during the maturation period, a comparison is made of the initial and final values of
the fitted trend in the data. This is expressed as a total change in the peak wavelength
in nanometres, and a change in the peak intensity.
Each of the cells in the cohort which developed colour is plotted in figure 3.22, eight
measurement locations did not develop a coloured spot during observation. 50%
confidence intervals are shown, some of which include 0 gradient in intensity.
A number of observations may be drawn from the overview plot in figure 3.22. The
change in reflected peak wavelength over the time period is very small, in almost
all cases amounting to a change of less than 10 nm. The peaks themselves generally
have a full width half max of 20-50 nm, so this does not represent a change in lo-
cation of the whole peak. By comparing this evolution to the calculated correlation
of material pitch and reflected spectral peak from the numerical model, as shown in
figure 1.16, a difference in 5 nm of the reflected peak corresponds to a material pitch
change of approximately 1 nm.
Therefore, given the very small change in peak wavelength during the increase in
the profile intensity, an additive interpretation is suggested. The peak wavelength
change can be accounted for by a variation in the average pitch length, due to ad-
ditional pitch repeats of the cell wall with different pitches. The additional pitch
lengths do not vary with a systematic trend but fall within a characteristic distribu-
tion. This explanation maintains that the optical response is varied by a change in
the average material properties due to cumulative addition, rather than a change in
the extant material.
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FIGURE 3.21: The change in peak wavelength and intensity are plot-
ted for each of two cells A and B. Cell A shows an increase in peak
intensity but not wavelength. Cell B shows a small increase in wave-
length and a change in intensity. On the left hand side is a montage
of each of the two cells over the observation period.
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FIGURE 3.22: The overall changes over 120 hours in wavelength and
intensity are plotted for each cell, with the 50% deviation shown. All
the cells with measurable structural colour are plotted and labelled.
Wavelength changes of ±10 nm are marked as guides to the eye.
FIGURE 3.23: The plot on the left shows modelled optical peaks from
a helicoidal multilayer reflector with a pitch varying at uniform in-
tervals between 140 nm and 152 nm. The input pitches and corre-
sponding model peak wavelength are plotted on the the right. The
numerical model was discussed in section 1.5.3
.
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3.3.3 Individual Cell: Increasing Intensity Reflection
In order to interpret the behaviours predicted by the analysis laid out above, indi-
vidual cell behaviour is presented.
Figure 3.24 shows the photo montage of a cell with a marked increase in the intensity
of the cell during observation, and no change in the wavelength over the time. The
variation in measurements of the peak wavelength over 120 hours is±3.1 nm.
The removal of the chlorophyll signal has clearly been successful in this case, as
demonstrated by the flat signal outside of the structural colour peak zone.
FIGURE 3.24: Different representations of a cell showing increase
in intensity over time without significant change in the peak wave-
length. A. Montage of optical microscope images of the cell. B.
Unprocessed spectral series plotted chronologically in colours from
blue (earliest) to red (latest). The wide characteristic chlorophyll pro-
file is seen above 500 nm. The structural colour peak is circled. C.
The processed spectra with control chlorophyll spectra removed. D.
Heatmap showing the structural colour peaks represented in plot B.
E & F. Identified peak wavelength and intensity plotted with respect
to time.
3.4 Second Stage Growth
The second part of the study of P. japonica maturation was made on a subsequent
observation series on a fruit located on the same stem as the original but that had not
previously been exposed to focused light. The second fruit appeared to be further in
the green stage than the first had been at the beginning of the first stage observation.
The same cohort of 22 cells was measured on this fruit from the green stage through
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FIGURE 3.25: A montage showing a different cell in every row over
the entire second observation period with time increasing left to right.
The second column has a different exposure level and is dark. The
three later stages can clearly be observed in the maturation period.
to full maturity as visible in figure 3.25. This transition is characterised by treating
distinctly the green-brown transition, up to the end of the brown cell images in the
montage, which took approximately 17 days, and the final transition from brown to
blue, which occurred rapidly and is described in section 3.5.
3.4.1 Data and Processing
Optical Characterisation
The cells were chosen in order to be easily identifiable over a prolonged period, with-
out the benefit of several observations a day, and were located around a stoma, as
shown in figure 3.8. All the cells observed already featured a coloured reflection spot
on initial observation, and were successfully monitored throughout the maturation
period.
Data
A consistent peak profile transition pattern was observed in all the cells and a set
of spectra from one cell simplified for clarity is shown in figure 3.26. The stage
we consider here is the transition from the green framed inset image to the brown
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framed image, and not the subsequent change which is discussed separately in sec-
tion 3.5.
During this period, as visible in the spectral plot, the green scattered light peak grew,
reached a maximum and decayed non-uniformly. The reduction in intensity of the
reflected light was due to an increased presence of an absorbing pigment, which is
seen in the gradual transition of the cell background to brown in figure 3.25. Full
development of the broadband absorption pigment suppressed all non-structurally
coloured light, exposing the target peak. This gives a purely structurally coloured
profile and allows the pigment/structural mixed profile to be usefully compared
to the purely structural peaks. From this comparison, it is observed that the peak
wavelength after pigmentation was unchanged from its earlier apparent spectral
location. This supports the analysis that extra scattered light does not change the
apparent peak wavelength of the structurally coloured peak, even when measured
from a mixed profile.
The non-structurally coloured spectral profile does however have a demonstrable
impact on the structural colour peak intensity. Although the peak intensity of the
structural colour appears to decrease over the observation time in this data set, this
is because a significant amount of the light collected, even in the < 500 nm range, is
due to the scattered profile contribution, which is decreasing. This is visible in the
correlation between the observed impression from the microscope image which is
dominated by the pigment contribution, and the peak intensity in the spectrum, see
appendix 7.5, figure 6.
In the previous stage a control series was recorded which was used to deconvolute
the structural and pigmentary components of the peaks. In this case, the peak profile
was evaluated in terms of prominence. This measure, which takes the height of the
peak only from its boundary minima is not the same as structural colour intensity
because of the existence of non-flat pigment absorption profile below 500 nm. How-
ever, the contribution of absorption peaks in the short wavelength region is small,
as seen in the control data in the first stage, see figure 3.16.
This was the best measure of the peak evolution as no control data was available
for the second stage. The analysis of prominence as a measure gives a good un-
derstanding of the feature size and shape and the dominance of structural colour in
the profile. It is not identical with intensity and should not be directly compared.
The non-uniform change in the pigmentary contribution makes the use of a single
scaled chlorophyll profile inaccurate, disaggregation attempts based on this method
are included in appendix 7.5 figure 5.
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FIGURE 3.26: The plot shows a selection of characteristic spectra
taken over the observation period, covering the green and brown
stages and also the transition to the blue stage which will be consid-
ered in section 3.5. The inset images represent the appearance of the
target cell area at three intervals. 400 hours corresponds to 17 days.
3.4.2 Trends
In order to understand the trend in peak characteristics during the second stage de-
velopment, the peak wavelengths over time were fitted with a linear mixed effects
model as discussed previously in 1.5.2 and used in the first study in 3.3.2. The confi-
dence interval for the correlation between the intercept and the gradient included 0,
indicating no correlation. The fitted model therefore models the intercept and gra-
dient of the wavelength change as independent variables for each of the cells.
Peak Wavelength
The peak wavelengths are different for each cell but remain unchanged during the
observation. The lack of a trend in the wavelength indicates no change in the cell
wall pitch after having been laid down. This result is consistent with the result in
the previous observation of stage one which also found that the cell wall material
does not subsequently change pitch after development. The subtraction of the un-
absorbed reflectance spectrum from the profile to expose the structural colour peak
that was performed in the first section indicated that this did not significantly change
the peak wavelength identified within its error. The no-change trend in the peak
wavelength during this time is therefore taken to be robust.
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FIGURE 3.27: A. The peak wavelength of each cell over the time in
hours is plotted for each cell alongside a linear fit. B. The residuals
of the points from the linear fit for each cell are plotted. The points
are fitted closely with small residuals showing a good approximation
to linear fit. The standard deviation of the residuals are shown by
dotted lines.
FIGURE 3.28: Each of the cell peak wavelengths are plotted over time
as before, and a linear mixed effects model fitted showing a close to 0
gradient over 17 days.
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FIGURE 3.29: Each of the cells in the second cohort is plotted in
terms of the overall change in prominence as a function of the overall
change in wavelength. It should be noted that the time considered is
four times longer than the observation period in the previous section.
The 50% deviation intervals are indicated by error bars on both axes
where the error bars do not include the 0 change.
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These results were fitted with linear trends. Figure 3.27 shows the linear fits of each
of the individual cells, and the resulting residuals. The overall degree of change over
the observation period is plotted in figure 3.29, again confirming no change in the
peak wavelength within errors.
The best fit by the linear mixed effects model is shown in figure 3.28. The plot shows
a wide spread of average wavelengths for the cells, but for each cell a long-term
constancy with very little change occurring over the 400 hour observation time. The
gradient of the linear mixed effects model is -0.09 nm/ day, or an overall estimated
change of -1.5 nm / day over 17 days. The very small confidence interval in this
case does not include 0 gradient, and the p value is 0.016, which is very close to
0.01, a good indicator that the null hypothesis might be rejected in favour of the
fitted gradient. Despite the fit being a good one in this case, I do not think that the
evidence is sufficient, given the error to confidently conclude a very small decrease
in peak wavelength over this very extended period.
Figure 3.29 shows each of the individual wavelength changes plotted on the x axis.
Cells are distributed fairly evenly with both slight changes in peak wavelength. Er-
ror bars are shown for those cells whose 50% confidence interval does not include
no change. The only peak wavelength changes for which this is true are cells whose
peak wavelength increased by a very small proportion. This evidence, in opposi-
tion to the very small decrease described by the linear mixed effects plot indicates
that no change is a better conclusion than either an increasing or decreasing average
wavelength.
Peak Prominence
Figure 3.29 shows the prominence change in each of the cells plotted against the
change in peak wavelength. The prominence is shown as a total change over the
observation period. The spread of prominence changes show that there is a tendency
towards increasing prominence.
A simple growth model expects that a multilayer increases then remains at a con-
stant thickness. Cell transitions with either increasing or unchanging prominence
are therefore consistent with this model. Ten cells showed an increase in the promi-
nence of the peak, thirteen showed a change including 0 gradient within the 50%
confidence interval. Of these, eight showed a slight increase in prominence, and five
a slight decrease.
One cell showed a pronounced decrease in prominence of -0.025, although with sig-
nificant error. This cell had a particularly high initial prominence, more than twice
as large as each of the other cells. This cell was measured to have the clearest sta-
bility, i.e. the smallest peak wavelength gradient - the wavelength change measured
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in this cell was 0.06 ±1.3 nm. The cell was also one of the first to reach full matu-
rity, indicating that the cell wall may have fully developed earlier in this cell. The
decrease in prominence is therefore attributed to a decrease in the ease of measur-
ing the cell wall material over time, due to the cell orientation and shape. Initially
the cell may have been at a fortuitous angle for measurement, making it especially
bright, and therefore an easy and conspicuous target. This bias seems a probable
source of erroneous prominence decrease measurement.
3.4.3 Individual Cells
There is a clear standard behaviour apparent in many of these cells. The long time-
period and large number of data points collected in this instance make the trend
convincing across the cohort. Instances of cell development here are used to illus-
trate those transitions.
Increasing Prominence Cell
The cell in figure 3.30 is clearly and consistently identified, as shown in the montage.
The cell reflection spot is brightly visible in the first instance, and remains a similar
size and shape throughout measurement. The plots of peak wavelength and inten-
sity in the figure show an increase in prominence of the structural peak, centred at
475 nm, although the intensity decreases during this time. The change in peak spec-
tral wavelength over 400 hours is estimated as a decrease of 2 nm, smaller than the
50% confidence interval of the trend line of ±3 nm. The prominence increase in this
instance may be the result of an increased structural colour contribution. However,
an effect of the declining contribution from the chlorophyll profile might also be
responsible for the apparent increased prominence.
Stable Prominence Cell
Figure 3.31 shows a cell in which the cell reflection spot is again clearly visible from
the initial observation. In the brown phase the bright blue dot appears to have
slightly grown, showing areas of structurally coloured material over a greater area
of the cell before the final transition to blue-grey (this final transition is treated in the
next section). The trend again appears to show a change in wavelength well within
an error of less than 3 nm spectral shift. The prominence of the peak also in this case
appears entirely constant over the observation period, although the overall intensity
decreases due to the decrease in the chlorophyll pigment contribution. If the promi-
nence is taken as a proxy for intensity, this observed cell would be explained by a
cell wall which has stopped thickening and developing before the beginning of the
observation period, which undergoes no subsequent change.
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FIGURE 3.30: This case study shows a full spectral characterisa-
tion over time and the structurally coloured peak identified. The
peak wavelength and prominence are plotted on the lower left-hand
graphs. The montage on the right show the same cell at each of the ob-
servation intervals. This cell shows a clearly increasing prominence,
and unmoving peak wavelength.
FIGURE 3.31: This case study shows a full spectral characterisa-
tion over time and the structurally coloured peak identified. The
peak wavelength and prominence are plotted on the lower left-hand
graphs. The montage on the right shows the same cell at each of
the observation intervals. The cell shows an unchanging prominence,
and borderline stable peak wavelength.
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3.5 Part 3: Final Dehydration
The montage images in the previous section, for example figure 3.25, include the
final transition from the brown phase through to the mature blue-grey appearance
of the fully developed fruit. This final phase is of quite a different character to the
previous development phase, it was unexpected and is undescribed in the litera-
ture on structurally coloured cells. The transition phenomenon is described and a
mechanism suggested here.
3.5.1 Observation and Measurement
The final stage of the maturation of P. japonica, observed in the points after 400 hours
in the plots of figure 3.32, is more dynamic than the previous stages. The change
in visual appearance of the cells when observed was completed in a fraction of a
second, as demonstrated in figure 3.33 which shows frames from a video captured
of a fruit cell undergoing transition. The 25 fps frame rate was not high enough to
observe significant intermediate appearance between the two stages.
The spectra and extracted peaks from consecutive observations are shown in figure
3.34. The spectral progression is notably less varied and shows a clearer evolution
than in the previous scans. This may be due to the distinctive transition to the final
phase, but it is also likely to be an improved observation due to the increase in the
absorption pigment background which mops up stray light. Further factors making
the measurement of the transition more homogeneous are the relatively short time-
frame, and the clearer definition at maturity, with respect to its earlier stage.
Trends
After this dramatic transition, the reflected light intensity increases at every wave-
length. The coloured peak is significantly wider after the cell transition, and has a
peak wavelength around 10 nm shorter than the pre-transition peak, see figure 3.34.
The light is subsequently reflected from the entire top surface area of the cell rather
than a central coloured spot, although in most cells there remains a slightly brighter
and more strongly coloured spot in the centre.
3.5.2 Explanation
The transition observed in this section is very different to the evolving growth that
is the focus of the other measurements presented in this chapter. Interpretation of
the distinct brown-blue transition specifically is given here.
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FIGURE 3.32: The final stage is considered here, represented by the
lower pair of plots. Their relationship to the second observation pe-
riod data is indicated by the boxes. The pigmentary contribution in
the beginning of this stage is taken to be negligible and the intensity
is therefore accurate without removing a pigmentary contribution.
FIGURE 3.33: Frames of a video taken of the final transition occurring
rapidly in a single cell, indicated by the white circle. The frame time
is indicated on each image.
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FIGURE 3.34: The left hand plot shows the transition over time of
the spectra from one cell during the final transition. The middle and
right-hand plots show the extracted peak wavelength and intensity
respectively of all the cells measured over the final transition and the
average values at each time, showing a clear decrease in peak wave-
length, and increase in peak intensity.
FIGURE 3.35: A series of microscope images taken at regular intervals
over a period of 12 minutes while the cell area of a recently matured
fruit is coated by a water droplet. The objective lens used was a water
immersion lens. Over the period the cells rehydrate and their appear-
ance returns to the ‘brown stage’ where a discrete spot of reflected
light is visible in the centre of each cell.
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FIGURE 3.36: In order to understand the effect of the additional ‘scat-
tering background’ in the blue stage, the peak data was de-trended,
fitting an interpolated slope to the spectrum outside of the peak. This
was then subtracted from the original spectrum and the peaks reiden-
tified and peak wavelength identified. The difference between the
‘detrended’ data and the original data is shown here over the transi-
tion time, indicating that a small blueshift in the peak wavelength can
be attributed to distortion by the underlying ‘background’ scattering
spectrum.
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FIGURE 3.37: An SEM image showing two broken structurally
coloured cells on the outer surface of the fruit epicarp, viewed from
above. The right hand cell shows a number of pitches in the cell wall
and a cell cavity full of a disordered scattering material. The left hand
cell shows some material remaining in the cell dried to the cell edges
and a cell cavity.
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FIGURE 3.38: This shows a number of modelled peaks, as described
in section 1.5.3, with a range of unrealistic average refractive indices,
the difference between the ordinary and extraordinary axes in each
plane remaining unchanged. The series shows a linear relationship
between the refractive index and peak reflected wavelength accord-
ing to the numerical model. A change in peak wavelength of 10 nm
corresponds to a change in average refractive index of 0.013 ±.001
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Observation indicates that the transition may be the result of dehydration. Some in-
stances of the cells undergoing the effect were triggered by the heat and light of the
microscope, although in other cells it was spontaneous outside of microscope expo-
sure and therefore confirmed not to be an artefact of observation. The fully mature
fruits appear entirely dry, and retain their appearance after further drying. The cell
transitions were temporarily halted when imaged in a water-immersion configura-
tion. Furthermore, water immersion can be used to ‘reverse’ the process, producing
the appearance of the earlier phase. The effect of re-wetting is visible in the frames
in figure 3.35. The re-wetting process is much slower, taking several minutes whilst
the drying transition occurs over fractions of a second.
In order to understand why physical drying causes the optical transition measured
some alternative mechanisms are considered.
Unlike P. condensata and other species’ cells, P. japonica cells have a large internal
cavity at maturity, rather than being entirely constricted by the thickened cell walls.
Some cells show apparent empty vacancies in the fully mature dry fruit, others have
cavities filled with a porous disordered material which may be the dry remains of
functional cell organelles, or a scattering-adapted material.
Spectral Change Analysis
Three candidates for the optical origin of the spectral changes are proposed:
• that the dehydration of the cell’s internal cavity introduces an effective scat-
tering body with a blue scattering profile, which biases the cell’s multilayer-
reflected spot to create a blue shift.
• that the dehydration occurs only in the cavity at the internal surface of the
cell wall, creating an air gap which changes the refractive index contrast of the
multilayer’s lower surface and inducing a shift in the wavelength reflected.
• that the dehydration occurs at least partly in the cell wall, changing the average
refractive index of the multilayer, and therefore the peak reflected wavelength.
The first hypothesis is examined by removing the background spectrum from the
peak for each of the spectra during the transition, and re-identifying the peak wave-
length. The difference between the peak wavelength for the peak identified with
and without the background profile is shown in figure 3.36.
After the transition, the subtraction of the background from the peak profile induces
a redshift in the peaks identified of around 5 nm, indicating that this difference can
be attributed directly to a background trend which is reflected from the scattering
internal contents of the cell.
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The additional scattering background therefore appears to account at least partially
for the blue-shift observed during the transition to the final mature stage. The origin
of this scattering spectrum, which appears suddenly on dehydration, seems to be
geometric optical scattering. The particles visible in the SEM images, as shown in
figure 3.37 are several microns big, and therefore too large to contribute Rayleigh or
Mie scattering.[178] However, further investigation of the nanostructure and mate-
rial are needed to confirm this.
As demonstrated in figure 3.33 the most dramatic change in the cell appearance fre-
quently occurs over a fraction of a second. This very sudden transition seems likely
to be the effect of the entire internal cell membrane detaching and drying at once,
rather than the necessarily much slower process of expulsion of individual water
molecules from the cell wall. However, a change in the refractive index of the layer
underneath the chiral multilayer results in a negligible change in the peak reflected,
this result was not included in figure 1.13, because when both variations were plot-
ted only one line was visible. This indicates that the change in peak wavelength does
not result from the change in the lower boundary of the cell wall multilayer.
The last proposal, that the change in the peak wavelength is the result of a change in
the refractive index of the multilayer could account partially for a slower blue-shift
transition as water molecules diffuse from the helicoidal structure itself, increasing
both the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices equally. As shown in the
numerical model in 3.38, an increase of the refractive index of around 0.013±0.001
could account for the change in refractive index of 10 nm. A change in refractive
index from dehydration could also affect the internal material of the outer cell walls
if it is the result of a structural effect.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the final brown to blue transition is responsible for the very different
appearance of P. japonica fruit with respect to the other species of Pollia presented
in chapter 2. The difference is seen both macroscopically in the photos in figure
2.13 and the microscope images in 2.14. Prior to this transition, the microscopic
appearance of the fruit much more closely resembles the other species.
The transition is caused by the introduction of a dehydrated interface at the internal
edge of the mature, dehydrated cell wall. A strongly enhanced blue-biased scat-
tering reflection profile is measured, in addition to the structurally coloured peak.
This is the result of a scattering interaction with the material and cavity inside the
cell.
The peak of the structural colour reflection is observed to blue-shift during this tran-
sition. This change is partly accounted for by the extra scattering profile, although
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may be partially attributable to a change in average refractive index from dehydra-
tion.
In order to better understand the transition, the scattering material in the outer cells
should be identified and characterised in terms of its optical reflection profile. This
would permit the analysis of the interaction between the two effects, and therefore
also clarify whether dehydration of the cell wall is also implicated in the transi-
tion.
3.6 SEM and Cross-sectioning
The subject of this chapter has been the development of the optical response of P.
japonica cells during maturation, and the use of the multilayer model to understand
the changes in the internal structure occurring during growth. This technique per-
mits investigation without affecting the growth by cutting or killing the tissue which
allows for a longitudinal study on individual cells.
A more traditional approach to understanding cell growth is employed here to com-
plement the optical technique. Fruits were picked at different stages of growth and
infiltrated with fixative TEM resin by Dr Edwige Moyroud. TEM images were
taken of microtomed slices from the face of the fixed block by Dr Paula Rudall
and are shown in figure 3.43. This was done in order to provide additional insight
and a comparative technique to the novel optical characterisation demonstrated so
far.
3.6.1 Technique
Sample Preparation
For the P. japonica, two approaches to scanning electron microscopy were used, in
addition to TEM scans produced by a collaborator Dr Paula Rudall. The two tech-
niques are compared in figure 3.40. The first technique simply used broken edge
of fruit epicarp tissue, mounted at an oblique angle to the electron beam, giving a
view of the broken cell cross-sections. As shown in the top images of the figure, this
technique has the benefit of minimal preparation, and alteration of the fruit tissue,
allowing close detail to be distinguished, and giving a good qualitative indication of
the architecture of the cell wall and contents.
The second method involves the infiltration of the fruit tissue with fixative resin.
This was done by Dr Edwige Moyroud. The sample was then microtomed to pro-
duce a uniform cross-section through the cell wall and contents. This was done pri-
marily to prepare the samples for TEM, and was carried out by Dr Paula Rudall. This
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FIGURE 3.39: A labelled cross-section of a structurally coloured outer
cell embedded in resin. The parallel lines visible in the patch in the
middle of the scattering cell contents, and in the lower pigmented cell
are an artefact of the sample embedding and cutting. The lines are
perpendicular to the direction of cut by the microtome section and
unrelated to the sample itself
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FIGURE 3.40: SEM images: A. Full cell cross-section B. Cell wall. Both
imaged obliquely from a fractured unembedded sample. C. Full cell
cross-section D. Cell wall. Both for a normal angle cross-section of the
cell embedded in resin.
method has the benefit of producing clear uniform samples which can be measured
to provide quantitative analysis of the material architecture, such as pitch which is
subject to foreshortening in profiles not imaged orthogonal to the surface, and is
therefore not possible to measure.
The embedded SEM technique is however very labour intensive, and difficult to
create the larger and more varied samples which are easily accessible using uninfil-
trated tissue. Therefore, the number of cells which can be inspected in this way are
limited. The embedding resin and microtome blade also introduce a flattening arte-
fact which makes the smallest fibrillar structures and textures of the cell impossible
to measure. Furthermore, the embedding resin introduces a variability into the sam-
ple preparation procedure as different materials take up the material differently. In
the embedded cell imaged below, it appears that the central cavity and its contents
remain resin-free, indicating that the resin has not infiltrated all the way through the
cell wall.
Development Study in SEM
3.6.2 Results
The SEM cross-section in figure 3.39 shows the labelled cell of a mature blue-stage
P. japonica. The cell shares the thickened cell wall of the P. condensata but retains an
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internal cavity, generally filled with what appears to be scattering material. This
scattering material can also be seen in a non-embedded SEM imaged from a dry,
broken fruit in figure 3.40 B, indicating that it is not an artefact of the treatment
for resin embedding. The material inside the cell body was discussed in section
3.5.
In order to obtain quantitative measurements of the multilayer pitch at the different
stages of the cell maturation, the resin-infiltrated cross-sections of all the cells visible
in the prepared sample were measured using image analysis software (ImageJ) to
extract their profile statistics.
The samples in the white and brown stages were not clear enough to extract profile
measurements from the SEM images, but data from cells in the green (9 individual
cells) and blue (13 individual cells) stage tissue samples were measured. A compar-
ison of green and blue cell tissue is shown in figure 3.41. The profiles were used to
model spectral responses, as shown in figure 3.42. The destructive technique means
that the same cell could not be measured twice during development, and that there-
fore later-stage and earlier-stage cells are not directly related to each other. Averages
were made of the modelled spectra and are presented in figure 3.42.
3.6.3 Analysis
Figure 3.41 shows SEM scans taken from the block face of microtomed resin-
embedded fruit tissues prepared for TEM for green and blue stages of the fruit.
Comparing the two cross-sections it is clear that they are very similar to one an-
other. By eye the cell walls and cell contents appear comparable. The cell wall ap-
pears perhaps slightly thicker in the blue stage, and its boundary with the slightly
thinner cuticle layer seems better defined. A comparison of all the cells visible in the
two sample cross-sections confirm that the enhanced definition on the cuticle-wall
boundary between the green and blue stages appears to be true generally for the two
tissues.
Some important observations on the cross-section pitches are that there is no evi-
dence of a systematically varying pitch width, such as the progressively lengthening
or ‘chirping’ seen in some beetle species. [179] The layer pitches appear uniform all
the way around the cell, although they clearly have a natural slight variation along
each pitch.
TEM Images
Figure 3.43 shows thin TEM sections from the earliest, white, stage of development
(A), the mid-stage green phase (B) and mature blue stage (C) in microtomed sections
from the resin-embedded fruit tissue. A shows a cell wall with five distinct pitches
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FIGURE 3.41: Cross-sections of the resin-embedded cell. A. green and
B. blue fruits. The upper images show the entire cell, and the lower
image just the outer cell wall and cuticle as indicated.
FIGURE 3.42: SEM images of resin-embedded cells like those in fig-
ure 3.41 were analysed to extract pitch profiles as described in section
1.5 for cells from the green and blue phases. The individual plots are
of single constituent optical responses from modelling a single mea-
sured profile from each group. The combined plot shows the average
profile over all of the SEMs measured in the blue and green sets, and
a Gaussian fit for each shown in red.
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FIGURE 3.43: TEM images of the A. white stage B. green stage and C.
blue stage of the fruit taken from microtomed sections of the fruit em-
bedded in resin. The sample was prepared by Dr Edwige Moyroud
and imaged by Dr Paula Rudall. White arrows indicate the external
and internal edge of the upper cell wall in a surface-layer cell.
and a thickness of 1.2± 0.3 um, indicated by white arrows on the image. Also visible
is evidence of the cytoplasmic material inside the cell. The pitch width is clearly
visible. The blue and green stage section show a thicker cell wall of approximately
2.1 and 2.8 um respectively. The pitch profiles are not individually identifiable in the
green stage TEM.
A significant limitation in using the TEM sections as evidence is the very few good
quality scans that were obtained, making characterisation of variation between cells
difficult.
Profiles from the TEM images in figure 3.43 were identified and used to numerically
model optical responses which are shown in figure 3.44.
Analysis of SEM and TEM Profiles
SEM Figure 3.42 shows the collection of all cell profiles available from SEMs on
the resin-embedded tissues, and the numerical model produced by taking the profile
from each of the individual cells for both the blue and green fruits. An average of the
spectral profiles is then taken and the two sets compared using a Gaussian fit.
As plotted on figure 3.45 measurements on the two sets of image profiles show a
negligible difference in average pitch length between green and blue stages. Stan-
dard deviation of the pitch in one profile is ± 30 nm. The lack of difference between
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FIGURE 3.44: A, B, C. TEM by Dr Paula Rudall of fixed sections
through white (A and B) and blue P. japonica cell wall. D, E, F. mod-
elled responses from the profiles extracted from the cell wall cross-
sections in A,B,C according to the technique in section 1.5. D and E
show the modelled responses using the measured profiles with un-
broken lines, and with dotted lines a model of the profile contracted
by 10 or 30 % as labelled. G shows an average over 5 profiles within
a standard variation of 15nm of the original profile. H shows a plot
of the measured profile with 70% variation. For plots where multiple
profiles are shown, each line represents the addition of another single
pitch in the material profile, with the darkest blue line representing
one pitch, through to the maximum width of material in red.
green and blue stages is consistent with the observations previously described in
this chapter.
One result of the image analysis of the SEM profiles is shown on the right hand
plot in figure 3.45. An increase in the number of pitch repeats in the cell wall was
observed between the green and the blue stage. This implies that there is still some
growth ongoing in the cell wall after the green stage.
This agrees with the model that a large proportion of the growth occurs in the early
stages, although later stages provide some extra cell wall growth.
Numerical models of the blue and green cell wall profiles do not show an increase
in the simulated intensity for the thicker cell wall profiles, as shown in figure 3.45.
This is because of the configuration of the varying pitches within each multilayer,
which is responsible for the intensity of the primary peaks. Because the cells imaged
in the blue and green stages are different, a thicker cell wall in this particular group
does not imply a more intense reflection. This shows the value of continuous mon-
itoring of cells on an individual basis, and observation of the entire cell reflection
profile.
TEM The optical responses modelled in figure 3.44 are significantly different to
those taken generated from the SEM profiles in figure 3.42.
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The pitches identified in the white stage images A and B generate peak wavelengths
significantly longer than those observed in either mature fruits in chapter 2 or in
the immature cells observed in this chapter. This inconsistency might be explained
by swelling and distortion implicated in the resin-fixing, microtoming and imaging
process. A piece of evidence in favour of this hypothesis is the strong variation
between the two white profiles measured. A decrease of 10% and 30% respectively
of the pitches measured is shown to generate peaks of a similar wavelength to that
observed optically. 10 to 30% fall within a generally tolerated length variance in
TEM image analysis, [40] so this seems a likely explanation.
The pitch profile measured from image C in figure 3.44 corresponds to the plot in
image F. The peak wavelength reflected in this case is a realistic one, being within
the range of mature cell peak reflections. However the cell shape is at odds with the
simple, narrow and single peaks identified in optical measurement and in the SEM-
profile-derived models shown previously. Plot G shows an average of the profile
over a standard deviation of 10 nm, commensurate with variation measured over
one cell’s profile. The peak is seen to be much wider than those observed in P. japon-
ica cells.
One possible interpretation is that, if this numerical model is accurate, it may be that
the measurement and peak extraction of the structurally coloured peak from the P.
japonica fruit is insufficiently sensitive to measure the secondary peaks, which are
perhaps absorbed, or overlap with pigmented fluctuations in the background spec-
trum. The whole peak which is apparently identified, is therefore in fact only the
peak reflected above a threshold background intensity. This is a possible explana-
tion.
Another possibility is that distortion in the TEM images introduces an additional
variation in the pitch profiles, which is an artefact of imaging rather than a feature
of the fruit tissue. The microtome sections in these images are extremely thin and
feature many artefacts such as folding, tearing and compression from the microtome
blade action. This possibility is used to suggest an alternative analysis of the profile
identified in figure 3.44 plot H. Here the profile’s variation from the mean is reduced
by 30% from the observed value of around 30 nm. This profile is a much more
familiar with respect to the characteristic peaks measured optically.
Another factor that impacts our ability to extract meaningful measurements of the
pitch variation from the TEM image is that the image has a pixel dimension across
the multilayer direction of 15 nm. The line width over which the profile is averaged
is much larger than this, reducing the limit somewhat, however it is important to
observe that the image itself is not accurate within this limit. As presented in the
introduction to the model, a change of just 3 nm in the input pitch of a uniform mul-
tilayer is responsible for a change of 10 nm in the peak wavelength. Moreover, the
pitch variation, which as described here, is very important to the profile shape. The
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FIGURE 3.45: Profiles measured from the electron microscope images
showed these distributions. The blue profiles had a higher average
number of pitch repeats in the cell wall by an average of three pitches,
or 17%. Due to the distributions of the pitches in the profiles however,
this did not increase the intensity of the modelled peaks, as seen in the
figure 3.42.
70% variation used in plot H, gives a relative secondary peak intensity and distribu-
tion much closer to characteristic experimental profiles than the variation measured
from the electron microscopy images. This reduction in variation corresponds to
a change in 10 nm in the standard deviation, less than the resolution of the TEM
image.
This second explanation, that the TEM imaging process introduces an additional
variation which is not present in the fruit is preferred because the imaging and peak
extraction process is held to be accurate. Furthermore, the observation of the blue
peak reflected from the nearly mature cells in the brown stage, when background
pigments remove the need to further process the data, do not reveal cell profiles
with more complicated spectra. Modelling in relation to the optical measurements
actually observed is further discussed in section 3.7.3.
Limitations of Electron Microscopy
A number of limitations are present in the method for extracting and modelling the
profile. The imaging of the embedded tissues presents some potential problems, the
cut may not, despite best efforts, be exactly orthogonal to the surface, introducing
a systematic elongation of the pitch estimation in the affected sample. The cut also
causes some clear damage to the cross-section, blurring the boundaries of each indi-
vidual pitch.
The most likely two candidates for introduction of error into the attempt to charac-
terise the fruit tissue profile are the low number of samples given the biological vari-
ation expected, and the use of an embedding matrix in sample preparation.
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The biological variation within the tissue means that for only 10 or 13 scans, the
numbers used in the two tissues here, the average spectrum is likely to be unable
to represent a larger number of cells. This makes it difficult to compare two sets of
cells. The optical method gets around this problem by measuring the same cell over
an extended period, ensuring that it is reasonable to compare the spectra.
The use of resin for embedding samples for electron microscopy and microtoming is
widely recognised to introduce a significant expansion or shrinkage in a given bio-
logical tissue. Studies into the shrinkage and expansion errors induced by prepara-
tion for electron microscopy show a huge range caused by a combination of multiple
factors. [40] The process of processing for TEM involves fixation, dehydration and
embedding, each of which has been demonstrated to have a different effect depend-
ing on the tissue. Different scale distortion has been seen again in critical point- and
freeze- drying. The scale of these artefacts were measured to exhibit a full range of
the various processes from a 73% shrinkage to 61% expansion. There was also vari-
ation associated with different dimensions in cells. The majority of the reports [180]
on biological tissues are on mammalian cells rather than plant cells. The latter, due
to their rigid cell wall, should be expected to have a significantly reduced distortion
effect. Plant cells included in the review however showed 30% shrinkage due to
osmosis.
A further barrier to applying results found in previous studies on the effects of sam-
ple preparation to our case is that studies have generally been limited to a multicel-
lular tissue scale. In understanding the changes in cellulose cell walls, only part of
the cell is relevant. The ability to understand true distortion at smaller scales has
been limited by microscopy techniques. For structures smaller than the resolution
of optical microscopes, only comparative length distortion between different sample
preparation methods can be measured.
Even assuming that cell wall material is significantly less subject by expansion and
shrinkage than cell volumes, the degree of volume change seen in cells implies that
cell walls are likely to be affected. A change in cell volume of 30% is likely to cause
a substantial impaction or distension.
In addition, the distortion introduced to microtomed sections both parallel and
perpendicular to the direction of cut have been shown to be up to 17% in resin-
embedded mammalian tissues. [181]
The difference in the bonding, hydration or materials of P. japonica tissue between
the green and blue stage might be expected to introduce a different shrinkage or
expansion in the two different tissues that therefore could obscure a real change.
However, given no contradiction in the optical and electron microscopy evidence
that the pitch remains unchanged during maturation, it should be assumed that the
specimen preparation does not introduce a different expansion or contraction of the
tissues. In order to verify this, fruits picked at the same stages of growth should be
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imaged and compared after preparation both with and without resin-embedding.
Our ability to do this is limited by access to fresh fruits at different growth stages,
and the difficulties in imaging fresh wet tissues in SEM without inducing further
damage.
3.7 Conclusions
3.7.1 Reflected Intensity & Cell Wall Thickness
The optical measurements indicated that a large part of the growth occurred in the
earliest stage during the white - green transition, average intensity grew by 1.4±0.5%
of total illumination to an average 2.7% (see figure 3.18).
The intensity changes in the second part of the observation were difficult to analyse
due to significant changes in the chlorophyll spectrum and limitations in the exper-
iment. For this reason an estimate of the peak intensity change over this period is
not attempted. However, the final intensity of the purely structural coloured peak
after 400 hours, (before the addition of the scattering profile in the blue stage), was
on average 4±2% of total illumination.
This puts the structurally coloured intensity of the cells at the end of the brown stage
at a very similar intensity reflection as the cells at the beginning of the green stage.
Caution should be exercised in comparing the intensity in the two studies, because
they were measured from different sets of cells. However, the appearance of the
structurally coloured reflection spot does not appear to change much through the
green and brown stages, supporting the idea that the most significant period of cell
wall thickening is during the earliest part of the green stage.
The electron microscope images of cell profiles confirmed that a significant propor-
tion of the cell wall is indeed laid down in the earliest part of the white-green stage,
although additional layers appear to be developed in later stages. A low number of
pitches were shown in a scan of the white earliest stage by Dr Paula Rudall, figure
3.43.
3.7.2 Reflected Wavelength & Cell Wall Morphology
The optical measurements of the cells over maturation showed some variation in
cell spectra over time, but no systematic peak wavelength shift between the earlier
and later stages. The change in the peak wavelength is proposed to result from
cumulative additional cell wall pitches within a consistent distribution.
The measurement of the SEM profiles from the electron microscope images was
consistent with the analysis of the optical data. There is no systematic change in
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the width of the pitches within the profile and the blue and green profile averages
showed a negligible difference.
The cell reflection peaks were numerically modelled and it was shown that the
change in wavelength and intensity could be described using a model of the cell
wall as a helicoidal cellulose material with a gradually increasing number of pitches
and pitch differences falling within a realistic normal distribution.
3.7.3 Interpretation
It is proposed that instead of a role for a reorienting self-assembly mechanism, the
cell wall is laid down in place.
This is consistent with the rosette- model of cell wall fibrillar deposition as described
in the first chapter. The theory that the cell wall is built up layer by layer, rather
than assembling from a prior volume of existing cell wall material looks much more
supported by this evidence.
The second stage of data, when considered in conjunction with the first, indicates
that after initially being laid down in place, there is little further change in the cell
walls of P. japonica even over a long maturation period of 17 days. The wavelength of
the structurally coloured material is extremely consistent. The intensity of the light
reflected may grow partially, but it does not change dramatically.
This study therefore suggests that the important temporal period for cellular growth
in this species is the white-green first stage. The second stage data also supports the
claim made after the first stage analysis that the cell wall is not formed from a change
in a bulk material but rather, once created, the cell wall has a fixed architecture.
Numerical Model
Figure 3.46 shows a model of the growth in the well-characterised cell above, created
according to the method described in section 1.5.3 by identifying a characteristic
standard deviation and mean and producing a number of artificial profiles which
may then be matched to the optical target. The model plots a new model response
for each additional pitch added to the pitch profile, simulating cell wall development
through increasing layers from the inside of the cell.
A numerical model in plot B is matched to the experimental observation of a single
cell series shown in plot A of the same figure. The use of random profile generation
and matching to the target response is not meant to indicate that this process repro-
duces the profile in the original cell which is responsible for the optical signature.
This is clearly impossibly unlikely given the reliance of the optical profile on each of
the randomly distributed pitches within the material. The model is used instead to
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FIGURE 3.46: A. Development series measured from one cell of P.
japonica over the first observation period, i.e. 6 days. The scans are
plotted after chlorophyll signal subtraction. The earliest scan is plot-
ted in blue. B. The model demonstrates increasing intensity with in-
creasing numbers of pitch repeats. Each consecutive line represents
the addition of two more pitches to the profile. The model uses av-
erages over 5 profiles with a standard deviation of 10 nm. C. Experi-
mental profile of the scattering-free final spectrum for one cell in the
brown stage, immediately prior to transition to the final blue stage
from the second observation series. D. A model of a similar peak av-
eraged on five profiles with a standard deviation of 20 nm.
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illustrate the theoretical principles which have been invoked to explain the observed
development. That is the increase in reflected intensity at constant wavelength by
an increase in the number of cell wall pitch repeats. The successful correspondence
of realistic parameters for the numerical model with experimental data is taken as
a positive evidence that the theory is consistent with the model of the cell wall as a
multilayer.
Plot C in the same figure shows the ‘full maturity’ profile measured from a cell at a
late point of the brown stage just before the final sudden change to blue fully mature
appearance. The spectrum is therefore straightforwardly measured without further
processing. It is taken to be a true spectral profile from the mature cell multilayer
without additional scattering effects. The intensity of the profile measured is only
slightly greater than that measured at the end of the growth profile recorded in the
first observation series, as represented in plot A. Spectra in A and C are from differ-
ent cells, and therefore do not represent the direct continuation of the development
process in one single cell. However, the growth profile that is concluded from obser-
vation of the two series is that the majority of the growth occurs in the green stage
and that the intensity of the structural colour peak after growth in the green stage
should correspond to the final structural colour intensity, as observed here in this
comparison.
The plot in D of figure 3.46 is another model generated via the use of random pitch
variation profiles, this time with 20 pitches and averaged over a set of similar profiles
with a standard deviation of 15nm.
Making the further assumption that the numerical model is accurate for the cell wall,
the conclusion for the cell wall growth rate in the initial growth period early in the
white-green phase is that the cell wall in this case increases by 12 pitches in 114
hours, a rate of approximately 2.5 pitches or 0.4 um thickness / day. The growth
rate after this early stage is predicted to be strongly reduced, but is not estimated
here.
Numerical model limitations are discussed in section 1.5 and this result is taken to
be an estimate.
3.7.4 Conclusions on P. japonica
Pollia japonica’s appearance is due to structural colour in a single outer cell layer in
which a thickened cell wall acts as a multilayer reflector for visible light. The fruit
transitions through four rough stages during growth, changing from a whitish to
bright green, to a brown and finally a mature pale blue. The cells reflect a bright blue
spot from the cell centre which grows more intense during the white-green stage and
then remains fairly unchanged throughout the green-brown transition which occurs
due to pigments beneath the structurally coloured cell wall. The final transition
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occurs through dehydration of the structurally coloured cells which contain a light
scattering material. This changes the reflection of the outer cell from a discrete bright
narrow band spot to a scattered reflection from the whole cell.
The growth of the cell wall happens by a gradual process of building up the pitches
which are laid down in their permanent configuration.
The study was intended to understand how the cell wall growth occurs in P. japonica,
and whether during the development of its very thick cell walls, there was a change
in pitch. The results show conclusively that there no change in pitch occurs dur-
ing the growth of the cell wall, or during the maturation of the fruit after that. The
optical analysis confirms that development of the pitch profile is gradual and per-
manent. This conclusion is made for periodic pitch in the cell wall, rather than for
the much narrower microfibrillar cellulose layers which build up to produce them.
The conclusion is extended to the cellulose layers on the basis that the periodicity of
this material does not imply discrete and alternating materials as in isotropic multi-
layers, but is formed from a continuous helicoidal pattern.
3.7.5 Assessment of the Optical Technique
The optical technique employed, along with the model of the cell wall as a cellulosic
multilayer worked very well to identify the structural colour peak and its charac-
teristics to a good level of accuracy. The method of repeated optical measurement
is laborious as it requires regular and frequent measurements during maturation.
This could be improved by additional automation, for example automatic spectral
measurements after initialisation.
The optical measurements compare favourably with a destructive electron mi-
croscopy technique in which fruits are picked at different stages, sectioned and im-
aged using scanning electron microscopy. The optical technique provides consider-
able insight that is not possible with the electron microscopy technique due to its
ability to track one particular tissue. However, the use of electron microscopy pro-
vides direct confirmation of the conclusions drawn from the optical analysis tech-
nique, without which the findings would be less confidently established.
3.7.6 Experimental Limitations
Structural Colour Peak Isolation
The limitations in this experiment are largely around isolation of the structural
coloured peak from the other scattered light in the system. In the first observation
series, crossed polariser measurement was used and a control cell measured to sub-
tract an approximation of the background reflection. This choice was necessitated
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by the very low intensity of the structural colour target signal itself relative to the
bright reflection profile from the cuticle surface.
The second set of observations is limited by the lack of a chlorophyll control profile.
A good sense of the peak intensity is gained by the measurement of peak promi-
nence, but a non-structural colour control profile would enhance the accuracy of this
intensity measurement. A control profile would only be possible up to the brown
stage as there is no non-structurally coloured area in the blue stage.
Experimental Challenges
Further limitations are caused by the difficulty in reproducing the same measure-
ment of each cell on each observation. Due to a slight off-centring of the fibre collec-
tion location, the cell position was sometimes slightly off-centred in order to capture
the spectrum of the cell. This was checked both by the visible location of the cell
in the microscope image, but also by the peak appearance in the spectrometer. The
cells show a good reproducibility of location both between different cells and be-
tween different observations but they are not perfect. Where observations resulted
from a cell misalignment evident in the recorded image, they were not included in
the data set but due to the difficulty in distinguishing the cell features especially in
the early stages, this may not have always been possible.
This error was minimised by the use of many measurements over the observation
period, allowing an error tolerance to nevertheless show an overall trend for each
cell. In fact inspecting the recorded images, there is a very strong consistency in the
placement of the cell reflection spots, and for this reason the overall trend is taken
to be a good measure of the cells’ true reflection intensity. An additional challenge
is represented by the different angular orientation of the cell at different measure-
ments, although the exact reproduction of the original orientation was attempted
every time.
A further limitation is the sensitivity of the plant to light. The use of very frequent
measurement contributed to the early cell death by overexposure to intense light
that ended the first set of observations. This introduces the problem of comparison
between the first and second series of observations which are on unrelated cells.
The plant’s health must also be considered during the observation period and it was
therefore moved to be exposed to natural light between measurements which were
carried out in a windowless optics lab.
Measurement
Finally, the size of the fibre with respect to the size of the cells and cell features intro-
duces another limitation. The cell reflection spots were in general smaller than the
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size of the collection spot in at least one dimension. This means that the size of the
cell reflection also plays a role in the intensity level recorded. The cell reflections are
generally also irregularly shaped and have diffuse and intense parts. The shape of
the reflection is due to the geometrical shape of the cell wall. The problem of mea-
suring a true intensity from an individual cell which gives insight into the widths
of the cell wall pitches is a fundamental problem in the case of a growing cellular
system.
Growth of cells during the observation period reorients and exposes differing ar-
eas of the cell wall multilayer, changing the area of the reflection spot. In order to
overcome this limitation, a higher magnification objective lens should be used to en-
sure that the fibre collection zone is small relative to the reflection spot. This poses
problems in itself as it limits the intensity of the light available for collection further,
and makes it much more difficult to measure multiple cells by making movement
between cells less simply navigated. It is also likely that the effect cannot be totally
eliminated due to the narrow and irregular shape of many of the reflection spots.
An attempt could also be made to assess the area of the collection spot that con-
tained the reflecting material, however this poses yet more problems in assessing
this quantity.
3.7.7 Outlook
The measurements on the growth of the P. japonica have indicated an unexpect-
edly early growth period, and demonstrated that there is no significant change in
the wavelength during cell wall growth. There was no general trend in the cell
peak spectra although there was some indication that some of the cells undergo a
small variation in the peak wavelength during growth, and this was explained as
resulting from the cell wall layer pitch variation. The observation of the intensity
of the multilayer reflection presented a number of challenges, and was not prop-
erly characterised during the second part of the observation which covered the later
stages.
Future work implementing an enhanced control and precision in following the cell
spectra could give a much better measurement of the cell wall growth during every
stage. There are clear experimental parameters which could be improved to signif-
icantly enhance the accuracy of the measurement. This improved precision would
enable the identification of the growth rate beyond a linear trend. The value in this
would be to demonstrate the limits of the technique, and gain an understanding of
variable growth rates.
As discussed in section 3.5, an improved understanding of the mature cells’ spec-
tral profile could be achieved by an analysis of the composition and structure of the
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scattering cell contents. Understanding and modelling the interaction of extrane-
ous scattered light with the multilayer would be informative. This would provide a
useful outlook on understanding the characterisation of other multilayer materials.
Currently the exploitation of artificial structural colour for pigmentation is limited
by an understanding of how to control the directionality of structurally coloured
micro-components, and understanding and taking inspiration from this natural sys-
tem could indicate a productive blueprint for alternative pigments.
This study has demonstrated clear analysis of cell development from an optical /
materials science perspective. Demonstration that results obtained on this species
can be transferred to non-structurally coloured cell wall growth requires further
comparison of the material and biological characteristics of both systems.
A biological approach could also be applied to understanding the cell wall growth,
and to complement the current study, by using growth rate inhibitors, microtubule
poisons and different environmental conditions. As discussed at the beginning of
this chapter, these traditional biological methods have been applied to the study of
Arabidopsis, and might be extended to P. japonica.
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Chapter 4
Development in P. condensata
The previous chapter investigated the development of optical response in the ma-
turing cell walls of P. japonica using a cellulose optical multilayer as a model. This
maturation study demonstrated that the cell wall material’s growth could be ob-
served via the interaction of light with the material structure.
The cell wall in P. japonica is considerably thickened with respect to standard cell
walls. However, thick cell walls are not unknown in common plants, for example
the outer epidermal cells of Arabidopsis seedlings, which have thicker walls than
others in the same plant and are around 1 micron thick,[182] - a roughly comparable
thickness to the 2 um cell walls in P. japonica (see figure 3.39).
As discussed in chapter 2, P. condensata displays significant dissimilarities to the cells
in P. japonica. These are in the form of the visual appearance of the fruit, both macro-
scopically and in microscopy, the numbers of cells, the cell shape, the range of spec-
tral peaks and therefore structural dimensions, the cell wall thickness, lack of a cell
cavity and the handedness of the cellulose helicoids.
These characteristics differentiate P. condensata from P. japonica with which it shares a
common mechanism for visible light reflection, and also from other plant cells. The
extension of the development study to investigate P. condensata is intended to un-
derstand whether the extra differences observed in the fruit follow the same devel-
opmental behaviour as p. japonica. The observation of an alternative pattern during
growth where the cell wall cavity is nearly eliminated, and the cell wall material has
a unique chirality, would indicate the point of differentiation in these characteris-
tics. Otherwise, a similar or identical growth pattern would indicate that the spatial
development of the cell walls remains the same for these characteristics and expla-
nation of their unusual morphology should be developed in accordance with that
observation.
A similar experiment to that reported in the previous chapter was devised in or-
der to perform this investigation. Observation of a large number of cells’ growth
during a maturation period was carried out in order to understand the growth and
similarities between the two species.
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4.1 Methodology and Experimental Design
The plant was grown in a centrally heated office at 23oC on a north-facing window
sill. Several plants grew successfully from a single shoot and stolon system. Figure
4.1 shows an early image of the young shoot (A) and a later image of multiple ma-
ture plants (B) connected by stolons. Each plant produced flowers, shown in 4.1 C
and then fruits, flowering and fruiting on every plant, even when very small and
with negligible root system. During flowering, the flowers were brushed with a
small paint brush on each carpel in order to encourage pollination and fruit devel-
opment. The growth of fruits in this species took a lot longer than the P. japonica
which happened over the course of one month. Instead, this species took more than
two months for unripe fruits to develop past the early green stage. The progression
of subsequent maturing stages in the fruit is shown in 4.1 E- H, and can be charac-
terised similarly to those observed in P. japonica. Further discussion of flowering and
growth of the plant in its natural habitat was presented in section 2.4.
The earliest stages of the plant cell wall growth were shown in the P. japonica study to
be implicated in structural colour formation. The period of earliest spectral visibility
is also the most sensitive to developmental change, making it the most informative
period over which to measure. This was used to inform the observation period for
P. condensata. Fruits were measured therefore over the earliest period that they were
accessible by cutting away parts of the fleshy sepals. During the observation period
their macroscopic appearance appeared the same pale green. Several patches of
cells were measured on adjacent fruits and each patch appeared to be at slightly
different stages of maturity, as visible in the microscope images of the cells, within
the white/pale-green stage.
In P. condensata, the closely packed infructescence is very stiff and central to the en-
tire plant and the stem, unlike in the case of P. japonica where the fruits are separated
and form on the ends of individual extended flexible pedicels. In order to measure
fruits, the entire stem had to be bent and fixed to a moving stage underneath the mi-
croscope objective, limiting the accessibility of fruits and cells. The same observation
procedure was followed as previously. The fruit-head in place under the microscope
objective is shown in figure 4.1 D. Spectra were taken in left and right handed circu-
lar polarisation (using a quarter wave plate and rotating wire-grid polariser) in order
to distinguish circular peaks of opposite handedness from different cells.
The appearance of the fruit through different filtered polarisations is shown in figure
4.2. A number of coloured cells are indicated in the dashed circle. The central im-
age shows the unfiltered reflection, in which, like the parallel-polarised image P, the
coloured reflections from the cells are barely visible. The left and right handed cir-
cularly polarised images L and R show the coloured reflection as well as the outline
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FIGURE 4.1: A series of photos of the P. condensata plants in differ-
ent stages of maturity: A. A young shoot. B. The mature plant C.
Budding/ flowering from the inflorescence. D. Fruit-head at an early
stage in place under the microscope objective. E. The pale green ear-
liest stage with sepals cut away from the fruits. F. Green stage with
sepals in place but dried up. Inset image E2. a close up of the imma-
ture fruit in the green stage with blue ‘shimmer’ appearance reflected
from the camera flash. G. Dark red-brown stage H. Mature dry fruit
head on a dead stem from a different plant.
and surface of the cells. The brightly coloured reflection is clearly visible although
the outlines of the cells are not.
Water-immersion microscopy was attempted and found to be unsuitable due to the
close proximity of sepals and other fruits which wicked water and prevented stable
bridging via water droplet of the specimen and objective lens. Although both the
left and right circularly polarised images contain a significant component of non-
structurally-reflected light from the top surface of the cuticle, the use of both filters
in combination allows the structural reflection to be extracted. This is possible be-
cause unlike in P. japonica in the previous chapter, scattering from pigments does
not occur in the top layer of the epidermis where the target cells are. Pigmented
cells are located much lower in the epidermis, under as many as 5 layers of struc-
turally coloured cells. A schematic of this organisation was shown in chapter 2 figure
2.7.
An additional complication in this fruit however, is the existence of multiple layers
of cells. In some instances, this means that multiple reflections are measured simul-
taneously from different layers, although where possible this was avoided. Where
two cells of different handednesses are measured at once, subtraction of one handed-
ness from the other does not give the accurate spectrum profile. However, the cells
were disentangled in these cases by treating the cell reflections of different handed-
nesses separately.
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FIGURE 4.2: Visibility of features in P. condensata under different fil-
ters. P: parallel polarised reflection. X: cross polarised reflection. L:
left handed circular polarisation. R: right handed circular polarisa-
tion. Central image: no polarisation filters. The same area is circled
in each image.
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FIGURE 4.3: Spectra in left (green) and right (red) circular polarisation
channels are compared. This spectrum is taken from a right handed
cell.
A double peaked spectral profile from a cell reflection spot is shown in figure 4.3 in
left (green) and right (red) circular polarisation to demonstrate the two separate mea-
sured spectra before subtraction. In this case, the reflection is from a right handed
cell, and there is no contribution in the left handed circular polarisation. Even with-
out using subtraction of the two circular polarisations, the lack of pigment contribu-
tion makes the structurally coloured peak very easy to identify.
4.1.1 Cell Cohorts
Four areas on four different fruits of the same infructescence were observed over
periods of between 11 and 32 days. 67 individual cells were followed for some du-
ration of this period, of which 41 cells were used in the analysis. Cell observation
was judged successful when it produced a coherent series in which a structurally
coloured peak was repeatedly identified over an extended period, and matched with
a microscope photograph of a well defined cell for each spectrum.
Each of the four areas at the beginning and end of the observation period is shown
in figure 4.4. The cells were chosen in order to get a representative spread of cells
from the early stages of growth.
• Eight cells were initially identified in the first area, shown in image i. On initial
identification they were already reflecting a large and brightly coloured spot,
they represent a group of cells later in development. Four additional cells were
added from this area much later than the first group. However, measurement
of three of these was abandoned due to difficulty in re-identification and they
were not included. Measurement for one cell from the original eight was also
abandoned due to lack of certain identification.
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• Cells shown in image ii were chosen from an area with a very dense mixed
population of right and left cells. Ten cells of each handedness that already dis-
played colour were chosen. Again, as the cells already displayed some colour,
the stage of development is judged to be slightly advanced. However a sig-
nificant degree of change was seen in the cells and their surroundings during
the time. The area was situated very close to the calyx and the surface was
not flat. Six right handed cells were not used because of doubts about the cell
identification as a surface layer cell.
• Cells shown in image iii were chosen when no colour was observable in the
region. 29 cells were chosen, again from an area near the fruit calyx. All cells
were directly adjacent to one another. Cells 17 to 25 were not used because this
row was right next to the calyx, where they were overshadowed or distorted,
making measurement difficult, and very little colour was measured. This can
be seen in figure 4.4. Five other cells in this group were abandoned due to
indistinct identification.
• Nine cells were chosen in image iv. These cells were large, flat and on a flat
and undisrupted area of the fruit, similarly to area i. They were also chosen
when no coloured reflection was evident in the region, making this the earliest
observable structural colour in the development of the fruit. One cell from this
group was not included due to lack of proper identification.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show montages of the target cells during the observation pe-
riod. The image tags i-iv correspond to figure 4.4. It can be seen immediately that
the bright coloured cells in montages i and ii demonstrate a consistent appearance
over the period. The areas in which very little or no colour was initially measured
are shown in montages iii and iv, and the development of colour in these cells is
demonstrated.
During the development observation, many of the cells surrounding those in which
colour was present from the start also developed coloured peaks. Due to the mul-
tiple layers of structurally coloured cells observed in the species, unlike P. japonica,
some of these cells reflected through the same location as the target cells. This com-
plicated the analysis of these peaks as the spectra could not be identified simply
by finding the difference between the two circular polarisations. The subtraction
technique remained useful for identifying the very low reflection intensity of the
structural colour peaks in the earlier stages (figure 4.6, images iii and iv). The two
sets of cells are therefore separated in this analysis into two sets. The first set is the
single profile cells, in which the subtraction technique was used. The second set is
the multiple reflection cells, in which subtraction was not used, but the target cell
spectrum was identified by comparison of the microscope photograph and the left
and right circular polarised spectra. Crudely this distinction also works to separate
out the earlier stage in which very few coloured reflections are present, and the later
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FIGURE 4.4: The four fruit areas studied. Area i: Large spots of bright
colour already reflected from early on. iiL and iiR. Small spots of
bright colour, ten cells chosen in left and right circular polarisation re-
spectively. iii. No colour visible initially, 25 adjacent cells identified,
some of which did not develop visible reflection. iv. No colour vis-
ible initially, 9 cells chosen, 8 of which developed well-characterised
coloured reflection spots during the observation. i, iii and iv are
shown in crossed polarisation to highlight the changes in cell coloura-
tion. The iiL and iiR image pairs are shown in left and right circu-
lar polarisation respectively. All initially identified cells are indicated
with white outlines. Many of the cells were no longer feasible for ob-
servation after some days of maturation, as is visible in the images -
for example those on the right-hand column of cells in set iii.
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stage in which the tissue contains reflections from cells at multiple levels at many
locations.
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FIGURE 4.5: With 4.6, montages of each of the target cells in the study.
Each row corresponds to one cell, repeatedly imaged every one or
two days over the observation period with time increasing from left
to right. The labels on each section correspond to those on the ar-
eas in figure 4.4 from which they are taken. i, is taken in crossed-
polarisation, ii is in the appropriate circular polarisation, left or right,
corresponding to the handedness of each cell, due to the higher den-
sity of reflection in this area where the epicarp is thicker.
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FIGURE 4.6: With 4.5, montages of each of the target cells in the study.
Each row corresponds to one cell, repeatedly imaged every one or
two days over the observation period with time increasing from left
to right. The labels on each section correspond to those on the areas in
figure 4.4 from which they are taken. Both sets are taken in crossed-
polarisation.
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4.2 Isolated peaks - Early Development
4.2.1 Trends
This section analyses the development of peaks which are isolated, that is locations
from which the reflection from just one cell is recorded. This is evident in the micro-
scope images of the individual cells and in the spectral profiles.
All cells identified fulfilling these criteria were left handed. This is consistent with
the earlier observation that right handed cells are more common in the fruit stripes,
where there is a greater thickness of cell tissue, and therefore greater likelihood of
multiple reflections being measured.
Figure 4.7 shows heatmaps demonstrating the evolution of these individual peaks
through time. These plots make it clear that a single and consistently identified
peak is found across each set of scans, and the technique has been successful in
measuring a well characterised optical response from each of the cells throughout
the observation period.
Each of the spectra were matched with the microscope photo and then the peak
characterised by identification of its peak intensity and wavelength. The evolution
of these two quantities is shown in figure 4.8 for each of the cells. The progressions
were fitted with a linear mixed effects model, as previously used in section 3.3.2
and discussed in section 1.5.2. The resultant linear fits are shown in figure 4.8 along
with the intervals which show 50% confidence of both the gradient and intercept
independently.
Intensity
Analysis of the linear fit for the cells’ peak intensity in figure 4.8, plot A shows that
for these there is a small but clearly increasing intensity. The change in intensity per
day for the first 8- 10 days is 10% of the initially measured average peak, and the
p-value for the gradient fit is 0.0003, suggesting a very good fit. The 95% confidence
interval for the intensity gradient does not include 0.
The cells were taken from the areas in figures 4.4 and 4.6 labelled iii and iv. Each
of the cells in these areas was chosen without evidence of a coloured reflection spot.
That these measurements are the earliest possible observations of the multilayer re-
flection is responsible for their very low intensity. The growth in intensity measured
in the spectra is consistent with the visible appearance of colour during the observa-
tion period from an initial non-coloured appearance.
Although some of the cells chosen without colour developed into right circular po-
larisation -reflecting cells, there were not a large number, and none without a left
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FIGURE 4.7: Each of the isolated peaks identified from the cell areas ii
and iv, shown in figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 are shown here as heat maps
of the intensity difference between left and right circular polarisation
ie. purely structural colour.
FIGURE 4.8: A. Peak intensity change over time. B. Wavelength
changes for the same cell peaks over the same time. In both plots
all the cell progressions are plotted with connecting lines. The lin-
ear fits are shown with straight lines and shading to indicate the 50%
interval for the gradient and intercept.
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circularly polarised reflection measured from underlying cells. Therefore, this sec-
tion deals only with left handed circular polarisation reflecting cells (‘left handed
cells‘).
Wavelength
Analysis of the change in wavelength during the period of increasing intensity
showed no change in wavelength. Comparison of the temporal heatmaps in figure
4.7 and the individual cell evolutions plotted in the plot B of figure 4.8 shows that
some cells do appear to show evidence of a gradual change in peak wavelength,
either redshifting or blueshifting, or in some cases undergoing partial shift in both
directions. The trends observed by taking the linear fit demonstrate that there is a
range of possible best fit gradients including the 0 gradient, and the P-value is very
large, much larger than any imaginable statistical threshold to be a good indication
of reasonable grounds to reject the null hypothesis. There is therefore no evidence
to suggest a consistent shift in the material pitch during growth.
4.2.2 Individual Trends
Nineteen cells, largely from series ii and iv are summarised in the plots in figure 4.8.
Each cell may also be treated individually by plotting the linear fit of its evolution
in intensity and wavelength over time. This was done, and the overall change in the
wavelength and intensity plotted in figure 4.9. The error bars show the 50% gradient
deviations.
From the plot in figure 4.9, the majority of cells are seen to have an increasing in-
tensity, consistent with the general trend found from the linear fit model. There are
close to equal numbers of cells and degrees of change observed in increasing and
decreasing wavelength.
The change in intensity for the different cells indicates the degree to which the mul-
tilayer appears to be thickening during this process. The very low intensity of re-
flection overall that is observed for each of these cells, due to the early period of
maturation that is observed makes the intensity change appear minor. However,
there is a well-defined change which may be associated with increasing multilayer
thickness.
Although it has been shown that the average change for the group is zero, for indi-
vidual cells, the spread of changes in the peak wavelength is between increase and
decrease of 60 nm. This is much greater than the changes observed in the previous
chapter in which a change of 10 nm was characteristic of the wavelength changes
during maturation in P. japonica.
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FIGURE 4.9: Plot of change in wavelength vs. change in intensity.
Each cell is plotted with error bars indicating 50% confidence inter-
vals round the gradient for each cell.
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FIGURE 4.10: Peak width average and range for all cell peaks. The
median value is indicated with a red horizontal line. The top and bot-
tom of the box shown the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers
indicate the range. Outliers are in the upper 0.05 percentile of the
distribution modelled as normal. The modal width across the obser-
vation period was measured to be 93±36 nm.
The spread of changes in wavelength and intensity across the left and right cells does
not indicate any other correlation which defines a distinct population of increasing
or decreasing wavelength cells. In order to understand the potential explanations for
the individual changing peak wavelengths within cells, the changes are compared to
the width of peak profiles. The range of widths observed in peak profiles is shown
in figure 4.10. The average full width of the peak at half maximum intensity is mea-
sured across the temporal range to be 60 - 120 nm. Changes of peak wavelength of
up to 60 nm must therefore be assessed in the light of a much greater peak width,
and an increasing intensity.
Inspection of individual trends indicates that the change in peak wavelength occurs
in these cells predominantly within the peak profile width, and may, as in P. japonica
analysed in chapter 3, be accounted for by an increasing thickness in the multilayer
with a varying pitch profile adding to the cumulative reflection. The lack of consis-
tent change in these cells is noted as an indication that the cumulative addition of
multilayer pitches does not follow a trend such as increasingly narrower or broader
pitches with change in the layer depth.
4.2.3 Example
The trends identified in the changes in intensity and wavelength of all the cells are
exemplified in the cell in figure 4.11, cell ‘E08’ as identified within the upper left
quadrant of figure 4.9.
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FIGURE 4.11: Cell labelled E08 in figure 4.9. Photo montage at the top
showing progression. The white circle indicates the approximate size
and location of the fibre collection spot. Its spectra are plotted below.
A. Left - right difference offset. B. Heatmap showing transition of the
peak over time.
The cell undergoes an increase in intensity, and also a decrease in peak wavelength
during the observation time. The change in wavelength can, as before, be explained
by a cumulative increase in the lower wavelength proportion of the peak, with in-
creasing multilayer thickness.
The cell measurements present a number of challenges. In the cases where no colour
is seen, the appropriate location measurement is defined by looking at the cell wall
outline and taking the central spot. However, colour does not always develop sym-
metrically in the cell centre, or uniformly. When the cell starts to appear coloured,
the coloured reflection spot is measured, and the same location reidentified on each
repeated measurement. The reflection spot shape and size observed is not always
uniform during growth. Although the cells were seen to have a generally uniform
colouration, a very small shift in the tilt of the multilayer, either due reflection from
the edge of the multilayer, or changes in cell shape causing tilt would be expected
to introduce a slight change in peak wavelength. Due to the extremely low intensity
reflection, as seen both in the spectral profiles and the microscope images, it is not
always immediately clear whether the initial colour observed is the coloured reflec-
tion spot from the target cell, or colour reflected from underlying cells. This is much
clearer once the reflection colouration is established after several more days growth.
In some cases however the additional increase in reflection from a cell underneath
was recognised to dominate inextricably the reflection of the target cell, again intro-
ducing an error.
Added to these issues were problems of tilt introduced by repositioning the plant for
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every measurement, and recognising the same cell location over an extended period
of significant change.
Each cell series of spectra and microscope photos were cross-checked and compared
to data in each time series to assess the reproducibility of the measurement. Mea-
surements where significant error was introduced by the complexity of the response
as described above were removed from the data set. This made some cell sets too
short to properly analyse and they were abandoned.
4.3 Adjacent Cell Spectra
As discussed in the experimental methods of this chapter, a number of cells were
chosen although they already displayed a brightly coloured reflection spot similarly
to the right handed cells in the first part of this chapter. These cells are clearly in a
later stage of their development than the left handed cells treated previously in this
chapter.
During the measurement of many of these cells, other reflections of the opposite
handedness were also included. These reflections are from cells in different planes
but the same location. The observation of reflectance peaks in both left and right
circular polarisation makes analysis by subtraction of one spectrum from the other
impossible. Treating the two polarisations separately is important in order to mea-
sure the target cell.
Inspecting the optical microscope images in developing cells, the location of the
chlorophyll pigmentation appears not to be in the outer cell layer as it was in P.
japonica. The background contribution from the chlorophyll absorption spectrum is
significantly decreased, making the analysis of the structural colour peak relatively
uncomplicated. However, the degree of overall light intensity in the profile is vari-
able, so the spectra were normalised by the intensity of light at 680 nm.
4.3.1 Trends
Only the target cell, which had been identified at the surface of the fruit, was in-
cluded in the general trend, in order to make sure the analysis focused on a well-
characterised simple single reflection. Two sets of cells were separately measured.
The first, set i in figures 4.4 and 4.5 were significantly bigger, more brightly reflect-
ing and more clearly defined than the second set, which is shown in set iii in the two
figures. The larger area of reflection, cell area and bright, better defined reflection
spots are again taken as evidence to suggest that these cells may be at a later stage
of development than the smaller, less bright set.
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FIGURE 4.12: Plots of intensity (A and C) and wavelength (B and
D) changes over a two week observation period for two sets of cells.
Each of the cell progressions is plotted as a line joining measurement
points. The linear mixed effects best fit is plotted in the heavier dark
line. The shaded area represents ± 50% confidence intervals for both
intercept and gradient of the line. Left handed cells are plotted in
green, and right handed cells are plotted in red. The lower plots are
of a cell cohort which did not include any right handed cells. The cell
group plotted in A and B are area (ii) in figures 4.4 and 4.5. In the
same figures, the cell group plotted in C and D are labelled (i).
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The two sets are shown independently in figure 4.12. Plots A and B show the de-
velopment of the earlier, less mature set (labelled ‘iii’ in earlier figures) which was
initially chosen to include left and right circular polarisation reflecting cells. Plots C
and D show the ‘older set’ (labelled ‘i’ in earlier figures) with brighter, better defined
peaks.
Intensity
Plots A and C in figure 4.12 show the intensity change over two weeks for the set of
younger (plot A) and older (plot C) cells respectively.
Plot A shows cells of both handednesses. There is a strong increase in the intensity of
the peak observed in the left handed cells in this cohort from the increasing gradient
of the linear fit, which was carried out using the linear mixed effects model as before.
The p-value indicates very high confidence in this fit.
The right handed cells also show substantial evidence of increasing intensity, al-
though the p-value is not low enough to outright reject the zero-growth model.
Looking at the individual progressions both on this plot, which may also be com-
pared with the plot in figure 4.13, the majority of the cells exhibit increasing inten-
sity.
Plot C shows the intensity measurements from the already well developed cells. This
set of cells only included left circular polarisation reflecting cells. These cells are
notable for their bright colour and large reflection spots, which were significantly
further developed than other adjacent cells in the same area of the fruit at the begin-
ning of the observation period, as seen in figure 4.4. Plot C shows that the intensity
measured for the cells over the observation was consistent, with some measurement
error and did not increase (or decrease) over the time for most of the cells. This is
taken as evidence that many of the cell walls were not increasing in thickness dur-
ing this time. The study of these cells therefore represents a period subsequent to
the initial growth of the cells, although the fruit at this time was still green, and sur-
rounding cells in the same area showed significant change in the intensity of their
reflection.
It is reasonable to assume that cells go through phases of different growth rates as
the development progresses. It is also reasonable that the maturation phase and
therefore growth rate between cells on different fruits at any time may differ.
Wavelength
Plot B shows the peak wavelength progression of the same cells in right and left
handed circular polarisation. The trends, which are indicated with the line of best fit
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FIGURE 4.13: Each of the cells plotted in figure 4.12 is labelled accord-
ing to the overall change in wavelength and intensity in this figure.
The error bars in both directions represent the 50% confidence inter-
val. Left handed cells are plotted in green and right handed cells in
red. The more developed set of cells which have an average zero in-
tensity gradient have a yellow tag. The 0 change intensity and ±10
nm wavelength changes are indicated with black lines.
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and 50% confidence intervals in intercept and gradient fitting coefficients contained
within the shaded area, indicate that no overall change occurs in the peak wave-
length of either the left or the right handed cells. Importantly, although as before the
right handed cells are seen to have a longer average wavelength than the left handed
cells, there is no significant difference in the wavelength evolution, which for both
peaks is seen overall to be no change.
The evolution of the peak wavelength in plot D, which shows the later developed
cells shows even greater stasis in the peak wavelength measured. The 50% gradient
range includes the 0 gradient, and is very severely constrained to a 50% gradient in-
terval more than four times smaller than that of the cells in plot B. The lack of change
in the wavelength during stable intensity indicates that there is not further reorien-
tation of the internal distances between the stable number of pitch repeats.
4.3.2 Individuals
Each of the overall changes for the individual cells measured is plotted in figure 4.13.
The plot shows the two sets of cells:
• Set iv - the younger set, in which 12 showed increasing intensity, and 3 showed
a decrease.
• Set i, (marked in yellow) of which one showed an increase, one a decrease and
5 showed no overall change.
Again there is a moderate change in wavelength observed in many of the cells, with
no overall bias. The largest changes in the wavelength are observed for cells with
the greatest intensity increase, while none of the cells with a stable or decreasing
intensity has an observed change in peak wavelength greater than ±10 nm, which
as discussed earlier is within the peak identification error of these broad peaks.
4.3.3 Example
Two cells are presented in order to understand the changes observed.
Figure 4.14 shows a cell with increasing intensity and wavelength. Both the right cir-
cular polarisation target spectrum and the left circular polarisation non-target spec-
trum are shown in plots A and B, in which the offset is designed to demonstrate the
changing wavelength over time. The target spectrum refers to that of the surface
layer cell, which is identified, in focus and visible. The other spectrum belongs to an
out of focus underlying cell, and is not characterised. They are also both shown in
plot D. Photos of the measured area in both left and right circular polarisation are
shown in the photo montage C. The two distinct reflections are observed to overlap
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FIGURE 4.14: Example cell A. Right and left handed circular polar-
isation spectra are plotted with decreasing yellow colouration corre-
sponding to increasing time, and a temporal offset. The two peaks for
each spectral pair are seen, along with the identified peak. B. A heat
plot showing the same spectral features with time increasing up the
page. C. A montage in left (top row) and right (bottom row) of the
identified cell over the 16 day period. D. Both left and right circular
polarisation intensity plots for each observation plotted on the same
axis. The right handed circular polarisation spectral peaks, which
correspond to the surface-layer target cell are labelled.
in terms of location, although they remain distinct in the peaks and appearance of
the reflection.
Looking at the progression in the target spectra of right circular polarisation, it is
clear that some red-shift is seen in the peak wavelength, but that the change is con-
sistent with a cumulative average difference rather than alteration of existing reflec-
tion.
Some of the cells in the study show more sudden changes in peak wavelength than
the very shallow gradient generally observed. This is the case when multiple peaks
are observed within a single spectral profile, and the growth of one relative to the
other shifts the peak wavelength.
Wavelength change has been described in this thesis as the result of a shift in the
average pitch length in the cell wall multilayer structure, by addition of layer ro-
tations with different pitches. The existence of multiple peaks is also the result of
inhomogeneity in pitch length, as explored in section 1.5. The transition between
multiple peaks therefore should not be differentiated from the general trend of peak
wavelength change.
In one cell, which is not included in figures 4.12 and 4.13, this effect was observed
to occur over a long range. It was not included in the average trends, because the
tracked behaviour was markedly different to the other cells, and therefore intro-
duced a non-realistic skew to the average. The cell is presented in figure 4.15. The
peak wavelength was seen in this case to jump by nearly -100 nm which is a much
greater distance than other observed transitions. Inspecting the spectra over the
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FIGURE 4.15: Example cell. A. Plot of each of the spectra measured in
the observation series and their peaks identified. The spectral profile
corresponding to the transition between from the higher dominant
peak wavelength to the lower wavelength is indicated with a yellow
line. The spectra were taken in right circular polarisation. Above, a
photo montage of the cell over the observation period, taken in right
circular polarisation. B. The peaks wavelengths identified in A plot-
ted according to the observation time, and a line of best fit used to
link them. Two distinct dominant wavelengths are observed. C. A
plot of the intensities of the same peaks over time and their line of
best fit. The intensity scale is arbitrary. The dashed lines indicate the
± 95% confidence intervals of the fitting lines.
transition,in figure 4.15 plot A the jump is seen to occur between two distinct peaks
with a large difference in peak wavelength.
It is possible that this change in wavelength is actually the result of a combination of
another underlying cell’s reflection spectrum with the target cell’s. In this case, due
to the same handedness of polarisation, the two spectral profiles cannot be unpicked.
This seems a likely explanation, especially given the photo montage of the cell above
plot A which shows the persistence of a red reflection spot, but also the inclusion of
a number of other colours.
4.4 Comparison of Development Series on both Species
All the trends observed in P. condensata cells studied are combined in figure
4.16.
The intensity range for the P. condensata cells in the second half of this chapter, as in
figure 4.12 is approximately five times more intense than the intensities shown in the
first part of this chapter, in figure 4.8. This is largely because the cells are generally
large and bright and significantly more developed than the previous sets.
A small contribution to the enhanced intensity in this set of measurements with re-
spect to the previous is a small portion of non-structural reflection that is included in
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FIGURE 4.16: Collected graphs of overall and individual cell changes
for each set of Pollia cells are reproduced for comparison. Green in-
dicates left handed cells and red indicates right handed. P. japonica
plots are reproduced in blue. A and B represent the intensity and
wavelength of the same cells as analysed in figure 4.8, but without
using the subtraction of right and left circular polarised spectra and
the intensities are therefore directly comparable with the other plots.
C and D represent quantities for the set of initially coloured cells with
some growth in intensity still apparent. E and F show the peak val-
ues for cells that are no longer undergoing increase in intensity. G
and H represent values for the early stage P. japonica and I represents
the wavelength progression for the late stage.
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the measurement due to the impossibility of extracting the structural peak by sub-
tracting the left and right circular polarisations. The effect of pigmented scattering in
this fruit is much less prominent than in the P. japonica because of the separated loca-
tions of the structurally reflecting and pigmented or chlorophyll-containing cells.
The background signal is therefore effectively removed by taking account of the
overall background level. However, a small portion remains and contributes to the
measured peak. The data from figure 4.8 is reanalysed without this subtraction and
plotted in figure 4.16 for comparison with the more developed P. condensata cells.
This adds approximately an extra 0.06 to the overall intensity.
In all the cell sets analysed wavelengths are not seen to change consistently in the
red or blue direction, although individual cells undergo some change in the peak
wavelength. This is explained by the use of a model of progressively accumulated
pitch repeats with a significant variation in pitch.
The same model is proposed for the two species. Gradient trends in intensity and
wavelength with ±50% confidence intervals are plotted in figure 4.17. Red (right),
green (left) and blue (P. japonica) are used to plot the sets of cells with a confirmed
increasing intensity, and cyan (left) for the P. condensata cells without a measured
increase.
Inspecting the distribution of cell wavelength changes, the variation in P. conden-
sata is significantly more extended than P. japonica, seen in the length of the ±50%
error bars. There was no difference seen between left and right cells beyond the re-
affirmation of the finding in chapter 2 that right handed cells have a longer average
wavelength than left handed cells. Although the average of the right handed cells
is redshifted compared to the left handed cells, the 50% error includes both the 0
gradient and the average for the other handedness, in both cases.
I suggest that the larger variation in the wavelength changes observed in the P. con-
densata peaks is associated with the wider spread of peak wavelengths seen in chap-
ter 2. Each cell contains within it a greater variation of pitches, making the peaks
more convoluted, and as the cell wall develops, resulting in a bigger change in the
location of the peak wavelength reflected. The greater sensitivity to structural colour
in the measurement of these cells, due to the lower pigment contribution and use of
the circular polarisation subtraction technique means that a comparison of the two
studies cannot be used to support this conclusion.
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FIGURE 4.17: Overall gradient trends and their 50% bounds for av-
erage intensity and wavelength changes measured. The variation in
the lengths of time and sizes of the data sets, and the measurement
techniques should be considered when making direct comparisons.
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4.5 Limitations
Some error is observed in the measurement of peak intensity, as is evident in the ran-
dom error from the linear fits, in both growing and non-growing stages. This occurs
because of difficulty in making the observation conditions such as angle of illumi-
nation on the cell body consistent. Nevertheless, growth is measured and demon-
strated here in the earlier cells, the experiment is judged to remain tolerant to the
experimental error.
Significantly fewer right handed cells are measured than left handed cells, making
general conclusions about the right handed cells with regards to the left difficult to
make. This is due to the uneven distribution of left and right handed cells discussed
in chapter 2, and the limited range of choice for cell measurement areas introduced
by the shape and orientation of the fruits with respect to the plant and each other, as
discussed in the experimental introduction to this chapter.
A very low intensity in the cell reflection is measured in the single peak measure-
ment of this section. This is due to the observation of the very earliest stages of
measurable structurally coloured reflection from the cells, which necessarily meant
the peaks were extremely small. It is the introduction of left and right circular polar-
isation filters which permits the measurement of this very low signal.
It is also concluded that in some cases the reflections measured may include other
cell spectra as well and this does not affect the conclusions drawn.
Direct quantitative comparison between the P. condensata and the previously ob-
served P. japonica is limited by the differences in the two systems, particularly the dif-
ferent epicarp architectures and the very different time-scales over which the fruits
mature. This study indicates that in both cases, early growth in intensity of the cell
wall reflection occurs without a change in the peak wavelength. This corresponds to
increasing numbers of helicoid pitches without pitch change.
4.6 Electron Microscopy
4.6.1 TEM and Numerical model
TEM images were taken of a microtomed section from a resin-embedded mature
fruit, which is shown in figure 4.18. The top half of an external P. condensata cell
wall is shown in image A. Numerical modelling of the profile taken from the TEM
is shown in B in a series of profiles with progressively increasing numbers of pitch
repeats. As before, the variation over a single cell is accounted for by averaging over
five similar profiles with a standard deviation from the TEM profile of 10 nm. This is
shown in plot C. One of the cells measured which showed no intensity increase over
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FIGURE 4.18: A. TEM section of the top half of a surface cell of P.
condensata by Dr Paula Rudall. B. Model of additional pitches of the
profile measured from A, according to the modelling method in sec-
tion 1.5. C. Model of the extracted profile over five profiles with stan-
dard deviation of 10 nm from the original. D and E. Plots of peak
wavelength and intensity with increasing number of pitch repeats. F.
Experimental profiles of a cell peak series measurement in which no
intensity growth was observed for comparison.
the observation period is shown in plot F, in order to demonstrate that the modelled
profile shows a profile shape similar to those observed in the study - a low number
of peaks with a similar width.
Plots D and E show the change in peak wavelength and intensity as pitches are
accumulated. Notably, there is significant change in the pitch repeats. The peak
intensity of the numerical model also does not increase uniformly over the series of
increasing number of pitches in the profile.
The pixel dimension across the multilayer, and therefore theoretical limit on the res-
olution of the TEM image, and therefore the pitch variation accuracy is 20 nm. This
impact of this is reduced by averaging across each pitch over a length of 1-2 um,
however, given the fundamental limit of the resolution, it seems likely that some
significant limit on measurement of the variation remains.
4.6.2 SEM Techniques
Electron microscopy was used to complement the optical analysis. Cryo-electron mi-
croscopy was used as an invaluable tool to draw further insights from the develop-
mental stages of the young P. condensata cells in the white/pale green and red/brown
stages, when the cells of the epicarp are hydrated, unlike the SEM images previously
presented on the mature P. condensata fruits, which are entirely dry.
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FIGURE 4.19: A. Room-temperature SEM image of an immature
(white/green stage) P. condensata fruit. B. cryo-SEM image of a cell
from the same specimen showing better retention of lifelike cell fea-
tures.
For preparation of the sample for cryo-SEM, a fragment was prepared as described
in section 1.5.1 by flash freezing.
In order to illustrate the importance of the use of cryo-SEM, figure 4.19 shows a com-
parison between a normal SEM image of a dehydrated young P. condensata surface
layer cell, image A, and a similar surface cell at the same stage imaged via cryo-SEM,
image B. The difference between the two is clear. The cryo-image (B) allows for the
visualisation of a hydrated cell with substantial liquid cell-contents, including the
outline of some cell organelles. Image A, in contrast shows a hole where the cell
contents have dried, without an indication of its original size. Furthermore, the cell
wall and cuticle appear to have crumpled through dehydration. Finally, the use of
the controlled freeze-fracture blade in the cryo-SEM gives a large, clean cross-section
with good cell visibility.
4.6.3 Epicarp Dimensions
The epicarp cross-section of the P. condensata fruit at three stages are compared in
figure 4.20. A, C and E show cross-sections through the entire epicarp. B, D and E
show a single cell from each of the cross-sections.
Coloured bars on the images indicate the relative proportions of cuticle (yellow),
structurally coloured cells (red) and pigmented or fleshy cells (blue). Over each
subsequent stage the overall width of the epicarp decreases from a difference of 50%
between the first and second stage and by a further 40% decrease between the brown
and blue stages. The proportions of the different cell layer sections also change,
with the structurally coloured area taking up a progressively greater fraction of the
overall width over time. As can be observed later in figure 4.24, there is considerable
variation of the epicarp thickness depending on the location on the fruit, but the
thick hydrated cell layer in the white/ green phase is characteristic.
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FIGURE 4.20: Electron microscope images corresponding to samples
at three stages: the white/green earliest stage, top row, images A
and B. The reddish-brown stage, middle row, images C and D. Ma-
ture blue stage, bottom row, images E and F. A-D were taken using
cryo-SEM, E and F were taken on fully dried material using room-
temperature SEM. Images A, C and E include bars indicating the rel-
ative proportional thickness of cuticle (yellow), structurally coloured
cells (red), and pigmented or fleshy hydrated cells (blue).
The individual cells undergo a considerable change between the white/green stage
in which a thickened cell wall is visible, but surrounding a significant volume of liq-
uid cell contents. In the brown section, the cell volume is almost entirely composed
of cell wall material. Very few differences are visible between the brown and blue
cell examples.
4.6.4 Cell dimensions
Measurements on SEM images are presented in figure 4.21. A different area of the
white/green fruit sample is shown in the image A, arrows indicate the two width
dimensions - length in the horizontal plane parallel to the epicarp surface, and thick-
ness measured in the vertical plane, or perpendicular to the epicarp surface.
Inspection of the white/green epicarp cross-section shows that the majority of the
thickness across the tissue is composed of tiers of large volume cells in the central
section. Measurement and comparison of the two immature phases of fruit growth
bears this out in plot B of figure 4.21. In the white/green fruit, these fleshy middle
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FIGURE 4.21: A. Average lengths and widths (dotted line) of cells
from white/green and brown stages. The distances are plotted
against cell depth in terms of layer number. B. Box plots representing
the range and mean upper wall thicknesses for 28 early green cells,
26 brown cells and 14 blue cells.
cells have a larger average horizontal width and vertical thickness than cells at the
top and bottom of the epicarp.
In the plot of cell dimensions of the brown phase fruit on plot B, it is seen that
the fleshy middle cells lose their much thicker vertical dimension, which in the
white/green phase is a clear transition in the fourth layer. The horizontal plane
dimension remains on average the same, and fewer pitches of cells are mea-
sured.
The thicknesses of the structurally coloured walls were measured for a number of
cells from the same set of data. A summary of the lengths measured for upper cell
wall thickness are shown in box and whisker plots in C of figure 4.21. The average
thickness of the walls measured in the early white/green phase was demonstrated
to be significantly less than those of cells in the brown cell tissue. Measurement of
the mature blue fruit’s upper cell wall thicknesses are plotted alongside the other
two averages and are seen to overlap significantly with the brown fruit cells.
Demonstration that the structurally coloured cells’ reflective cell wall tissue is fully
developed before the brown stage confirms the result observed using optical analy-
sis in this chapter from which I concluded that structural colour development occurs
during the green stage.
4.6.5 Variant Cell Shape
Entire cell shape has not been an important factor in modelling the cell wall archi-
tecture of this study. This is because of the limited central region of the cell wall
which is the effective reflecting surface. However, optical and electron microscopy
indicates that a range of cell shapes beyond simple ellipsoidal structures are present
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FIGURE 4.22: A. Microscope image with a large numerical aperture,
showing the multilobed pavement cell reflection. B. False-colour
cryo-SEM (brown stage) showing an exposed cell exterior with two
broken lobes.
in P. condensata epicarp, some variations in the cell morphology is discussed briefly
here.
Low numerical aperture means that only a small area on the upper cell wall is the ef-
fective reflecting region. However, use of a large numerical aperture for microscopy,
as shown in figure 4.22 A, can be used to collect reflected light from the cell surface
over a greater area. In this image the cells are shown to have multiple lobes from
the central body. These cell shapes are common in plants and are called pavement
cells. [183] The morphology is confirmed by electron microscopy. A false colour
SEM image (B) of a broken cell at the fracture surface, shows where pavement cell
lobes have been broken off. These fractures expose the ordered cell wall periodic
pitch structure inside, parallel with the curved top surface of the cell and therefore
not reflecting light in low numerical aperture microscopy.
The layering in the cell wall appears to be continuous between the body and the
lobes from the SEM image. The increased angle of these layers to the normal of
the surface means that light is not collected from them in low numerical aperture
microscopy. The optical microscope image of pavement cells shows that in some
cases the lobes reflect a different colour to the cell body. Potential reasons for this
may be a change in the pitch length between the different areas of the cell wall, or
the effect of the higher angle of incidence and reflection.
4.6.6 Macroscopic Blue Appearance
An issue that has been unaddressed in this chapter is the overall appearance of the
P. condensata fruit. The subject of the development study has been the outer cells
of the fruit which may be comprehensively characterised, and as demonstrated in
chapter 2 both by microscope images and spectral survey, the species shows a wide
range of different colours reflected from these cells. Although under strong light a
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FIGURE 4.23: A. Microscope image of the same area in left and right
circular polarisation showing a diffuse blue background reflection
in both handednesses. Images of patterns in the blue reflection are
slightly different. B. An averaged intensity plot of reflection over a
large area of P. condensata cells. C. Cryo-SEM image (brown stage) of
highly flattened and irregularly shaped cells found in the lower layers
of structurally coloured cells.
rich depth of ‘pointillist’ and varied colours can be made out, the fruits appear to
be predominantly blue-reflecting. An average spectrum taken over a large area of
hundreds of cells is shown in figure 4.23, and is a broad blue peak.
In microscopic analysis, a significant amount of blue reflection is seen from below
the top target layer of cells. Blue reflection is seen in both circular polarisations, as
shown in figure 4.23 A, although the potential for multiple reflections and passing
through birefringent material make it difficult to define the original reflecting struc-
ture.
4.6.7 Lower Layer Flattened Cells
There are many layers of cells in P. condensata fruit epicarp, as has been discussed. In
addition to cells similar to those on the surface layer, highly flattened, wide area cells
were also observed in electron microscopy, like those in figure 4.23 C. These make
up a flattened and gap-filling material, and appear to be collapsed cells with thinner
walls than the upper layers. Due to their depth, it is not demonstrated that these
cells are reflective, but their cell walls appear similar to those in cells above.
In order to understand the overall appearance of the P. condensata epicarp analysis
of the lower layers of cells, potentially including these flat shapes, should be consid-
ered.
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FIGURE 4.24: A large stitched image of the white/green sample
imaged using cryo-SEM, showing over 1/6 of the total fruit cross-
section, between a septum and midrib.
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FIGURE 4.25: A. Experimental set of left-right polarisation profiles for
one single cell over 12 days where a peak is identified and plotted. B.
A numerical model demonstrating a similar shape and growth pat-
tern, each plot represents an additional pitch from one to 16 repeats.
C. Heatmap of the spectra in A with inset microscope images of the
cell over the period. The pitch profile has a standard deviation of 40
nm. D. The profiles in B plotted as a heatmap.
FIGURE 4.26: Above: the modelled optical profile of (left to right) a
roughly chirped multilayer, the inverse of the same multilayer, and a
uniform multilayer. Below: the pitch profile for each case from 1 the
uppermost pitch, to 21, the lowest and last added pitch.
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FIGURE 4.27: Offset intensity plots of each P. condensata cell from
the groups which were measured at the earliest stages of growth and
showed a wavelength change in the earliest stages of peak formation.
Another six cells showed no peak wavelength change. Noticeable is
a shift towards the longer wavelength peaks after the first couple of
plotted profiles.
4.6.8 Spectral Response Modelling
The optical response was modelled numerically to show that the behaviour observed
in cells growing in P. condensata can be predicted with a gradual addition helicoidal
multilayer model. The fit was found by taking a range of randomly generated pitch
profiles and matching the target peak. The optical response was then modelled for
a pitch profile with each pitch added one by one. The result is shown in figure
4.25 A pitch profile was found with standard deviation of 36 nm and mean 159 nm
over five similar profiles. A sixteen-pitch profile is shown in figure 4.25 plots B and
D. Although a larger number of layers and cell wall pitches is observed in fully
mature P. condensata cells, these measurements are taken from the earliest stages at
which structural colour is visible. A lower number of pitches is therefore taken to be
realistic.
Only one circular polarisation is considered, this is therefore comparable to the op-
tical measurements which are referenced to one polarisation. A challenge in match-
ing the modelling with the optical measurement is that the intensity of the numer-
ical model is set at an arbitrary 20% of its modelled intensity. This was taken as a
rough estimate of discrepancy between the average intensity of mature cells of both
P. japonica and P. condensata and modelled intensities taken from TEM profiles of ma-
ture cells from both species. The decision is justified by the consideration that plant
cell walls are far from an ideal system and this is a reasonably large proportion and
matches the experimentally observed intensity. Considerations such as a difference
in the birefringent refractive index for the real material were considered in chapter
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1 and alone cannot account for the difference between measured and modelled in-
tensity. Significantly for the analysis of immature cells, the numerical model may be
considered to be approximately calibrated to the intensity of a mature cell. Given
the approximation, the use of intensity alone is however not enough to justify iden-
tification of the exact number of pitches in the model profile matching experimental
data.
This figure is compared with the average values for the upper cell wall width in
figure 4.21. The average upper cell wall for external cells in the green stage are seen
to be 2.5 um. Estimating the number of pitches in a cell wall this thick, either using
the average measured profile by TEM of 165 nm, or the mean pitch in this numerical
model of 159 nm, gives an estimate for the cell thickness of 15 to 16 pitch repeats.
Whilst the sample from which these cells were measured was approximately the
same age as the imaged sample, the cells have some variation, and there is no reason
to assume that this cell is well characterised by the average. The coincidence in this
case conveys a misleading level of accuracy. However, the number of pitch repeats
in the model are clearly well within the margin of error for the range of possible
pitch profile sizes.
The big peak wavelength transition for low numbers of layers in the early stages
is used as additional evidence that the numerical model uses a pitch profile simi-
lar to the one responsible for the optical response in its key characteristics. Over
the first few additional pitches of the modelled development, the peak wavelength
undergoes a strong red shift. Pitch variation within a low number of pitch repeats
dramatically changes the peak wavelength that is reflected. This is demonstrated in
figure 4.26 where a redshift is seen both in the case of a transition from a series of
short pitches to a series of long ones, and in the case where the initial pitches are
shorter only within a random distribution. No change in peak wavelength is seen in
reflection from a uniform pitch profile.
Similar strong redshifts were seen in the experimental observation of many of the
early stage cells, which are shown in figure 4.27. As the effect was particularly
prominent in the earliest and lowest intensity peaks, where the characteristics are
most difficult to identify, and not as part of a linear trend with the changes observed
in the rest of the cell development, these early changes were not included in the
linear fits of the cells in the previous analysis.
In the model multilayer reflection, the change occurs only over the first five pitches,
after which the peak wavelength stabilises or varies slowly with additional peaks.
It may be that the effect can account for some of the early changes observed in the
cells.
However, the similarity between the appearance of the two effects is circumstantial
and although it suggests there might be a physical correspondence, more evidence
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is required to confirm the link via measuring the cell wall anatomy and the optical
response of the same cell wall.
It should be noted that the changes in the peak intensity and wavelength observed
in the development of P. condensata cells fall within the range of observed behaviour
of the model of the cell as a helicoidal multilayer building gradually each pitch con-
secutively from cellulose layers.
4.6.9 Conclusions
Conclusions about the transition in P. condensata follow naturally from those in P.
japonica in which it was found that a significant degree of structural colour is re-
flected from cells in the earliest stages, long before the fruit appears to be coloured
other than chlorophyll green. The pitches of the profiles were also found to have
been laid down in permanent configuration from the earliest development.
Both of these conclusions are also drawn for the P. condensata. In this study I demon-
strated the measurement of structural colour peaks of increasing intensity. In these
cells a considerable continuous variation in the peak wavelength was measured. I
have demonstrated that this is explained by variation in the pitch length within a
single pitch profile, and therefore the cell growth is consistent with the explanation
developed for the P. japonica cells.
I found no evidence of a consistent red or blue shift in cells that were either increas-
ing or stable in intensity, and no difference between the left and right handed cells.
The conclusion from chapter 2 that the right handed cells in P. condensata have a
longer peak wavelength than left handed cells in the same fruit was reaffirmed, and
found to be true from the earliest development.
Crucially, the extremely highly differentiated cell wall of P. condensata did not show
a significant difference in its development from the P. japonica which presents a less
extreme adaptation. Both were simulated using the same optical model, although
the parameters were slightly different. The degree of difference in the measurement
techniques, and the level of accuracy intended in the numerical model I believe
makes quantitative comparison between the two parameters for the two different
models inconclusive at this stage.
Like P. japonica, the P. condensata cells pass through stages of development of very
different appearance, and yet the structural colour responsible for their final appear-
ance starts to appear much earlier than it dominates the light reflected. Unlike P.
japonica, the P. condensata cells are not hollow or filled with other material in their
mature state. This means that the appearance of the final fruit retains the point-
like ‘pixelated’ reflection that makes it appear shimmery, rather than the additional
scattering cavity reflection that is observed in the P. japonica. The fruit epicarp, as
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discussed in chapter 2 has many more layers of structurally coloured cells. The de-
velopment period of the fruit observed both in the lab and by Dr Rebecca Karanja in
the field was markedly longer than that of P. japonica.
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Chapter 5
Structural Colour in the Genus
Viburnum
5.1 Introduction
This chapter uses the same optical analysis techniques explored in detail in the previ-
ous chapters on Pollia to investigate an unusual non-pigmentary colouration mech-
anism in two species’ fruits, Viburnum tinus and Viburnum davidii. Although related,
the fruits produced by the plants have quite different colour appearance and mech-
anisms for structural colour production.
This chapter takes a significantly different approach to the analysis of structural
colour. In the previous species, the material responsible for the colouration had
already been confirmed, and analysis was undertaken to understand its develop-
ment. For the species in this chapter, the study was concerned with analysing the
optical response and identifying the structure and materials responsible for it. The
optical response and morphological analysis of V. tinus are presented. Development
of the fruits is then discussed in general terms, rather than taking the individual
cell approach in the previous chapters. The optical response and the morphological
characteristic of V. tinus are compared to other fruits in the genus, and particularly
to V. davidii.
5.1.1 Experimental detail - Optical Microscopy
Viburnum tinus and V. davidii fruits were harvested at maturity from shrubs in Cam-
bridge at Newnham and Pembroke College gardens, and transferred to the lab
within ten minutes. The identities of the shrubs were confirmed by Dr Edwige
Moyroud and Miranda Sinnott-Armstrong. Other species were picked in Cam-
bridge University Botanic Gardens: V. hupehense, V. lobophyllum, V. opulus and V.
cylindricum, Arnold Arboretum (Boston, USA): V. rhytidophyllum and East Rock Park
(New Haven, CT USA): V. acerifolium. Thin cross-sections of the fruit, were cut using
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a clean scalpel blade to peel the fleshy meso- and exocarp for microscopic analysis.
To achieve very thin cross-sections, the fruit’s epidermis was placed between two flat
pieces of crosslinked silicone dental wax, tightly bound with an elastic band. Thin
slices of the moulding rubber and pericarp were cut and the fruit slices transferred
into filtered (milli Q Type 1) water on a glass microscope slide. The thin section was
then trapped in water under a glass coverslip and examined in an optical micro-
scope.
5.2 Viburnum tinus
5.2.1 Introduction
Viburnum tinus is an evergreen shrub native to southern Europe and widely planted
in gardens [184] for its year-round flowering cycle, producing pink-white flowers
and fruits even in the middle of winter, and unusual metallic-blue fruits [185]. These
are single-seeded drupes consisting of a hard endocarp (‘stone’) with a very thin
fleshy mesocarp (flesh) and smooth exocarp (skin). The fruits mature from immature
creased narrow green shapes, through a ‘shimmery’ reddish colouration to a bright
metallic blue, widening to oval ellipsoids about 0.5 cm wide. The fruits grow in
clusters of 5 – 30 and after reaching maturity remain on the stem, retaining their
metallic blue colouration with only minor dulling even into the next fruiting season
unless picked off by frugivores. Known consumers include small birds like Robins
and Blackcaps. [186]
Inspired by use of V. tinus extracts in traditional medicine previous studies have fo-
cused on chemical analysis including iridoids, [187] [188] and anthocyanins [189]
and other constituents. [190] Some observation of an apparent structural colour
cause in V. tinus was reported in 1985, [191] however a clear correlation between
the morphological characteristics and the optical response which was not analysed,
is not previously reported.
Most studies of pigments in Viburnum tinus have focused on the leaves [192] and
wood [193] rather than the fruits, although a multi-species study on anthocyanins
demonstrated the inclusion of a pigment common to other Viburnum species. How-
ever, the study does not correlate the pigments extracted from the fruit with its ob-
served colour. In fact, the fruits of the other species with pigmented anthocyanins
in common do not share the lustrous bright blue colour of V. tinus drupes. No pre-
vious study has demonstrated the pigments or other mechanism responsible for the
striking colour of V. tinus drupes. This chapter intends to fill that gap, investigat-
ing an unusual non-pigmentary colouration mechanism demonstrating unexpected
similarities between this and unrelated species.
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FIGURE 5.1: Photo of V. tinus fruits on an ornamental garden shrub
at Newnham College, Cambridge in November. The orientation of
the photo is accurate, the fruit sprigs are often pointing upwards and
sometimes shaded under leaves. Flowers and fruits are often visible
simultaneously.
V. tinus fruits are unusual within and outside of their genus for their ‘metallic’ ap-
pearance (see photo in figure 5.1).
Such unusual metallic appearance is generally an indication of a structural compo-
nent of the colour as the metallic appearance is due to directional reflection. This
distinguishes it from the generally matte appearance of pigmented colouration in
which light is scattered in every direction.
After being picked the fruits retain their metallic blue colouration for a couple of
weeks if kept refrigerated and hydrated, although lose their colour and turn black
and wrinkled over just a couple of days if allowed to dry out. Their blue appearance
can be restored by submerging in water for a couple of hours. This reversible colour
change may be repeated by redrying and rewetting several times, the limits of this
were not explored as some pigment appears to leak out into the water after several
reimmersions. Images of this phenomenon are shown in figure 5.2.
Reversible colour change is not definitively associated with structural colouration, as
pigments can also produce colour change on rehydration. However, when hydration
does affect structural colour, this may be because the structure deforms so that blue
is no longer reflected when dry, and then swells after immersion in water to reflect
again as before. In this hypothesis, the change indicates that the material from which
the structure is made is hydrated, fluid or otherwise fragile and replaceable with
water.
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FIGURE 5.2: The left-hand image shows two V. tinus fruits which had
been left to dehydrate at room temperature for 8 months. The image
on the right shows the same two fruit 24 hours later after floating un-
der the surface of tap water at room temperature. The water remained
clear.
5.2.2 Optical and Electron Microscopy
Under a microscope, V. tinus cells have an unusual variegated and glittery or patchy
appearance, with very small domains reflecting bright, discontinuous colours at a
wide range of wavelengths, as seen in figure 5.3. Epidermal cells are also seen to
have well defined edges with dark borders round every cell, similarly to the cells of
P. japonica.
Cross-section
Cross-sections through the epidermal cell layers in optical and electron microscopy
reveal the different areas of the cell contributing to the optical effect. A schema in
figure 5.4 A indicates the observed components in the epidermal cells in each of the
measured cross-sections. The outer cell wall of the epidermal cells is observed to be
FIGURE 5.3: Water immersion optical microscope image of a V. ti-
nus cell imaged from above without polarisation, showing bright and
highly varied reflection.
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FIGURE 5.4: A1. Labelled schematic of the structurally coloured and
pigmented cells, A2. A stereomicroscope image of tweezers holding
in place two pieces of broken epidermal skin in water. S. is a scrap
of the epidermis top surface seen as on the fruit. CW,P and F are
layers of the epidermis viewed from underneath with different parts
removed. CW shows only the upper epidermal cell walls without
pigment. P is the dark pigmented cells and F is the deeper spongy yel-
low flesh cells. B1-3. Water immersion optical cross-section through
the epidermal cell layer showing depigmented cells in B1: crossed
polarisation, B2: Left circular polarisation B3: right circular polari-
sation. Parallel polarisation looks the same as left and right circular
polarised images. C1-C2: Increasing magnification of SEM of micro-
tomed cross-section through embedded V. tinus epidermis. C3: cryo-
SEM of thickened cell wall cross-section. D: TEM through embedded
cell wall showing globular inclusions arranged in layers and lower
unstructured cell wall. Arrows where shown point to the outside of
the fruit epidermis. White dashed lines in C2 and C3 are shown to
indicate the layers
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extremely thickened and adapted. The epidermal cell cavity is pigmented. There
are seen to be a number of layers of pigmented cells below the epidermal layer, but
there is no deeper structurally- reflecting material.
Optical and electron microscopy images of thin slices through the cross-section are
presented in figure 5.4. The cells in the optical microscopy cross-section B1 - B3 have
been cut open and the dark red pigment released and washed away in the water.
The pigment contents are observed in other cross-sections, and during cutting is
observed to leak from the cells. The thick blue-reflecting cell wall material remains
visible in the optical cross-section and is therefore apparently solid. For this reason it
is described as part of the cell wall. Given the observation above that the structural
colour is dependent on hydration, it should be noted that the cross-section was kept
immersed in water during this experiment.
The SEM cross-section images 5.4 C1, C2 and D, show an extended region of the
epicarp fixed in resin which may be correlated with the cells in image A2 of the
same figure. The large spongy cells in the SEM are the same as the yellowish large
cells labelled F. In the same image, they are scratched off in one area to expose the
pigmented cells labelled P, and the pigment of the cells has been drained to expose
the thickened cell walls in area CW.
The electron microscope and optical microscope images both show that two thirds
of the outer epidermal cells’ volume is taken up by a strikingly thickened cell wall.
The adapted cell wall, which is optically blue reflecting is visible in C3, a higher
magnification cryo-SEM image which shows that the material has a nanostructure
made up of quasi-uniform layers throughout the thickened region.
Image D in figure 5.4 shows the globular vesicles or layers in high resolution TEM
cross-section. An observation made about the structures during many iterations of
EM imaging by Dr Paula Rudall, Miranda Sinnott-Armstrong and Dr Yu Ogawa,
was that under some fixing and staining conditions, the inclusions appeared as
empty cavities in the matrix, filled with embedding resin. An explanation for this is
that under the wrong buffer and fixation conditions, solubilisation and diffusion of
the original material which fills the layered inclusions in mature fruit occurs, leav-
ing the layers of inclusions apparently vacant. Immidazole buffer and staining with
osmium tetroxide (OsO4) was shown to fix the material making up layers contain-
ing inclusions properly. In the image this successful technique is shown and the
staining shows high electron absorption, and the inclusions are therefore dark in the
image.
Polarised Optical Response
Polarisation filters were used to understand the polarisation characteristics of the
fruit’s epicarp and therefore the origin of the colour. Images taken with different
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FIGURE 5.5: The four microscope images show the same group of up-
per epidermal cells imaged in water immersion by simply placing the
unbroken fruit under the microscope. The letters on each image refer
to the polarisation filter applied before imaging. L,R, and P are left
and right circular and parallel polarisers respectively, and X is from
crossed polarisers with an increased exposure time. The true relative
intensity of the X image to the others is shown by the inset. The spec-
tra on the right show a comparison of the light intensity for each po-
larisation with the same exposure time. The intensity is given relative
to the total incident light. The parallel polarised reflected intensity is
demonstrated to be much greater than the crossed polarisation. A
small discrepancy between left and right circular polarised signals is
also evident. All spectra are taken from the same location, indicated
by the white circle.
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polarisation are presented in 5.5.
Spectra in graph B show that there is only a very small difference in the intensity.
This difference is characteristic and found at many positions on the fruit, although
without a systematic bias to the right or the left circular polarisation. However, the
existence of even a small difference between the two circular polarisations is not usu-
ally observed in ordinary pigmented materials. No difference in L/R is measured
when a very small collection spot (close to the domain size of a coloured patch) is
used and focused on the variegated parallel-polarised colouration in high magnifi-
cation.
The light reflected in the crossed linear polarisation imaging is much less intense, the
photograph inset in the X image in figure 5.5 shows an image taken with the same
integration time as the image taken with parallel polarisers. The relative intensity
can also be examined in plot A. The light that is reflected in crossed polarisers is
very distinct from the parallel polarised light. It is a diffuse blue reflection with cell-
scale structures like lines and bands that don’t align with features seen in parallel
polarisation. It is likely that this light is reflected also in the parallel polarisation
but is not visible due to its low intensity compared with the polarisation-retained
reflection.
Looking at the optical response in cross-section from figure 5.4 B1-B3, a blue reflec-
tion is observed from the thick outer epidermal cell-wall. The reflection is unusual
because it cannot be focused straightforwardly to identify a blue surface. The colour
coming from the cross-section of the thickened cell wall in the epidermal cell layer is
also not uniform through the cell wall region. It is reflected in all polarisations with-
out a distinctive difference. The blue light reflected orthogonally is therefore seen to
be unpolarised, weak and not angularly-dependent. It is dominant in cross-section
due to the lack of bright reflection observed form the surface in parallel and left and
right circular polarisations.
5.2.3 Interpretation
Polarisation-retained Reflection - Parallel Polarisers
The fact that the outer epidermal cells have a glittery appearance only when
observed with parallel linear polarisation filters indicates either a thin-film-
interference-like or a multilayer-like reflection.
Thin film interference can be an evolutionary adaptation to reflect coloured light, as
in some butterflies like the Buckeye, [194] however it generally reflects a less bright
colour than multilayer mechanisms. Identification of thin-film vs multilayer effects
are sometimes evident, as thin-film interference can have a characteristic ‘oil-slick’
appearance, and some multilayer reflection is much brighter than can be achieved
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from thin film interference. Some of these differences were discussed in section 1.1.3.
However, that is not always the case, and both effects may be observed in the same
material. Colouration in either case is dependent on the characteristic lengthscale of
the material. Therefore the diverse range of colours reflected in patchy coloured par-
allel polarisation indicates the presence of domains of varying characteristic length-
scale.
The electron microscope images show a very thick multilayer present in the adapted
cell wall. The layers on the TEM are approximately 160-200 nm thick, which, as-
suming typical biological material refractive indices of anywhere between 1.45 [195]
- 1.6 [196], increases our confidence in the optical multilayer hypothesis. Applying
Bragg’s law, the optical wavelength reflected would be around 460 - 720 nm, which
is in agreement with the colouration observed in the optical image.
In order to understand whether the material composition is consistent with the
model, the components of the multilayer and their refractive indices were assessed
by Dr Yu Ogawa and Miranda Sinnott-Armstrong. The staining of the sample in the
TEM with OsO4, indicates that it is likely the dark areas of the image are made of
lipids or a similar molecule. Viburnum tinus fruits are known to have a high lipid
content and the possibility that these lipids are stored in the epidermal skin and re-
lated directly to the fruit’s appearance is of significant interest, as it would link the
iridescent visual marker directly with the fruit’s nutritional value. This research is
ongoing.
The matrix material is apparently the same as the cell wall, with which it appears
continuous under all electron microscopy. The cell wall has features common to
other cell walls and the matrix is therefore assumed to be similar to non-structurally
coloured plant cell walls. Additionally, in contrast to simple Bragg stack systems, a
large amount of disorder is observed in the unusual globular structure constituting
what we define layers (as seen in 5.4 C1 - D). In order to analyse the impact of such
disorder on the reflection finite-element analysis via numerical modelling would
also be required.
Circular Polarised Reflection
The almost complete suppression of the reflection in the crossed-polarisers case
demonstrates that the variegated colour reflection is not due to a helicoidal struc-
tures as in the Pollia cells described in earlier chapters. However, the spectra shown
in figure 5.5 demonstrates a slight discrepancy between left and right handed circu-
larly polarised light depending on the cell and location observed. There was no clear
pattern of disparity favouring one handedness over the other, or regarding the inten-
sity of the difference in the reflected intensities. However, this difference is signifi-
cant and not ordinarily found in simple pigmented materials, in which it is generally
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straightforward to demonstrate identical left and right handed circular polarisation
reflection intensities. This circular birefringence of the outer epidermal layer is sup-
ported by evidence of some helicoidal structure in the TEM cross-sectional images.
However, it does not appear to play an important role in generation or modification
of the fruit’s colour.
Cross-polarisation Reflection
Although the majority of the light reflected from the top surface of the fruit cells
is suppressed by the use of crossed polarisers, there remains a low-intensity signal,
which is not attributed to experimental error. Instead of the bright ‘glittery’ look of
the polarisation-retained image, the cross-polarisation image includes a ‘blue glow’
with larger-scale structures apparent in the reflection that do not seem to correspond
to the cell shape or the dominant structures in the polarisation-retained light.
Signal observed in the cross-polarised configuration can indicate either a structural
or pigmentary scattering mechanism, or a structurally coloured chiral reflection. The
fact that the reflection is inhomogeneous indicates that the phenomenon is localised.
This could be by organelles which restrict a reflecting or absorbing pigment, or scat-
tering material in specific locations within the cell. Another possibility is that if
the reflection relies on reflection by a planar material, this is not aligned with the
surface of the cell and therefore normal to the optical axis, except in the reflecting
areas.
The optical reflection from the cross-section is surprising. It does not look like the
specular-type reflection that was dominant when the cell is viewed from above in
parallel polarisers. The colour looks like it arises from structural scattering because it
is robust to cutting the cell when the rest of the pigment is washed away, and because
no pigmented organelle or planar location in the cell is seen to be responsible for the
diffuse reflection. This would suggest that the effect is the result of a structure within
the cell wall itself. The blue reflection occurs from the material where the layers of
inclusions are observed.
Disorder
The TEM cross-section of the fruits, their pixelated appearance and the different
polarisation behaviour contributions to the optical response, which are inhomoge-
neous within the same cell, indicate that it is important to consider the role of disor-
der in the structure.
Total disorder in nanostructured material causes multiple scattering at all wave-
lengths and is responsible for producing very highly reflecting white materials, both
in nature and artificial structures. [197] Depending on the size of the particles, these
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disordered scatterers can increase the proportion of blue reflected wavelengths due
to single scattering phenomena. [198]
A slight increase in disorder in very highly ordered structures produces a ‘quasi-
order’ in which some aspects of structurally coloured reflection may be preserved
in addition to characteristics of disordered scattering. Angular independence is fre-
quently enhanced by quasi-order dominating over perfect order. This allows for a
non-iridescent structural colour, as seen in some bird feathers [199] [200] and mam-
malian skin. [46] In many cases of isotropically reflecting structural colour, it has
been proposed that the colouration arises from constructive interference of light in a
photonic crystal that has a photonic characteristic length scale but is isotropic over a
larger scale of the material. [201] Disorder is also responsible for the higher angular
independence, and predominance of blue colouration responsible for the blue halo
on petals discussed briefly in chapter 2. [67]
Whilst extremely highly ordered structures are seen in nature, such as the unifor-
mity of layers in some beetle elytra, [166], there are also numerous examples of nat-
ural quasi-order responsible for enhanced characteristics in structural colour. It has
been demonstrated that disorder can be responsible for the optical appearance of
tissues with low angular dependency, [202] and limited wavelength range reflected.
[203]
It is proposed that as well as the ordered planar reflection responsible for part of
the colouration in V. tinus fruits, a secondary effect occurs due to deviation in the
structure from perfect order. This effect, as seen in other occurrences of the same
phenomenon is predominantly blue.
The characteristic length scales in the material fall within the lengthscales associ-
ated with the Mie scattering regime [204], which has been suggested as responsible
for disordered blue colouration. However, Mie scattering theory applies directly to
spherical particles, and it is not clear that the layered inclusions seen in this instance
can be perfectly described. In order to confirm that Mie scattering, or on the other
hand isotropic constructive interference as the cause of the blue colouration in this
fruit, better measurements of the globular inclusions’ 3D shape is required.
These disorder hypotheses should be further examined to understand whether it is
an important contribution. Further work should concentrate on the optical simula-
tion of the structure and material involved. In order to do this, the composition and
refractive indices of the inclusions and the matrix should also be precisely identi-
fied. This work is a subject of ongoing inquiry in collaboration with Dr Yu Ogawa
and Miranda Sinnott-Armstrong, in order to define the material composition of the
different materials that make up the adapted cell wall.
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5.2.4 Conclusion
This analysis suggests that the majority of the reflection from the Viburnum tinus
cells is from a lipid-like/cellulose Bragg-type multilayer, where the lipid component
is assumed to have a refractive index around 1.48 which is characteristic of lipids.
[205] The multilayer also appears to have a third dimension or structure, reflecting
diffuse and scattered polarisation light in the plane of the multilayer, as seen in the
optical cross-section. This does not appear to be due to pigments, but disorder in the
globular multilayer itself. In order to confirm this, further work is required to iden-
tify the lipid component, and to model the globular layers in order to demonstrate
that the identified lengthscales can be used to predict the measured spectra.
This work used optical analysis to demonstrate structural colour, which is confirmed
by electron microscopy revealing a refractive index contrast and a periodic structure
on the scale of a Bragg multilayer. However, the exact mechanism for the reflection
of the light remains unidentified and is the subject of ongoing investigation.
5.2.5 The Role of Pigment
Further investigation of the interaction of pigment and structure was made by par-
tially removing the pigment.
The epicarp was cut using a razor blade in an oblique cross-section and viewed in
reflection and transmission. On cutting, the lower part of the epicarp cells contain-
ing pigment partially or completely released it when the walls were broken by the
cut, as observed during the preparation of the ‘empty’ cross-section in figure 5.4 B1-
B3. This is particularly clear in figure 5.6 A and B, in which the outer cells of the
cut have been emptied whilst the inner cells which were not cut remain pigmented.
Figure A is imaged in reflection and transmission light simultaneously and the cen-
tral pigmented cells are shown to be reflective and opaque due to the absorbing
pigment.
The optical effect of the pigment on the cells in reflection is demonstrated in Figure
5.6. Spectra reflected from neighbouring pigmented and unpigmented cells were
recorded, the spectra, averages and average difference between filled and unfilled
cells plotted. The difference line therefore represents the ‘visually effective’ reflec-
tion (above 0) and absorption (below 0) of the pigment. The pigment is shown to
absorb light between 380 and 650 nm, increasing the proportion of blue light in the
reflected total. This ‘contrast’ effect is responsible for the increased blue appearance
of the pigmented cells. The spread of error due to measuring different locations for
the pigmented and unpigmented cells indicates that the pigment is not implicated
in reflecting at the blue peak.
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FIGURE 5.6: A and B were taken in water immersion optical mi-
croscopy using a 40x objective lens. Both show sections of V. tinus
epidermal tissue imaged from above. The tissue edge cells have been
broken and the pigment contents emptied, the boundary between
the pigmented and unpigmented areas are shown with dashed white
lines. A is illuminated simultaneously in transmission and reflection.
The pigmented cells block the transmitted light, and therefore make
the reflected light more pronounced. In B the brighter blue colour
is seen reflected from the pigmented cells. In fact, both pigmented
and unpigmented cells reflect the blue light, but the pigment absorbs
other wavelengths making the blue more evident. Spectra taken from
adjacent pigmented and unpigmented cells are shown in plot C.
The pigment absorption above 380 nm is its important visual contribution. How-
ever, the visually effective absorption does not necessarily give the pigment’s actual
absorption spectrum. The high degree of reflection in the blue peak occurs from the
layered tissue located above the pigmented area, and may itself mask the absorption
profile of the underlying pigment.
5.2.6 Development in V. tinus
A development study like the Pollia studies previously described was impractical
because the plant specimens we have access to are large outdoor shrubs. However,
the plants are widespread in Cambridge (UK), and the fruits regular and abundant,
making a destructive technique suitable.
The fruits were observed by eye on the plant during their maturation and seen to
transition from a small green stage through a red-brown to the final mature blue
metallic stage. Fruits were picked representing different points on the maturation
spectrum. Images of fruits in these different stages are shown in figure 5.7 along
with microscope images showing the parallel and crossed-polariser filtered appear-
ances.
The cross-polarisation image is dominated by the pigment contribution until the fi-
nal stage, passing from very bright green and red reflection to a mature state with
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FIGURE 5.7: Images of the development stages with increasing matu-
rity left to right shown in water immersion microscopy from crossed
polarisers (top row X), parallel polarisers (middle row P) and a photo
of the whole fruit. Images were not taken of the same area in each
pair. However cells were characteristic of the fruit.
a dark background and bluish foreground reflection. The parallel-polarised im-
ages show that the bright variegated polarisation-retaining structures are also vis-
ible from early in the fruit development. Again the background pigmentation of the
cells appears to get darker while the foreground colouration gets brighter.
Interpretation of the optical images of the Viburnum tinus indicates that the struc-
turally coloured component of the cell wall develops starting from the green phase,
significantly before the fruit is visibly blue. Earlier in the development process dur-
ing the green and red phases, a ‘sheen’ is visible which appears to be the macroscopic
effect of the latent structural colour. However, the non-absorbed light reflected from
the pigment in the cells makes it non-dominant.
Fruits at the different stages, green, red and blue were embedded in resin and mi-
crotome cross-sectioned and imaged for TEM. Micrographs of the three sections are
shown in figure 5.8. The electron microscope images confirm what the optical mi-
croscopy indicates, that the structurally coloured layer, identified as the thickened
cell wall section at the top of the outer epidermal cells, is developed early on.
Measuring the thickness of these three specimens shows that the cell walls of the
green, red and blue stages are 14 um, 19 um and 18.5 um respectively, providing a
good indication that at least the majority of the structurally coloured material is de-
veloped by the green stage. Moreover, the material composition and nanostructure
visible on the TEM do not appear to differ in the three cases.
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FIGURE 5.8: TEM images taken by Dr Paula Rudall of microtomed
sections of resin-embedded V. tinus fruits at different maturation
stages indicated by the fruit photo. There is some tearing and slight
folding in each image, for example the smooth widely spaced lines
across the red and blue stages. However, the early development of a
thick cell wall in the green stage is distinguishable.
5.3 Other Viburnum Species
In collaboration with Miranda Sinnott-Armstrong, (Donoghue lab, Yale), a number
of different species from the very extensive and varied Viburnum genus were ob-
served. Parallel and crossed polarisation images of each of the fruits are compared in
figure 5.9 for six species. The fruits on the right hand side of the figure show no evi-
dence of structural colour analogous to that in V. tinus. This analysis was made using
reasoning outlined in 5.2.3. However, the V. dentatum shows a very slight amount
of ‘blue haze’ reflection, and V. davidii showed a much more enhanced colouration.
This optical measurement indicates a significant role for structural colouration in the
fruit, and the species was therefore further investigated for indications of a primary
role for structural colour.
Figure 5.9 also shows a very small amount of blue reflection in crossed polarisa-
tion from V. cylindricum, this was not widespread on the fruit’s surface although
was observable by surveying a larger area. Even on optimising collection of this
signal, the blue peak was negligible in the spectrum, and appeared to arise from a
thin film interference on some cells. Additional species which showed no evidence
of structural colour but were investigated in detail were V. opulus, V. acerifolium, V.
rhytidophyllum. These results are not included in this report because of their lack of
interest with regards to structural colour. They all appeared red or black and had no
colour apparent in parallel or crossed polarisation beyond the pigment and cuticle
reflection as in the fruits in the right hand column of figure 5.9.
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FIGURE 5.9: Left, top to bottom: V. davidii, V. tinus, V. dentatum. Right:
V. lobophyllum , V. cylindricum, V. hupehense. Each fruit is imaged in
parallel (P) and crossed (X) polarisation. Fruits other than V. tinus and
V. davidii were collected and all fruits identified by Miranda Sinnott-
Armstrong
5.4 Viburnum davidii
V. davidii is a closely related species to V. tinus, it is an evergreen shrub which grows
best without prolonged exposure to high intensity sunlight. It is dioecious – having
separate male and female plants, which must cross-pollinate for the female plant
to bear fruit. [206] V. davidii fruit appears a brighter blue and less ‘metallic’ than
V. tinus. This close relation, its differentiation and even stronger blue colouration
make an interrogation of this species informed by our understanding of V. tinus a
productive study. The fruits’ appearance is an unusually vivid blue, they do not
release a blue pigment when cut. The species is a popular ornamental garden plant.
Samples for this study were taken from Pembroke College gardens and a private
garden in Cambridge and are photographed in figure 5.10.
Optical microscope images of V. davidii show that its cells have a different appear-
ance depending on measurement in parallel or cross-polarised configuration. The
cells also have numerical-aperture dependent reflection streaks visible from the top
of the cell - see figure 5.11 . The numerical aperture dependent reflection spots sug-
gest a structural effect and a curved multilayer interface responsible for the reflec-
tion.
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FIGURE 5.10: V. davidii is a popular ornamental garden plant, this was
picked from a garden in Cambridge, UK.
FIGURE 5.11: V. davidii has more prominently and uniformly curved
cells than V. tinus. This curvature means that light is only reflected
from a central area in the middle of the cell, whose width depends
on the numerical aperture (NA). This feature is shared with P. con-
densata as shown and explained in figure 1.10. Numerical aperture-
dependent localisation of reflection is a signifier of a likely structural
origin of the colour.
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FIGURE 5.12: V. davidii imaged under different polarisations: paral-
lel polarisers (P), crossed polarisers (X), left (L) and right (R) circular
polarisation and no polarisation filter (N).
5.4.1 Cross-section
The outer epidermal cells of V. davidii shares similarities with V. tinus. A bright mul-
ticoloured reflection is visible in parallel-polarisation and not cross-polarisation - see
5.12. A thickened cell wall is also seen in the top section of the outer cells when cut
in cross-section for water immersion optical microscopy - see 5.13. In this prepa-
ration technique, any water soluble pigment within the dissected cells is dispersed
into the microscopy medium as for V. tinus. The very highly thickened upper cell
wall layer is seen to be retained and to reflect brightly orthogonal as well as parallel
to the surface normal as shown in figure 5.12 and 5.13.
Polarised spectral profiles are shown for pigmented and pigment-drained cells of V.
davidii and compared to the same measurements on cells of V. tinus in figure 5.14.
From these plots, the cross-polarised reflection is seen to be brighter in V. davidii,
and the parallel-polarised less bright. The intensity of light reflected in the different
measured polarisations is therefore closer in V. davidii. The left and right circular
polarisations again show a slight difference but not systematically biased to one
handedness. The effect of pigment appears similar in V. davidii to that described
previously. Spectral peaks taken without pigment are broader, showing increased
reflection at longer wavelengths.
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FIGURE 5.13: The water-immersed optical cross-section of the V. da-
vidii shows a diffuse blue reflection from the thickened outer cell wall
similar to the same observation in V. tinus. There appears to be no ef-
fect on the intensity in any polarisation (P-parallel, X - crossed, L-left,
R- right, N - no filter).
FIGURE 5.14: Plots of spectra measured from V. davidii and V. davidii
with different polarisation filters for pigmented and pigment-drained
cells.
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FIGURE 5.15: Cryo-SEM images(A,B) and TEM (C) taken by Dr Yu
Ogawa of A. V. dentatum, B. V. tinus and C. V. davidii. White dashed
lines are used to emphasise the curvature of the inclusion layers. A: V.
dentatum has a much less thick cell wall, making this image character-
istic. C: A greatly increased curvature in the V. davidii is also observed
generally. The thickness of V. tinus(B) and V. davidii is variable and a
high number of cells were not measured due to lack of embedded
samples.
SEM images of V. davidii reveal a very highly curved reflecting cell wall, as shown
in figure 5.15. Initial measurements of cell wall thickness from SEM and TEM of
embedded tissues estimate the V. davidii iridosome to be approximately 30 um thick,
while V. tinus iridosomes tend to be less thick and highly curved as shown in the
comparative electron microscopy images. However, these figures should be treated
cautiously as a low number of cells were measured. Again, the SEM reveals layers
on a photonic lengthscale, made up of a globular material.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter optical and electron microscopy was used to investigate an unusual
visual effect from common garden shrubs in the UK Viburnum tinus and Viburnum
davidii. The techniques, analysis and structural colour assumptions used to interpret
biological microscopy were the same as those used in the previous chapter on Pollia.
The fruit itself also has a slight resemblance to the Pollia fruits, being approximately
the same size and colour. However, the structure and material were shown to be
very different in this case.
The structural colour is reflected from planar assemblies of lipid globules in a cell
wall matrix. These planes are arranged in thickened adapted cell walls. V. davidii,
V. tinus and V. dentatum were shown to have varying intensities of reflected struc-
tural colour corresponding to different thicknesses of the adapted cell wall tissue.
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Light was reflected orthogonally from these planes, and was shown to retain its in-
cident linear polarisation. Unusually, the multilayers when cut were demonstrated
to reflect unpolarised light normal to the cross-section. In V. davidii, which was the
most intensely reflecting of the measured species, the planes of the multilayer curved
round the edges of the cell steeply, making the in-plane reflection a significant part
of the overall reflected light. Structural colour had never previously been reported
in V. davidii.
It was noted that the structural colour in V. tinus, as also found in the Pollia devel-
opment series, develops much earlier than the structural colour effect becomes the
dominant optical characteristic. This is due to the lack of absorbing pigments in the
early stages which allow the non-structural reflection to dominate. Furthermore,
under diffuse illumination, pigmentary colour is scattered in all directions. This is
more easily visible macroscopically than in microscope analysis, in which the low-
angle control of the light incidence tends to promote observation of non-scattering
effects. The importance of underlying absorptive pigments in the mature stage was
demonstrated. A small degree of extra absorption in the pigmented cells in figure
5.6 changed the appearance of the cell, by better defining the width of the blue peak
reflected from the cell. The insight into pigmentation and its role in the visibility and
potential for exploitation of structural colour is discussed further in chapters 6 and
7.
5.5.1 Impact and Further Work
In order to fully model the optical response of the materials in both species, the
refractive index of the two components of the cell wall must be analysed. This is an
ongoing project.
Understanding the tissue growth processes in Viburnum tinus might give insights
into other structurally coloured plants and fruits, many of which are likely to be un-
reported due to the sparse study of structural colour in plants. An ongoing collab-
oration investigates the material from which the structure is formed. As previously
mentioned the shrub is extremely common in gardens in the UK and elsewhere,
and forms a part of frugivorous birds’ diets. Understanding the interaction of the
chemical make-up and the fruit signalling via coloured appearance with the birds’
diet could therefore give new insight into the ecological needs of UK wildlife. Work
forthcoming by Miranda Sinnott-Armstrong will compare the nutritional content,
colouration and phylogenetic relation of highly differentiated species in the Vibur-
num genus in order to understand how the colouration of the fruit is a signal adapted
to communicate with seed-dispersers. The optical analysis of Viburnums presented
here will provide evidence for this work.
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Finally, study of the different optical effects and structures in the plant has resonance
for design of structurally coloured materials. This soft, hydrated tissue is capable of
reflecting a lustrous metallic blue sheen. By understanding the material and struc-
ture required for this effect, we may be able to reproduce similar biomimetic mate-
rials for use in food, cosmetics, fabrics and colourants.
The materials which make up this fruit epicarp appear to be lipids, cellulose-based
cell wall and anthocyanin absorbing pigments. These materials on their own are
not colourful, but the colouration produced in the plant through combining them
in a nanostructure is capable of reflecting a ‘metallic’ sheen appearance, and an ex-
tremely vivid and robust blue through structural variation. Mimicking this tissue
could potentially give us biomaterial-based surfaces with the same properties. This
is a potential route to sustainable colour engineering.
Comparison with Structurally Coloured Fruits in other Clades
The colouration mechanism exploited in Viburnum is similar to what was observed
in other blue fruits. Delarbrea michieana [82] is a blue fruit (see figure 2.3) whose
nanostructure is reproduced from a previous report in figure 5.16. The multilayer
observed in this fruit is anatomically very similar to the one described in V. tinus.
Although this multilayered structure was identified as an iridosome and it was de-
scribed as responsible for the bright blue colour, a quantitative correlation between
the anatomy of the fruits and the optical response was missing for the Delarbrea
fruits and the components of the architecture were not described. This observation
is particularly interesting as it might indicate an example of convergent evolution
as despite the apparent similarity of the two materials, and the visual appearance
of the fruits, they are not closely related phylogenetically, their clades are shown in
5.17.
Another similar architecture is found in the fruits of Elaeocarpus angustifolia, [81] fig-
ure 5.16. This blue fruit has also been reported as structurally coloured and shows a
very similar epidermal cell shape. Lee [81] identified as the nanostructure responsi-
ble for the blue colouration the one reproduced in figure 5.16 B4. Given the apparent
similarity of several structures in the Viburnum species presented in this chapter,
there is a good basis on which to re-analyse both Delarbrea michieana and Elaeocar-
pus angustifolia in order to compare the blue iridosomes in these other fruits more
fully.
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FIGURE 5.16: Comparison of Delarbrea michieana (A1-2) [82] and
Elaeocarpus angustifolia(B1-4) [81] with Viburnum tinus (C,D,E). A1 and
B1 show light microscope images of the epicarp cross-section. A2,
B2,B3,B4,C show TEM sections through the embedded epicarp, D and
E show SEM images of the embedded fruit. Large white arrows in A1,
B1 and D indicate the lower wall of an external, structurally coloured
cell. C and A2 are compared. E and B4 are compared.
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FIGURE 5.17: Eudicot phylogenetic tree of orders [207] showing the
orders containing the structurally coloured fruits mentioned here
highlighted. Asterids -Dipsacales: Adoxaceae: Viburnum and -Apiales:
Araliaceae: Delarbrea [82] and Rosid: Oxalidales Eleaocarpaceae: Elaeo-
carpus. [81]
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Chapter 6
Artificial Structural Colour
6.1 Biomimetic Helicoids: Cellulose Nano Crystals
As discussed in section 3.1.2, several colloids extracted directly from natural
biopolymers such as collagen, [162] chitin [208] and cellulose [163] have been
demonstrated to self-assemble into chiral nematic structures. These systems are par-
ticularly interesting as they promise the potential for development of sustainable
techniques for artificial structurally coloured materials. Here, cellulose-based ma-
terials are discussed, however the same principles might be directly applied to the
other biomaterials mentioned above.
The many routes to produce structural colour architectures can be characterised as
top-down or bottom-up. This divides materials that are designed and built up by
sequentially controlled processes like material deposition, etching or writing, and
materials that result from chemical reactions, or self-assembly of smaller building
blocks interacting to reach the configuration states of lowest free energy.
Chiral materials with an anisotropic and circularly asymmetric geometry are diffi-
cult to fabricate with top-down processes. [209] In the last few decades, cellulose
nanocrystals (CNCs) have been demonstrated to be a convenient system to produce
photonic materials. Water suspensions of CNCs spontaneously organise into a chiral
nematic architecture that is maintained when dried and that strongly resembles the
helicoidal structure observed in the Pollia genus and other helicoidal cellulose cell
walls, as discussed in chapter 3.
CNCs are very high aspect ratio crystallite particles extracted from any type of nat-
ural cellulose fibres. CNCs can be extracted from fibres by acid hydrolysis. Before
extraction these crystallites serve in natural cellulose fibres to stiffen the cell wall.
Ordinary cellulose fibrils are constituted of cellulose polysaccharide chains that are
semi-crystalline, in which the crystalline parts are connected to one another with
amorphous material. The amorphous parts of cellulose fibrils are less dense than
the crystalline regions and therefore can be dissolved rapidly by acid hydrolysis. On
exposure to sulphuric acid, the fibrils are stripped to leave only the crystallites or
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FIGURE 6.1: TEM micrographs of CNCs taken from a. Wood, b. Cot-
ton, c. Bamboo, d. Bacteria, e. Algae, f. Tunicates. Reproduced from
[210]
CNCs. [163] The extent of hydrolysis and therefore the morphology of the CNCs
is controlled by the strength and length of time of acid exposure. The form of the
crystallites is also strongly influenced by the biological source of the cellulose from
which they were extracted - see figure 6.1.
Water suspensions of CNCs are stabilised by control of the charges on the crystals
and in the liquid through further treatment such as temperature change, sonication
and the addition of salts and solvents. [39]
CNC suspensions are known to spontaneously form a chiral nematic liquid crys-
talline phase. The formation of this phase is described by Onsager [211] and SLO the-
ory. [212] This description predicts the observed phase transition between isotropic
and liquid crystalline phases. The transition occurs at a threshold of the volume
fraction of crystals in suspension where orientational order in the crystals is entrop-
ically favourable due to the excluded volume in the suspension, rather than entropy
favouring disorder in the crystals. The phase transition is seen in nucleation and
growth of discrete localised areas of chiral nematic phase called tactoids. Tactoids
may be observed under a microscope between crossed polarisers due to their bire-
fringence. [163] Provided the rate of evaporation is not too fast, which causes jam-
ming of the non-aligned crystallites in an isotropic arrangement, the tactoids coa-
lesce and grow to fill the entire volume. Finally, the evaporation of the fully chiral
nematic suspension compresses the tactoids and brings them into alignment with
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FIGURE 6.2: a-d. Schematic of CNC film assembly from suspension.
e. The first optical image of CNC tactoids in suspension reproduced
from [163]. f. SEM image of an oblique fracture through a dry optical-
wavelength CNC film. g-i. Reproduced from [215]. g. Photo of CNC
film. h & i. Optical microscope images taken in left and right handed
polarised light respectively.
each other and the plane of the substrate. [213] [38]
Cellulose nanocrystals are anisotropic, and have a birefringent refractive index re-
ported as ne/no = 1.53/1.58, [214], which is small enough to be appropriately
treated with the optical model from Berreman expanded in chapter 1. The pitch
of the resulting helicoidal film can be controlled and designed to reflect a band of
visible light, as shown in figure 6.2. [32] The self-assembled helicoid of the CNCs
is left handed and conforms to the optical theory reflecting left circularly polarised
light in the pseudo-Bragg condition.
The control of CNC film formation has reached maturity in the last fifteen years,
[216] and applications of the photonic films, like sensors, [217] are increasingly a
focus of research. CNC films have been demonstrated as excellent candidates for
templating, [218] and composites [219] transferring their chiroptical properties into
materials with enhanced refractive index contrast and stability.
The cellulose films themselves show promise as security papers, [220] [221] displays
[222] and pigments. [223]
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Cellulose nanocrystal films can be tuned to reflect any colour in the visible range
and combined to give mixed colours, potentially replacing any ordinary chemical
colouration. The challenges limiting the applicability of this system in an indus-
trial context lie in achieving control independent of CNC source, the speed of self-
assembly, [223] and the strong iridescence in CNC films that makes the coloura-
tion too angularly dependent to produce a consistent visual impression. The optical
response of a CNC film is from a one-dimensional multilayer, making the visible
colour angle dependent. This iridescence presents challenges for its use in replace-
ment of traditional pigments.
Furthermore, in order to apply the proposed CNC coating, the film must either be
formed in situ by evaporating to form a film on the substrate (which is not practical
in most cases due to surface unsuitability, film assembly time and film stiffness), or
the film must be isolated in fragments. [223] Self-assembly in confined geometry to
directly obtain coloured particles, [224] [225] or grinding down films into smaller
flakes are potential routes to achieving this. Each approach however introduces its
own challenges, as the droplets must be dried in such a way as to avoid ‘coffee-ring’
and other edge-effects, where the CNCs don’t assemble into substrate-aligned heli-
coids. Equally grinding must avoid the creation of unnecessary mechanical scarring
and surface roughness, which increases scattering, and therefore decreases colour
purity.
Even after overcoming technical challenges for the creation of CNC pigment pow-
ders, the application of the particles must be controlled to align the film fragments
with the substrate on which they are applied, in order to avoid a mix of reflected
colours destroying the target colour. By overcoming these challenges, a CNC pig-
ment would be feasible, but still limited by the one-dimensional multilayer responsi-
ble for the structural reflection creating an iridescent colouration. In the next section
I will discuss a geometrical strategy to overcome this problem.
6.1.1 Curved Geometries for Structural Colour
Structurally coloured materials generally are attractive because of their great bright-
ness, which is enhanced thanks to the absorption-free reflection mechanism. An-
other very attractive feature is iridescence, allowing a material to have more than
one colour appearance. However, both the lack of absorption and the reflection of
multiple wavelengths pose engineering challenges of their own and must be care-
fully tuned and manipulated to exploit their desirable qualities.
For an iridescent material, controlling the angle of reflection observed by the viewer
is one way to control the effective colour of the material, and is a strategy deployed
for example in the feathers of rock doves which have pink and green stripes reflected
around their necks. The optical appearance is controlled by the strong curvature of
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the barbules which works to reflect the pink and green selectively from different
points on the feather barbules. [226]
Looking at structurally coloured materials beyond the CNC films discussed above,
there have been multiple attempts to confine photonic crystals in spherical geometry
in order to overcome the problems associated with the strong directionality typical
of structural colour. Photonic crystals have been confined in spheres by using self-
assembly of spherical nanoparticles to form periodic FCC lattices via microfluidics,
resulting in inverse silica balls [227] and silica opal Janus particles. [228] Further
attempts have been made using droplets to give magnetic particles, [229] coating
large spheres with smaller ones [230] and formation of large scale spheres. [231]
Macroscopic angular independence thanks to the confinement of spherical domains
in spheres has been demonstrated [232] albeit to a limited extent.
One attempt to create photonic spheres from assemblies of smaller polymer
nanoparticles, shown in figure 6.3, is successful in confining an ordered and high
quality photonic crystal within a solid sphere that could be potentially used in a pig-
ment. [233] The work demonstrates a single coloured spot that is seen to be reflected
from the centre of the ball, and enhanced by gold nanoparticle absorption. An unin-
tended diffraction grating effect is also demonstrated on photonic balls formed from
larger PEG colloidal spheres. Extra reflections from unwanted wavelengths are a
major obstacle in the production of photonic balls, as the hugely increased surface
area scatters light unpredictably, or reintroduces colours that in bulk materials are
easily reflected out of the optical axis.
There has been some research into the optics of solid multilayer-shell systems in
a cylindrical case through rolling and stretching a dielectric multilayer, [90] which
was linked to the structure of Margaritaria nobilis fruit cell walls, although without
reference to their helicoidal structure. [91]
As well as these non-chiral 3D colloidal clusters, confined geometry has also
been demonstrated in a system of chiral cholesteric liquid crystal [234], show-
ing coloured crosstalk originating from multiple reflections between neighbouring
spheres, shown in figure 6.3. Notably these effects were shown in this system only
for liquid droplets.
The same principle has been applied by using a water CNC suspension with mi-
crofluidics to obtain a curved multilayer. [39] This study showed that the cellu-
lose nanocrystals can be confined and assemble quickly in liquid droplets, as in the
cholesteric droplets in [234]. They also showed that the layering and chirality of the
cellulose nematic could be retained during the drying process. However, unfortu-
nately buckling occurred during drying, resulting in a flattened and wrinkled solid
geometry which prevented an optical response analogous to the fruit cells.
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FIGURE 6.3: a. Reproduced from [233], a single structural colour re-
flected from the centre of each photonic ball made of a 3D assembly of
200 and 250 nm polymer nanoparticles in cases of disorder, order, and
additional absorbance from gold nanoparticles. b. A solid photonic
ball formed from larger 610 nm PEG particles reflecting a central mul-
tilayer spot and additionally a grid of diffraction grating reflections. c.
Liquid droplets of highly oriented cholesteric liquid crystal showing
multiple reflections of colours at different locations due to cross-talk
with neighbouring spheres from [234] .
Finally, a collection of materials take the principles of geometrical manipulation
to enhance structural colour effects without attempting to create discrete parti-
cles, avoiding the encapsulation and scattering problems. These have been overtly
biomimetic and top-down approaches, as in the use of microcavities with atomic
layer deposition of alternating metals to mimic the reflective pits of a butterfly’s
scales [235] in a non-biological material. Another use of a non-flat substrate was in
the mimicry of a Morpho butterfly wing [203] through the deposition of alternating
layers of titanium and silicon dioxide on silica spheres. Although this approach does
not explicitly set out to create spherical-based multilayers, it is intended to take ad-
vantage of an increase in the disorder of the multilayer, as the butterfly biomaterial
itself does, and for this the spherical geometry is an excellent starting point.
This chapter is a report of a successful engineering of a highly curved CNC film
geometry. This approach mimics the Pollia cell wall shapes to enhance the angular
independence of the CNC film.
6.2 Hierarchical Architecture for Artificial Structural
Colour
The previous chapters of this thesis have focused on the structurally coloured ma-
terial found in epidermal cells of several different species of fruit. The Pollia and
Viburnum cell wall architectures were extensively discussed. Biological tissue’s in-
herent cellular compartmentalisation in these fruits makes the characteristics of the
tissular material distinct from the bulk processes currently used in engineering arti-
ficial structurally coloured materials.
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As previously described, key features of the Pollia condensata cell optics are a single
colour reflected by each cell, from a small central spot of each cell when illuminated
with low angle incident light. The discretised biomaterial defines a colour in each
cell which may differ between cells reflecting a brighter and richer spectrum.
These features are all directly related to the discrete ellipsoidal cell shapes which
define the multilayer cell wall material. This material architecture, that is structured
not only on the scale of optical wavelengths, but also on a larger geometrical-optics
scale, is referred to as hierarchical. The challenge of reproducing such a material is a
step towards recreating the attractive optical appearance of the fruit. This would be a
useful exploitation of structural colour by opening the door to an extension of artifi-
cial optical materials towards those found in nature. Reproducing the optical effects
in an artificial model is also profitable from a theoretical perspective as it allows us
to confirm the conclusions drawn from observation of natural material.
Finally, the artificial materials discussed above in which the reflection is controlled
through confinement in spherical geometries show a very similar approach to that in
cell wall ellipsoids. The aim of mimicking cell wall ellipsoids therefore is identified
with the development of geometrical confinement as an artificial material fabrication
technique.
In this chapter, I present a novel templating method to hierarchically structure self-
assembled CNC material. I show that self-assembly and structural colour can be
retained in the CNC material even when assembled in curved templates. I briefly
present four regimes for curved structures which are indicated in figure 6.4.
1. low relief hemisphere arrays
2. hemisphere array films
3. sphere array films
4. individual spheroids
I show that hemisphere arrays can be formed from well-ordered CNC multilayers.
Then I demonstrate the recreation of the central reflection spot observed in P. con-
densata, and a measurably increased angle of reflection from an individual spheroid
and finally I discuss outlooks for this.
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FIGURE 6.4: Schematic showing the four structures introduced in this
chapter: 1. Low relief monolayer opal 2. Hemisphere array 3. sphere
array 4. individual spheroid structure.
6.2.1 CNC films
Optical analysis of a flat optically reflecting CNC film is given in figure 6.5. The film
shows a bright fairly uniform green colour in left handed circular polarisation and
very little light reflected in right handed polarisation. Some additional colour mixed
domains are seen in both polarisations, due to defects. Additional defects are seen
as flow lines on the left circular polarisation image. Imaging the film in reciprocal
space, it is shown in image C that the shorter wavelength blue light is reflected at
higher angles and further from the centre in K space. This angle-dependent coloura-
tion is a visualisation of the iridescence of the material. Application of the Berreman
formulation for a helicoidal multilayer reflector as described in section 6.1 has been
demonstrated to correctly reproduce this optical reflection. [38]
It is proposed that the hierarchical structure might also be used, in addition to repli-
cating the Pollia cell features, to increase the angular independence and high-angle
reflection from the material.
6.2.2 Novel CNC Film Templating Procedure
A new technique for constructing hierarchically structured CNC films was devel-
oped and is schematised in 6.6.
This technique takes a master shape which is the same as the target desired for the
CNC film. In this chapter, I use variations on an array of close-packed sphere shapes
on a flat surface, although the technique was also successfully used with a number
of other shapes, not shown here.
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FIGURE 6.5: A & B. Bright field, real-space images of a flat film in left
and right circular polarised light. The same area is seen in both. The
film colour is fairly uniform and seen to be primarily reflecting in left
circular polarisation, although some domains are seen as patches of
other colours in both polarisations. Flow line defects are also seen in
the left circular polarisation filter. C & D. K-space images of the same
area. The light is visualised in terms of angular dependency. In the
left circular polarisation, image C, the bright green colour is reflected
only at angles up to 20o. Lower wavelength blue light is reflected at
higher angles. In right polarisation, image D, the intensity of the light
reflected is much lower. Light reflected in right circular polarisation
is the result of multiple reflection from defects.
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FIGURE 6.6: The schematic shows the templating procedure. A. Mas-
ter template is assembled. B. PDMS is cast onto the master and hard-
ened. C. PDMS is removed from master-shape, inverted and cleaned
to remove residual material. D. CNC suspension is cast into mould
and left to evaporate slowly. E-F. Dry film is peeled from PDMS
mould which may be used again.
Master Shapes for Templating
A number of different shapes were used in templating the CNC film, in order to de-
velop the technique, and explore the robustness of the CNC self-assembly in non-flat
geometry. Excellent reproduction of the moulds by well organised helicoidal layers
was demonstrated in all the shapes attempted. An example is given in figure 6.11.
In this case, the mould used was a Fresnel lens. The image shows a cross-section
through the array of prisms making up the lens, and through a single triangular
prism made of CNC multilayer. The layers are well aligned on each side of the
prism.
In order to mimic the curvature of the cellular structure, the cells were modelled as
spheres. Figure 6.7 schematises this design principle, indicating the use of curvature
to reflect light from every angle in three dimensions, which is realistic in diffuse
ambient illumination. Image A is an SEM image of a cross-section through a mature
P. condensata cell showing curved multilayers forming a flattened elliptical cross-
section. Image B is a simplistic diagram indicating the principle of uniform reflection
from multiple angles. Pollia cells are embedded within an epidermal tissue and are
only visible from one direction. For the design to work in structures that may be
indiscriminately applied to a surface, it is desirable that the model extends the bio-
inspired concept to a higher curvature structure.
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FIGURE 6.7: Comparison of an SEM cross-section through a struc-
turally coloured Pollia condensata cell (A) and a bio-inspired schematic
of a curved geometry multilayer (B). A shows that the cell has an el-
lipsoidal multilayer geometry. B shows a blue wave with wavelength
matching the pitch of the multilayer no matter what angle it is inci-
dent at, introducing the conceptual basis for the bio-inspired strategy.
Sphere Production and Alignment Master structures for structuring the templates
were produced by assembling polystyrene (PS) or Polyvinylacrylate (PVA) spheres
onto a glass slide in an ordered hexagonal lattice. Spheres of diameter 10 um or
less were made by Dr Yang Lan from PS via a nucleated growth mechanism. They
were centrifuged to obtain the spheres from the reagents and redispersed via vor-
tex agitation in water. Spheres of 50-70 um diameter were made from PVA by Dr
Richard Parker by a microfluidic technique using fluorous oil (FC-40) as the suspen-
sion medium.
The PVA spheres were made by microfluidic co-flow of 10 wt% PVA (13-23 kDa,
87-89% hydrolysed) in milliQ water and 2 wt% XL171 surfactant (Sphere Flu-
idics) in FC-40 (3M) fluorous oil. The flow rate was aqueous solution: oil flow =
300:600 uLh-1. The spheres were washed with FC-40 to partially remove the surfac-
tant.
For sphere diameters from 350 nm - 10 um, the deposition in an ordered lattice was
achieved via a home-made doctor blade system. [236] The doctor blade consists
of a one dimensional stage (Thorlabs) electronically controlled directly by cube con-
troller (Thorlabs TDC001) via a pen screw motor (Thorlabs, Z825B). A glass coverslip
(25 mm square) was used as the coating blade. It is taped to the stage and its trail-
ing edge is adhered to the substrate by the surface tension of the droplet which is
dragged across the substrate, coating it. A small quantity of the colloidal suspension
was dropped onto one end of a glass slide and the spreading blade used to slowly
drag the colloid across the slide. This method allows the deposition of a uniform
monolayer of spheres onto the glass slide. The colloidal particles self-assemble to
a close-packed arrangement through convective deposition by the capillary force as
the droplet is moved away from the evaporation line. The physical principles are
the same as assembly by vertical evaporation, [230] but the speed of the blade coater
must match the speed of evaporation and therefore movement of the evaporation
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FIGURE 6.8: Moulds from PVA spheres (percentage of sphere
moulded) A. Dental Wax(DW) over spheres which had been washed
and swelled with water/ethanol, see figure 6.10 (25%) B. DW mould
from unwashed spheres. (30%) C. DW mould from washed spheres
swelled with ethanol. (45%) D. DW on washed spheres. (80%) E.
PDMS on washed spheres swelled with ethanol. (90%) F. PDMS on
washed spheres. (95%)
line for a coating of any given thickness.
Larger PVA 60 um spheres are not suitable for aligning with the doctor blade or
convective deposition technique as they are too large and heavy to be assembled
by the capillary force. However, they still assemble in suspension due to surface
charges and and can be induced to form well packed monolayers by slowly drying
the suspension.
After drying some surfactant was left bridging and around the base of the spheres.
In order to make hemisphere and sphere arrays, the degree of coalescence and the
infiltration of the moulding material were calibrated. Figure 6.8 compares the degree
of penetration of the moulding material around the curvature of spheres after differ-
ent treatment. Washing with fluorous oil is used to remove the surfactant residues
and increase the degree of inter-sphere penetration. Slight swelling with ethanol is
used to decrease the moulding depth. Dental wax, which when unset is a very vis-
cous gel is seen to have a much lower degree of penetration than PDMS which is a
relatively low viscosity fluid prior to setting. Heating at 80, 90, 110 and 130 o did not
cause coalescence of the PVA spheres, as shown in figure 6.9. Only a slight flattening
of the spheres was seen. Spheres were not heated.
In order to create hemisphere arrays, the unwashed PVA spheres were swollen with
a water - ethanol mixture. This was effective in removing the gaps between adja-
cent spheres. Higher water-content increased the coalescence of the spheres. The
calibration is shown in SEM and optical images in figure 6.10. The figure shows
that an ethanol fraction of 70-80 % is effective in swelling and joining the adjacent
spheres to one another to create a coalesced hemisphere array. Dental wax was used
in order to mould the inverse of this array. This was the method used to create the
hemisphere array templates used in this chapter. Whole sphere array moulds were
created by using the PVA sphere arrays without swelling or washing, templated in
PDMS.
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FIGURE 6.9: SEM showing PVA spheres array after A. 60 minutes at
80o B and C. 10 minutes at 130o, the ordinarily white sample went
brown.
FIGURE 6.10: PVA sphere arrays after treatment with mixture of
ethanol:water. The proportion of ethanol is given in the top right
hand corner. Top row: optical reflection microscope images, scale
bar 50 um. Bottom row: SEM images. A and E were not measured in
SEM because it was clear the very high and low degree of coalescence
were clear by optical analysis.
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For the low-relief patterns, Monolayers of monodisperse PS and PVA colloids of 350
nm, 500 nm, 750 nm, 3 um and 10 um were deposited onto clean glass coverslips and
templated in PDMS according to the process described in the scheme in 6.6.
Different categories of structures are assessed: low relief structures made from tem-
plated spheres of 10 um or less, hemisphere arrays, sphere arrays and the analysis
of single spheres.
Moulding Technique
The master is mounted on a detachable base and submerged in moulding ma-
terial. Two moulding materials were used in the experiments presented in this
chapter. For low relief nanostructures, and for high relief close-to-full spheres,
freshly mixed liquid Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS (Sylgard 184 9:1 base:curing
agent, Sigma Aldrich). The unset PDMS was degassed by repeated evacuation with
a vacuum pump, until no further bubbles were visible in the PDMS. This is impor-
tant to ensure that the PDMS has fully infiltrated the structure rather than trapping
pockets of air which disrupt the desired template. The PDMS and mould was then
cured at 80oC for 2-3 hours and left to cool.
For moulding the hemisphere arrays, Elite HD+ Light Body Fast Set, a two part
mixture dental impression silicone was applied to the top of the mould and flattened
off on top. The dental silicone sets within 10 minutes of mixing.
The master template was cut out and removed from the elastomer leaving a lip
around the edge of about 0.5-1 cm. The resulting PDMS/silicone mould was soni-
cated in acetone or hot (30o) water for two hours to remove the residues of the master
template which remain embedded in the mould, and washed five times.
Film Casting
Finally, the mould was filled with a depth of approximately 0.5 cm CNC suspension
at 3 % concentration. The mould was covered with a Petri dish tilted to allow a
small air-exchange opening and placed in a drying cabinet (cabinet with silica drying
beads). The suspension was left to dry without disturbance in the mould for 10-14
days or until dry and no longer undergoing mass loss through evaporation. The
resulting free-standing film is manually removed from the mould.
The CNC suspensions for each templated film, including non-structurally-coloured
cases, were prepared and their optical characteristics manipulated and characterised
prior to use. The CNC suspensions were prepared by acid hydrolysis from filter
paper by Dr Bruno Frka-Petešic´, [39] Dr Giulia Guidetti [237] and Cyan Williams.
The suspension was maintained at 3% concentration. It was heat treated at 60o in an
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FIGURE 6.11: SEM image of a cross-section through a Fresnel mi-
crolens pattern made of helicoidal assembled CNC. The CNC planes
reproduced the full structure, and the planes remained aligned to the
steep edges as seen in the right hand image, with dashed guidelines.
oil bath for 28 hours and tip sonicated at 2000J/g. No salt was added. It was filtered
with a 0.7 um vacuum filter and kept refrigerated.
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6.3.1 Low-Relief Structures
Figure 6.12 is a demonstration of the successful templating in the CNC films of opal
monolayer structures on a range of scales. The three columns show: left - a left
handed circularly polarised microscope image, centre - a right handed circularly
polarised image and right - an SEM image of the templated film.
The bright left handed circularly polarised reflection images compared to the dark
right handed ones indicate that left handed helicoidal self-assembled structure was
present in every case. Some domain boundaries, flow lines and some light reflected
in right handed circular polarisation indicate the presence of defects which are also
observed in flat geometry. [238]
Templating successfully reproduces the intended shape and its use does not appear
to induce additional defects so the colour uniformity can be in principle improved
by treating the suspension as for a flat film. [39]
The SEM images confirm that the templating was successful even down to the scale
close to the size of the nanocrystals themselves. In the SEM cross-section (inset)
of the 3 um diameter hemispheres, the planes of the helicoidal crystals seem to be
essentially unaffected and still align well with the bulk of the film. The SEM images
confirm that the size and tight packing of the spheres with respect to the CNCs
meant that the templating was effectively of a hemisphere array, rather than of the
entire sphere.
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The success of these architectures demonstrated the ability to hierarchically pattern
CNC films with a curved template. The method also retained self-assembled struc-
tural colour. The technique therefore works to produce a hierarchical geometry ma-
terial.
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FIGURE 6.12: Five different sizes of very small sphere arrays are
shown. Each row shows an array of a different size sphere. The
sample is imaged in left and right to show the degree of order and
disorder. The samples are also imaged in SEM in the right-hand col-
umn.
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6.3.2 Hemisphere Arrays
Larger ellipsoidal master templates were created with spheres of a diameter directly
analogous to the scale of Pollia cells. Spheres of a uniform 60-70 um were assembled
by Dr Richard Parker.
The hemisphere array was intended to introduce a large scale plane reorientation,
mimicking the P. condensata cell curvature, whilst maintaining continuity with the
flat connective base film. The curved hemisphere film has potential to combine the
positive characteristics of the curved film - including adapted optical effects, and the
flat film - the ease of formation, alignment and manipulation. This could potentially
be exploited by fragmenting the structured film in order to create a powder.
Results
Structured free-standing films were produced in which structural colour retained in
the final structure, shown in figure 6.13. The structurally coloured film is imaged
in polarisation optical microscopy incident on the curved structures (A and B) and
from the flat connecting film side (C and D). Comparison between the left and right
handed circularly polarised reflection pairs show that the helicoidal structural colour
is preserved. Image A shows red and green reflection from the hemisphere surface.
The image is taken using a small numerical aperture, and a point-like reflection spot
is observed reflected from the centre of the curved surface as seen from Pollia cell
walls.
Figure 6.13 images C and D show the same film from the opposite or ‘flat’ side,
again in left and right circular polarisation. The base-film colour is seen to be pre-
dominantly blue. Each hemisphere is marked by a bright central reflection spot of
green, and a surrounding dark area. The dark area around the bright green spot is
caused by a dip in the flat film where the CNC layering sinks into the hemisphere,
making the layers off-angle to the surface such that the light is no longer collected
by the objective lens aperture. This mimics a similar structure seen in dimpled bee-
tle elytra as reported in [240], figure 7. There are green streaks visible between the
hemisphere reflection spots, caused by multiple reflections between the symmetrical
angled layers in the concave hemispherical reflectors, as expected in radially assem-
bled cholesteric structures. [239]
SEM image E 6.13 confirms that the hemisphere mould produces an array of smooth,
well curved hemispheres. Image F is of a broken cross-section that shows that
alignment of the helicoidal layers inside the hemisphere follows the outer surface
throughout the internal structure. The internal planes are continuous with the out-
side of the film but also with the base film which is curved into the hemisphere
shape.
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FIGURE 6.13: A & B. Hemisphere array film imaged from the pat-
terned side in left (L) and right (R) circularly polarised light. C & D.
The same film imaged from the flat side in left and right circularly po-
larised light. The colour of the patterned side is seen to be red-shifted
with respect to the flat side of the film. In C, each of the hemispheres
is visible as a dark spot with a central bright reflection spot. There is
also significant cross-talk between the concave structures. [239] E &
F. SEM images of the same array. E shows multiple hemispheres in an
array, F shows a cross-section through a single hemisphere, showing
alignment of the layers around the curved surface, and advection of
the layering from the flat side of the film.
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The film is dried with the hemispheres pointing down, below the ‘base film’ and
evaporation occurs from above. The hemisphere outer edge is therefore in place and
compressed towards the smooth outer edges during evaporation. Advection draws
the flat film layer into the hemisphere vacancies as the water evaporates.
Unlike in Pollia cells, the central reflection point in A and B is not the only reflection
from the hemispheres, which also generate a less intense red and green reflection
throughout the hemisphere. It is proposed that this is the result of the thick area
of CNC film which fills the hemisphere and joins it to the flat film. Unlike in a
spheroid structure which has a strong layer curvature throughout, this filling area
has a decreasing angle with respect to the hemisphere surface in its internal layering.
The existence of low-angle helicoidal pitches therefore reflects light from throughout
the hemisphere, at positions other than the central location.
Reflection from the flat film can be distinguished from the reflection originating in
the hemisphere due to the red-shifted wavelength of light reflected from the heli-
coidal pitches within the hemisphere.
6.3.3 Sphere Arrays
The hemisphere array template was extended to an array with structures close to
a full sphere. The same method was used to create the master template, but the
surfactant was washed off the spheres leaving them in contact with the substrate
and one another over a much smaller surface area. Templating the film using this
mould formed a ‘3D monolayer’ of spheres, with each spheroid shape attached to
the ‘base film’ as before, but with a much narrower neck. The template was made in
PDMS in order to get a greater infiltration around the edges of the spheres.
Templating a true 3D sphere in this way has inherent limitations related to the size
of the contact area between the spheres and the surface, and between the spheres.
If the contact of the sphere to the surface is too small, the CNC suspension is not
introduced into the cavity, either because surface tension makes it energetically un-
favourable, or if the contact zone is even smaller, because the nanocrystals are longer
than the contact zone diameter. The spheres were not therefore washed entirely
clean of the fluorous oil in order to retain some connectivity. After the suspension
was introduced into the template, the assembly was placed briefly under weak vac-
uum in order to drive the air out of the mould, where it was otherwise trapped in
the confined spheres.
Additionally the diameter of the solid CNC sphere places a further restriction on
the narrowness of the sphere neck, due to difficulty in removing the film with the
spheres intact. It was demonstrated that spheroids remaining attached to the film
could be assembled and removed from the PDMS mould provided the structure was
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strong enough to stretch the PDMS mould around the widest part of the spheroid
without breaking.
Results
Microscopic Figure 6.14 shows bright and dark field images of the successful 3D
array and an SEM cross-section through a single structure. Images A and B show
the left and right circularly polarised images of the spheroid array in bright field.
Notable is the reflection of a spot in the centre of the structure much smaller than the
outer edge. The wavelength of the multilayer reflected from the confined spheroid
is, as before, longer than film it is attached to. In this spheroid array however, small
domain, right circular polarisation reflection and colour variability defects appear
to be located predominantly in the film rather than the spheroids. Where colour
mixing is present in the spheroids, the effect is isolated within one spheroid rather
than over many neighbouring structures.
Images C and D from the same figure show the dark field reflection in left and right
circular polarisation. The higher angle light reflection is visible in rings around the
location of the bright reflected spot in bright field. The reflection of light at low and
high angles from the spheroid structures in the right circular polarisation is negligi-
ble showing that the self-assembly is robust in this tightly confined geometry.
The SEM cross-section in image E shows that the top layers of the helicoids follow
the outside of the sphere as before. The dissimilarity is where the very strongly
advected layers from the base film form a stalk shape protruding into the curved
top half, like the shape of a mushroom. A dashed line is used as an indicator of the
geometry.
Macroscopic The structured part of the film looks opaque and highly scattering
macroscopically. This is due to scattering outside the film itself on the additional
surfaces created by the 3D structure, making the surface appear rough. In order to
attempt to reduce the scattering effect, refractive index matching oil (Cargille refrac-
tive index series AAA-1/2) with n = 1.52 was applied. The observed outcome of the
addition of refractive index matching oil with n = 1.52 is shown in image B in figure
6.15. Compared to the area of structured film in air, there is a reduction in the extent
of scattering, but not sufficient to suppress the scattering-dominance in the overall
appearance. This indicates that there is insufficient infiltration or matching of this
refractive index oil with the cellulose material.
The spheroid array was imaged with a large depth of field and focused area
(Keyence digital microscope). This image is shown in figure 6.15 B. The central re-
flected spots of light are clearly visible from the centre of each of the spheroids. What
is visible in this image is that the overall appearance of the spheroids on the film is
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FIGURE 6.14: A & B. Sphere array film imaged in bright field with a
large numerical aperture of 37o in left (A) and right (B) circular polar-
isation. The coloured reflection spots on the sphere structures are vis-
ible on in the left circular polarisation filter. The same film is imaged
using dark filed illumination in C & D. Coloured rings are visible on
each structure in C and not D. E. SEM of a cross-section through an
embedded sphere-structure. The CNC periodic layered patterns are
seen to be aligned with the outer curvature, with strong advection
from the flat film, giving a ‘stem’, indicated by the dashed line.
dominated by the film colour, and that a significant amount of light is scattered by
the spheroids. Each of the spheroids appears dark except for the central reflection
in this image, indicating that no light is reflected normally, but more crucially, that
light reflected from the surface is scattered in a different direction.
Discussion
The microscope images of the spheroid array on the film in figure 6.14 show that
the curved cellulose helicoid held to be responsible for the unusual appearance of
Pollia cells was reproduced using this artificial technique and material. In images
A-D, a low occurrence of colour-mixing depolarising defects was observed on the
spheroid structures. Imaging in the right circular polarisation demonstrated a very
low degree of non-left circular polarised reflection from the spheroids in either bright
or dark field illumination.
The film connected to the spheroids, in the background of figure 6.14, image A did
however have a high degree of colour mixing and multiple reflection defects. These
defects appear to be somewhat correlated to the confined spheroids which are locally
adjoined. A cross-section through the multilayer spheroid shows in figure 6.14 that
there appears to be a significant advection of material in the stem of the spheroid
structure, indicating an interaction between the spheroid structure and the connect-
ing film.
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FIGURE 6.15: A. Refractive-index-matching oil droplet on patterned
film. The black dashed line indicates the edge of the oil droplet. The
white dashed line indicates the edge of the patterned area on the film.
B. The sphere-patterned film imaged using a Keyence digital micro-
scope to obtain a wide field of view, wide angle of illumination and
collection and extended focal depth.
The SEM of the structure in image E indicates the plane orientation and demon-
strates that a high degree of curvature is reproduced as desired in the spheroid struc-
tured ‘cap’, but the formation does not close into a full sphere with both a convex and
concave side, as in the shape observed in the cell wall. This means that some aspects
of the cell architecture are reproduced, but not the ellipsoid in its entirety.
Nevertheless, a comparison between the hemisphere array and spheroid array films
in figures 6.13 and 6.14 respectively show that the central reflection spot is better iso-
lated in the spheroid array than in the hemisphere array. Comparing the SEM cross-
sections of the two architectures, it is suggested that this is due to greater angles of
tilt between the internal planes in the structure and the surface. In the spheroid there
is a greater disconnect between the stem and cap of the spheroid array than in the
gradual merging of the hemisphere array with the flat film.
The macroscopic visual impact of the hierarchical array is shown in figure 6.15 A.
The aim of the project was to mimic the Pollia cell wall optical signatures. This forms
part of a larger ambition, not directly addressed in this thesis, to develop techniques
for improved angular robustness in CNC film macroscopically, so that it may be ex-
ploited as a pigment. Understanding the differences between the optical response of
natural and biomimetic materials therefore indicates the direction for further devel-
opment towards this aim.
Inspection of the whole film in the deep field microscope image in figure 6.15 B
shows that the majority of the light reflected is from the flat connecting film, rather
than the small spots of light reflected from the centre of each spheroid. Although the
confined structures have clear and well-defined bright reflection spots, the curved
structure actually decreases the amount of light reflected back from the material,
because a greater proportion of the light is scattered away from the incident an-
gle.
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Addition of extra light reflected from behind the target structure reduces the optical
impact as the overall visible appearance is of the mixed reflection. The additional
reflection therefore prevents an optical impact from the spheroid reflections. In or-
der to eliminate this undesirable reflection, a number of approaches could be taken.
The spheroid structures could be removed from the connecting film via mechanical
abrasion and resuspended in a pigmented or transparent medium. An additional
pigment could be applied to the top of the flat part of the film blocking its reflection,
for example by preparing the flat areas of the mould prior to templating. Alterna-
tively, the pitch of the flat area of the film could be tuned to reflect non-optical UV
wavelengths which do not contribute to the reflection. The longer pitch induced by
confinement would make the spheroid structures optically reflective. This technique
should be explored in conjunction with the addition of pigment. The most impor-
tant contribution to the macroscopic optical appearance, as demonstrated in figure
6.15 A is the high degree of scattering making the structured area look white overall.
A pigmentation technique is required as well as index matching in order to stop the
scattering of stray light. Pigmentation could be included as part of the multilayer
structure, within the spheroid structures, or associated to the connecting film. The
integration of pigment with the structurally coloured material is discussed further
at the end of the chapter.
Production of this hierarchically structured film is a successful demonstration of the
principles of reflection from the curved multilayer architecture in Pollia cells. A
significant curvature was introduced to the helicoidal multilayer, and observed to
change the reflection appearance. However, in this system, multiple additional air-
interface surfaces were introduced, enhancing surface scattering. The loose packing
of the spheroids and use of a well-ordered visibly-reflecting attachment film caused
additional coloured reflection to be a significant contributing factor in the overall
film appearance.
Further work could decrease or vary the evaporation rate in order to reduce the film
defects and change the planar orientation induced in advection. A pigment such
as carbon black could also be added to the film in order to suppress the scattering,
or the entire array embedded in a polymer matrix to resolve the refractive index
boundary scattering. In order to apply the film array, the ellipsoids could be fur-
ther isolated from the film and one another by reducing the volume of CNC in the
mould. A method to systematically scratch the spheres from the film, or to otherwise
separate the sphere array into a useful powder, could be developed.
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FIGURE 6.16: left to right: images of the same spheroid structure with
increasing numerical apertures from 3o to 37o. The size of the reflec-
tion spot in the centre of the spheroid structure is seen to increase with
increasing numerical aperture. This reproduces an effect observed in
Pollia condensata and is discussed in section 1.5.1 and figure 1.10.
6.3.4 Single Spheres
The deeper sphere-array template allowed the formation of entire spheroid shapes.
These were then removed from the film by manual pressure from tweezers. The con-
fined spheroid structures in the array were therefore addressed individually as sin-
gle curved multilayer components. Individual spheres were characterised to under-
stand the way in which the optical response is modified for each individual curved
structure.
Results
The size of the reflection spot in the centre of the cell may be controlled by closing
and opening the numerical aperture, see figure 6.16, as demonstrated for the Pollia
fruit cells. As the numerical aperture is dilated, the width of the reflection spot
increases.
Three exfoliated spheroids are shown in 6.17. Image A, shows the attachment of a
spheroid to flat film, B shows a broken cross-section, C shows the smooth top of a
spheroid. The outer pitches and cross-section show a good uniformity and smooth
well ordered multilayer with a pitch reflecting visible wavelengths.
A single spheroid was rotated through 180o over the curved top section. The results
of the spectral measurement are shown in figure 6.18 and compared with a flat film
rotated through its reflective range. The sphere reflected a double peaked profile,
some reflection could be measured between 40-180o with a good uniformity in the
spectral profile between 100-180o. This range shows a significant increase in the
range of reflection in comparison to the flat film, which was shown to reflect a peak
only over the range 140-170o. Further investigation is needed to understand the
cause of the double-peaked spectral profile.
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FIGURE 6.17: Three SEM images of individual cellulose spheroids. A.
Structure with base film fragment attached and evidence of bridges to
other structures, no stem visible. The outer surface is smooth with
evidence of layering around the middle. B. Cross-section through
a spheroid showing uniform period structure throughout, very little
buckling. C. Spheroid seen from above, exposing smooth unbuckled
surface.
FIGURE 6.18: A. Flat CNC sample rotated through 60o and the same
spatial location measured at each angle. Spectra are plotted and im-
ages of the film shown above. B. A single spheroid structure mounted
on a needle and rotated through 170o. The collection spot location
and diameter is indicated on each of the images above.
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Discussion
The production of single spheroid multilayer structures was successfully demon-
strated using the templating technique. The numerical aperture-dependent central
reflection spot is a good demonstration that the analysis of the Pollia cell appearance
was well founded, and that the glittery impression of the cell assembly in the Pollia
outer shell is potentially reproducible.
Rotation The light intensity measured by taking a spectrum of the central reflected
spot in rotation through 180o was even more striking, as the angle at which light was
reflected was increased from 30o for a flat film to 140o. This was only measured over
the curved side as the effect of templating using the spheroid structure was to create
asymmetric particles with a highly curved spheroid cap and a ‘stem’ side in which
the multilayer does not lie parallel to the curvature of the sphere.
Comparison The attempt to produce single spherical CNC multilayer particles has
been reported [224] using microfluidics to form a suspension droplet which then
assembles and dries out in a non-aqueous medium. The results from this method
are reproduced in figure 6.19. Image A shows the final result of the microfluidic
technique under SEM, the originally spherical droplet is buckled and collapsed by
the drying process due to the low volume of CNCs with respect to the volume of the
droplet. Image B is the outer edge of part of the dry buckled particle, showing layers
of helicoidal cellulose with twice the pitch indicated as ‘p’. The organised layers are
retained in the buckled particle, although the pitches were shown to be longer than
visible wavelength, making them non-reflecting in visible light.
The demonstration of CNC helicoid hierarchical structuring and confinement pre-
sented in this thesis compares favourably with these previously reported results.
The templating technique is demonstrated to produce visible-wavelength reflecting
pitches, solid filled spheroids with a uniform shape and size, and smooth, well-
aligned high-curvature multilayer surfaces. This is achieved in both the spheroid
and hemisphere shapes due to the reservoir of CNC suspension in the continuous
film to which the spheres are attached. For the microfluidic technique, the funda-
mental limitation is that the low concentration of the suspension required to allow
CNCs to assemble means that the final volume of dry CNCs is much smaller than
the volume of the sphere. Having assembled at the outer edge of the droplet, where
the water leaves the droplet and the CNCs align at the interface, the drying droplet
collapses. In the templating technique, the layers are built up at the target curved
interface, and as the suspension becomes more concentrated, additional volume of
suspension is drawn into the structure from above, filling the shape, and continuing
the layered architecture.
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FIGURE 6.19: SEM images reproduced from [224], the microfluidic
technique produces buckled structures (A) and pitch distances longer
than the visible wavelength.
The pitch of the confined spheroid in templating is lengthened, but not longer than
visible wavelengths. An explanation for the increased pitch is advanced in the work
discussed above from [224]. In this analysis the pitch is measured to expand ac-
cording to an inverse cube of the concentration. The concentration is changed in
the system as the droplets dry from their surface in three dimensions decreasing the
volume of the droplet until kinetic arrest.
In the novel templating technique, the concentration of CNCs in the confined area
should increase during assembly only as the water evaporates from the top surface.
It should not undergo as strong an increase in concentration during assembly as
in the microfluidic technique. The less extreme elongation in the pitch observed
in the templating technique is consistent therefore with the model proposed in the
previous work. However, it is not clear whether and why the concentration in the
templated spheroids during self-assembly would be higher than that of the flat film.
Optical analysis and modelling of the film drying in the template would be necessary
to understand the evolution of the pitch length in the film to its final configuration.
Understanding when during the drying process the stem CNCs are drawn into the
cavity is crucial to understanding the concentration transition in the suspension,
and therefore the explanation that should be advanced to explain the lengthened
pitch.
6.4 Prospects for Further Work
Limitations in the work presented in this chapter are largely a feature of the defects
found in CNC self-assembled film material.
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Techniques and materials described in this chapter are considered here for their
prospects for future progress.
Defects The work presented here has not been optimised for the removal of de-
fects, which requires additional control of evaporation rates, addition or suppres-
sion of salts, heating, additional magnetic fields and sonication. However, the levels
of defects demonstrated in the different structures do not appear higher than in flat
films, in which defects may be suppressed through optimisation. [39] Optimisation
of the self-assembly technique therefore represents a feasible and important future
challenge.
In the 3D spheroid structures, the appearance of defects in the curved films looks
significantly reduced due to the single-spot reflection. The extent and mechanism by
which the influence of defects on the appearance of the spheroids can be diminished
in hierarchical architecture would be valuable.
The shape and internal structure of the spheroids is a particular form of defect which
should be investigated. The surface of the spheroids is extremely smooth and well-
formed, especially in comparison with alternative processes. However, the connec-
tion of the spheres and hemispheres to one another and the film prevents the repro-
duction of a perfect sphere.
Controlling the orientation and defect resistance in spheroid structures represents
a novel challenge with respect to the previous defect-control investigation that has
been based on flat films. Further investigation should be carried out into the sup-
pression of the ‘stem’ effect as multilayers advected into the well-ordered top hemi-
sphere as shown in 6.14 conform to the orientations of both the top curvature and the
underlying base layer. Prospects for an increase in humidity allowing for a second
stage of tactoid reorientation should be tested.
Pitch Control This investigation into the relative orientation of the different parts
of the spheroid would also be usefully generalised to a broad understanding of the
effect of confinement on the structurally coloured multilayer. The increase in the
pitch length in confinement has been noted in this technique. Quantification of this
effect would allow a fully characterised flat-film producing suspension to be used in
the templating technique to achieve well defined optical wavelengths for pigment
design.
It may be that the juxtaposition of the different multilayer orientations within the
spheroid structure are an inherent element in the fabrication technique. This is not
necessarily a problem as the orientations might be tuned to reflect complementary
peaks. Quantification, modelling and demonstration of spectral peak design would
be a valuable tool for future exploitation of the technique.
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FIGURE 6.20: Photographs of flat self-assembled CNC films approxi-
mately 3 cm in diameter. A. Pure CNC film. B: 6 wt% graphene. All
work by Cyan Williams, unpublished.
Applications The reflection from structurally coloured material is extremely
bright, versatile and has the capacity to replace and enhance colourants in all areas of
industrial production. Entirely structural-derived colour is responsible for the most
beautiful of natural optical phenomena, and biomimicry is a profoundly important
method for understanding and manipulating colouration. However, the character-
istic of structural colour that is responsible for the intensity and purity of the colours
achievable, its lack of absorption, also represents a challenge. The transparency of
structural coloured materials means that additional absorption of the unreflected
light by a uniformly dark pigment is important in order to allow structural colour to
dominate.
The most important feature of the design for exploitation and improvement of un-
derstanding of this structure is the addition of pigment both internally to the helicoid
multilayer and as a background, and the use of an embedding matrix. A dark ab-
sorbing pigment acts as a contrast to reduce back reflection which diminishes the
dominance of the structural effect. The refractive index matching matrix is vital to
avoid additional scattering within the material. These colouration concepts were not
touched upon in the investigation carried out in this chapter.
Current research into CNC film optimisation is demonstrating the potential for
combination of successfully ordered CNCs with absorptive pigments such as car-
bon black and graphene to improve colouration. The effect of addition of 6 wt%
graphene is seen in figure 6.20 in work by Cyan Williams. Addition of the light-
absorbing graphene makes the films appear dark, but improves the visibility of the
structural colour. The optimisation of this effect in combination with hierarchical
structure should be the focus of future work extending the project reported in this
chapter.
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6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a new templating technique was developed and described, and ap-
plied successfully to different configurations of the ellipsoidal structure. A small
scale, low-relief array was used to show that the non-disrupted assembly of the
film in the structure was accomplished. Assembled CNC films were then shown
in hemisphere and sphere arrays and the optical response of individual spheroids
demonstrated.
Both the hemisphere and spheroid array were shown to reproduce the structurally
coloured reflection from the centre of the curved surface, directly mimicking the ap-
pearance of cells in Pollia condensata. The spheroid structures were shown to better
isolate this reflection through the alignment of helicoidal pitches in the rest of the
structure away from the plane parallel to the surface. Individual spheroid architec-
ture of the CNC film was shown to dramatically increase the angles at which the
spectrum was reflected with respect to a flat film. This represents an improvement
in currently reported techniques to create highly curved cellulose multilayers.
The macroscopic effects of the innovative technique remain to be optimised for use
as a colourant. For application it is necessary to enhance the material through the
addition of an absorption pigment or other method for the suppression of the scat-
tering from other surfaces which dominates the overall reflection. The technique
should also be optimised for larger scale production of isolated structures which
may be applied as a structurally coloured pigment.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Research Questions
The field of structural colour research generates interest as an object of cultural
fascination. Evolution in organisms has produced an exquisite range of materials,
colours and extraordinary optical effects. Understanding how these work and the
unexplored complexities of the natural world contributes a cultural benefit to so-
ciety, and provides an accessible route for non-scientists to scientific theories, like
wave optics, that enrich our understanding of the world. The development of charis-
matic interdisciplinary research of this kind is a vital part of a society that values sci-
entific research as a cultural good. As publicly funded research, the study presented
in this thesis attempted to address this need.
One challenge in assessing structurally coloured material is that the architecture re-
sponsible for producing the reflection is necessarily similar to or below the wave-
length of visible light. This makes observation of the structure possible only through
electron microscopy, which requires destructive preparation. However, due to the
intimate link between the structurally coloured material and the reflection spectrum
it generates, modelling and analysis of structural colour profiles provides a way
to use non-destructive optical spectroscopy to observe the sub-wavelength mate-
rial that generates it. This approach uses the sensitivity of interference reflection
to overcome the limits of optical resolution and material transparency and generate
information about sub-wavelength structures. Due to the non-invasive and non-
destructive approach, it also allows us to carry out this analysis on developing ma-
terials without interrupting their growth.
Nevertheless, very few studies of structural colour have made use of this approach
to understand how the architecture develops. This study intended to bridge the gap
and demonstrate the application of the physical understanding of structural colour
and materials to optically characterise sub-wavelength biological development. This
offers a different perspective on cell wall growth, the study of which remains a focus
of research in contemporary biology and biochemistry.
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The extent of structural colouration in plants remains unclear, as well as how and
with what functional adaptation it has evolved, and how it is used as a tool by plants
for visual appearance in their environment. These factors have relevance for under-
standing ecological interactions, plant biology and animal vision. The extension of
our understanding to Pollia and Viburnum in this report therefore represents a useful
advance.
Another benefit that may be directly conveyed by publicly funded research is the
development of engineering solutions for widespread application. The study of nat-
ural materials provides a solution to challenges through biomimesis, in which prin-
ciples from the evolution-honed responses to engineering problems are extracted
and applied. This research intended to understand tissues making up structurally
coloured fruits as advanced optical materials and for artificial mimicry. Inspiration
from plants suggests the possibility of producing beautiful and brightly coloured
materials that are also biodegradable, biocompatible and sustainable.
One such material which has generated significant interest in the possibility of its ex-
ploitation for pigmentation is cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) helicoidal self-assembled
film. This material has a strong structural and optical resemblance to the structure
in Pollia cells. Research into the adaptation of optically reflecting cellulose cell wall
material was proposed to gain insight directly on manipulation of CNC films. The
theory developed to model CNC films in turn was applied to understand the devel-
opment of the cell wall material. This interdisciplinary approach was designed to
enhance the progress of both fields.
7.2 Results
A significant proportion of the research presented, described in chapters 2 - 4 is fo-
cused on Pollia. I demonstrated the exploitation of a structurally coloured helicoidal
cellulose by four species in the genus using varying cell configurations to create
different different visual appearances. I demonstrated the particularly unusual ex-
istence of right handed helicity existing in only one of the four species, P. condensata
and showed that cells with this handedness also exhibit a longer pitch. The im-
portance of right handed helicoidal cellulose material in this species is of particular
interest because right handed architectures do not self-assemble in artificial CNC
materials. This result indicates that in P. condensata the existence of right handed
architecture is associated with a modified material or growth process.
In chapters 3 and 4 I used the model of optically reflecting helicoidal cellulose to di-
rectly observe cell wall development. The use of a series of optical cell-by-cell obser-
vations over the course of fruit maturation produced an understanding of the spec-
tral transition undergone by cell walls. Modelling of this change showed that the
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transition could be described by a build up of the cell wall in layers laid down with
a permanent configuration. A gradual growth in the intensity of the light reflected,
associated with no change in the peak wavelength in P. japonica was observed. In P.
condensata a similar gradual increase in the intensity of the cells was observed. The
peak wavelength was seen to vary slightly more over the maturation time. However
no consistent red- or blue-shift was observed in the cells in general.
The development of the structurally coloured peak was modelled as a helicoidal cel-
lulose photonic crystal with variable pitch lengths. This variation of pitches was
demonstrated to be able to account for the changes in peak wavelength seen in the
development of structural colour in P. condensata. No difference was observed be-
tween the development of left and right handed cells of P. condensata beyond the
reaffirmation of a consistently longer average wavelength reflected by the measured
right handed cells. However, a significantly greater variation of peak wavelength
during maturation was observed in the P. condensata, as well as a much wider varia-
tion in the range of peak wavelengths measured between cells.
A particularly striking outcome of the development studies was that in both cases
the structurally coloured material developed independently of the pigmented com-
ponent of the fruit’s appearance. Dominance of the fruits’ appearance by structural
colour did not occur until a further change in pigmentation as dark pigments de-
veloped underneath the structurally coloured cells and absorbed the scattered light
that had previously dominated the reflection.
A further unanticipated observation made during the development of P. japonica was
the transition to its final appearance, which happens in each cell quickly and from
the perspective of the cells’ visual appearance, reversibly, via dehydration of the
cells’ internal cavity. The existence of a different internal phase within the cell wall
cavity distinguishes the P. japonica’s overall appearance from the other Pollia species
studied, which are entirely filled with cell-wall material. The dehydration causes a
scattering effect which makes the appearance of most cells a more scattering matte
pale blue, rather than the distinct ‘pixelated’ reflections observed from the centre of
cells in P. condensata.
Electron microscopy was used to compare cell cross-section morphology in the two
Pollia species at different stages of development with the optical analysis. The cell-
wall cross-sections were consistent with the optical analysis and theory proposed,
within the limitations of the electron microscopy techniques. Significant cell wall
thickness was shown to be present in intermediate stages of both fruits. Use of pro-
files extracted from the electron microscopy cross-sections was able to produce nu-
merically modelled optical profiles in line with observed peaks, although there was
a small discrepancy in the P. japonica cell, which was attributed to the resolution lim-
itation of the electron microscopy images and accepted limits of accuracy in the TEM
preparation technique.
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As well as the studies on Pollia, optical analysis of structural colour in fruits was ex-
tended to two species commonly found as ornamental plants in UK gardens, Vibur-
num tinus and Viburnum davidii. The existence of structural colour effects reflecting
light with a retained linear polarisation, and also with a scattered polarisation were
shown. A periodic globular layered structure within a specialised cell wall was iden-
tified as the source of the structural colour.
A similarity shared by the V. davidii and P. condensata is the reflection under low-
angle illumination in a microscope from only a central region of the cell. This was
attributed in both cases to the curvature of the reflecting layer structure.
This optical response was successfully replicated in the hierarchical structuring of
CNC film. Successful fabrication of this material was shown using a novel tech-
nique to template CNC film with the biomimetic shape and size of the fruit cells
described in the earlier chapters. The circularly polarised structural colour of the
film was retained and successfully adapted by the technique to partially resemble
the appearance of the individual P. condensata fruit cells. The shape was also shown
to enhance the angular independence of the film, a feature not directly addressed in
studies of the fruit due to the inaccessibility of cells embedded within the epicarp
surface.
7.3 Implications
7.3.1 Structural Colour in Nature
The research presented contributes to the body of knowledge on structural colour
in plants by extending the species, materials and optical responses known. The use
of structural colour by plants may be less ostentatious than the most famous of the
structural colours in peacocks and butterflies, but it nevertheless produces distinc-
tive appearances in fruits. Fruit colourations are generally signals to seed dispersers
and therefore often show enhancements to detectability [241] or indication of nu-
tritional content. [242] The evolution of complex optical materials in both genera
studied is evidence that structural colour may be a common feature in plant ma-
terials, and play a crucial role in signalling between plant species and the animal
seed-dispersers as the intended recipients of the signal.
The work described in this thesis used circular polarisation optical microscopy to
analyse the unique known occurrence of right handed helicoidally structured cellu-
lose, indicating the possibility that biochemical analysis of the right handed helicoid
could identify an extra material component which could allow for the artificial con-
struction of right handed helicoidal cellulose.
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Analysis of the development of structurally coloured cell walls in Pollia fruit cell
walls of two different species showed observation of cell maturation and cell wall
growth in living species. The development of cell walls in Pollia fruit cell walls was
shown to be consistent with the model for assembly in which layers of cellulose-
based fibrils are laid down gradually and that the relative spacing and alignment
of the microfibrils assemblies is permanent. Significant movement of cellulose mi-
crofibrils after cell wall construction was rejected. This observation should be con-
sidered in the development of general models for cell wall growth.
7.3.2 Colouration Engineering Principles
As our understanding of natural structural coloured phenomenon increases, the
imaginative and technical toolbox at our disposal for the design and creation of
artificial structural colour improves. This thesis draws out a number of themes in
the natural exploitation of structural colour, discussed here as qualitative phenom-
ena.
Geometrical Optics
One dimensional Bragg multilayers reflect light with an angular-dependent wave-
length, making them iridescent. Three dimensional photonic crystals [243] have
higher symmetry and therefore can decrease the dependence of the wavelength
on the viewing angle, depending on the level of symmetry within the structure.
[244] [245] As mentioned in chapter 3, three dimensional photonic crystals, although
known in animals, have only been reported in algae [66] but no higher plants.
Instead of employing a true three dimensional photonic crystal, the use of an ad-
ditional hierarchical curvature in combination with a one- dimensional planar mul-
tilayer extends the dimensionality of the structurally coloured reflection. The use
of curvature in photonic structures within cells I have demonstrated, both through
identifying the curved cell walls, and reproducing the effect in artificial material, is
important to its optical response.
Pixelation
Associated with the cell curvature that is identified as a design principle above is
the separation of optical material into discrete structures. Cellular confinement is
a feature of all living organisms, and many of the biomaterials they generate. For
this reason it might be dismissed again as an accidental or unfortunate side-effect of
natural growth processes. However, discrete processing and formation of materials
in tiny volumes gives natural tissues benefits too. Gyroids in butterfly wings are
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formed under carefully controlled conditions thanks to their cellular origin, and with
domains whose different orientation add a disorder and robustness to the angular
reflection from the butterfly scales. [246]
The fruit P. condensata also benefits from the discreteness of the helicoidal envelopes
that make up its cells. Although the helicoidal pitches within each cell reflect a sin-
gle waveband, the separate reflection from different cells means that cells may differ
completely from their neighbours. The cells in the fruit’s epidermis are large enough
that the distinct colours reflected from them give the fruit’s appearance a rich glit-
tery texture, [92] a visual effect that is potentially desirable and attractive in optical
design. [247] This can be contrasted with the visual effect produced by the P. japon-
ica in which the cells have a narrow range of wavelengths and the cells’ point-like
optical response is suppressed by scattering. The resulting appearance of the fruit is
flat and continuous rather than compartmentalised.
Traditionally, artificial materials are produced in bulk processes with an emphasis
on homogeneity and smooth texture. However, large-scale microfluidics [248] and
bio-inspired engineering [249] make cellular and compartmentalised materials de-
sirable and attainable. The extension of biomimetics to incorporate cellular design
has potential to provide new solutions to pigmentation, such as the attractive ‘pixe-
lation’ effect of P. condensata. Moreover, the ubiquity of electronic screens makes the
use of pixelated discretised visual stimuli a natural optical tool.
Scattering and Absorbing Pigment
The most important theme running adjacent to the main conclusions in each of the
chapters of this thesis is the importance of scattering and absorbing pigments when
combined with structural colour.
Structural colour relies on the constructive interference of reflected waves to pro-
duced a brilliant reflection. Any light that is not constructively reflected is allowed
to pass through the material. This means that structurally coloured materials are
essentially transparent, allowing light to pass through both sides. Moreover, there
may be many scattering surfaces in a hierarchically structured material, reflecting a
bright broadband spectrum which obscures the structurally coloured peak, or un-
derlying pigments or features that reflect light themselves. Structurally coloured
materials without a dark absorptive pigment can therefore appear relatively un-
interesting without closer inspection. The addition of a dark pigment absorbs all
stray scattering and stops transmitted light, dramatically enhancing the brilliance of
the structural colour. This principle is seen in natural structural coloured materi-
als wherever they are found, whether in feathers [199] butterflies [250] or fruits, as
discussed in this thesis.
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In exploiting structural colour, a dark background is essential for us to see its poten-
tial vibrancy. This principle is being used in the engineering of structurally coloured
materials through the addition of carbon black nanoparticles [251] [252] and plas-
monic nanoparticles [253] like gold. [233] Few studies take a systematic approach to
the issue of absorptive pigments for structural colour. Despite success in replicating
the optical response of curved helicoidally reflecting cellulose reported in chapter
6, the material produced did not replicate the macroscale effects seen in the whole
Pollia epicarp. This shortfall is the outcome of an insufficient extent of biomimesis.
The geometry includes reflection from prominent low-angle planes in the film which
contribute additional scattering. In addition, unlike in the fruits, or in the mimetic
materials mentioned above, no absorbing pigmented was included in the design.
The reflection is therefore dominated by a significant degree of scattering.
Different structural and chemically pigmented colours complement one another in
many biological materials, combining multiple effects beyond just dark pigmenta-
tion. [254] The impact and visibility of these effects should be considered when
assessing whether the colouration is really an adaptive function; the difference be-
tween the display function played by the peacock’s tail compared to the apparently
accidental by-product of pearlescence visible on the inside of oyster shells. Under-
standing pigment spectra [255] is not enough to assess the colouration mechanisms
employed by biological organisms because of the diversity and complexity of visual
responses. The broader context of ocular and neurological factors, psychological and
contextual contrast stimuli is vital, for example in the case of blue halo iridescence
previously described. [78] The possibility of combining multiple optical effects is
an inherent feature of structural colour, due to the selective interaction with only
part of the visible spectrum. This suggests a richness of engineering possibilities in
combining scattering, pigment and reflective materials.
7.4 Challenges
Working with the developing fruits in this research project required a careful and
labour-intensive strategy. The optical technique is transposed from materials and
photonics research, and had to be optimised for working with a living specimen.
The difficulty of accounting for biological variation presented a challenge to under-
standing the behaviour of the cells. A significant number of cells were observed
in order to make the results meaningful and generalisable beyond individual cells.
However, the challenge inherent in finding and measuring the cells made the study
imbalanced, and did not generate a large-scale evaluation of right handed cells. A
study focused on right handed cells would be a valuable approach to develop un-
derstanding of the more unusual architecture. Moreover, an optimised microscopy
set-up in which the plant may be allowed to grow underneath the microscope, rather
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than be moved in and out of position would radically improve the observations
made.
A further challenge to the conclusions drawn is a better understanding of how the
TEM samples presented fit into the conclusions. TEM images present a deceptively
clear image of sub-wavelength structures. The images produced are very high defi-
nition, but in their analysis suggests that the process of embedding, staining, cutting
and imaging introduces variable errors depending on the material and technique,
as discussed in section 3.6.3. This makes comparison of their analysis difficult. A
more in-depth investigation into the effect of the microscopy preparation and imag-
ing would be challenging but would allow for the assessment of the consistency or
otherwise of the electron and optical microscopy results to a greater degree of reso-
lution. Optical measurement and modelling of cells before and after preparation for
TEM should be used to better understand the effect of resin embedding.
A key area of extension for the questions asked in this thesis is in the development
of a more advanced numerical model for immature Pollia cells. The model adopted
to analyse the biological tissues in this thesis is intentionally simplistic, treating the
cell wall material as analogous to an artificial film. However, this model is clearly
limited in its capacity to predict the exact spectral response of cellular biological
materials, it is treated instead as a demonstration of the theoretical model which is
applied to understand the cell wall growth. A much better understanding of the cell
growth might be achieved if a model could be developed taking into account the
curvature and spatial extent of the cell wall. Additionally, the model should include
the effect of pigment and scattering from below or internal to the reflecting cells, and
also light reflected from the outer cuticular surface. This model, along with a further
optimised experimental approach could allow the structural observation to give a
clearer insight into the rate of cell wall growth throughout the maturation process.
A model which was able to incorporate these elements would also have significant
application in design of structurally coloured artificial materials, by incorporation of
other elements.
7.5 Future Perspectives
Further research on the material components and characteristics of right handed cel-
lulose might provide an insight into its occurrence biologically and the possibility of
its exploitation. This could be transformative in understanding cell wall develop-
ment, and potentially for artificial materials too, and is a clear direction for future
research. Focus on the early growth and differentiation of cells associated with the
septa and vascular tissue, via biological approaches suggest themselves as potential
directions.
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A full understanding of the relationship between the artificial self-assembled CNC
material and its biological analogue is yet to be fully developed. This subject, which
this thesis has only alluded to, is a complex biological and biochemical question, but
its answer would provide us with a toolbox for understanding how some cell walls
become helicoidal, how amongst those, some become structurally coloured, and also
potentially provide a toolbox for the creation of other structurally coloured materials
from biological or entirely lab synthesised components. This research might also
tackle helicoidal structures in nature found in chitin and collagen. These structures,
analogous to those in cellulose, are widespread across the natural world, and are
adapted to perform many of the same functions. One question might be whether the
development patterns seen in these structures is the same as for cellulose, despite
their different material. Understanding this would give insight into each material
and their development processes.
The parallels with other biological materials, fulfilling in some cases the same func-
tion, for example the brightly reflective chitin helicoids in beetles [256] indicate that
the structural colour has evolved separately in chitin and cellulose to perform the
same role. What exactly this role is in both cases remains unclear. The evolution-
ary and ecological role of structural colour in different environments, genera and
species would be a productive application of the study of this physical and anatom-
ical phenomenon to understanding ecosystems. In the cases of the fruits studied in
this thesis, the fruit dispersers of Pollia remain unconfirmed, and how the appear-
ance of the fruits works to attract these species is of particular interest. Previous
work has suggested a mimicking role for the fruit colouration, [257] although in the
environment of many of the Pollia species, there is no clear mimicry target. A not en-
tirely understood aspect of the fruits’ appearance is whether adaptation in the visual
systems of fruit dispersers is sensitive to circularly polarised light, and therefore the
circular polarisation itself acts as a conspicuous signal, either for fruits displaying a
single or combined handedness.
The fruit dispersers of Viburnum are better known, as the species are much better
studied. The role of the colouration in attracting these species has not been con-
firmed. However, Blackcaps, small birds which are known dispersers [186] of Vibur-
num tinus have been investigated for their preferences when choosing other berries
to eat. Studies have demonstrate the importance of both anthocyanins [258] and
lipids [259] to these birds in their diet. Anthocyanins have been demonstrated to
enhance Blackcaps’ immune systems [258] and lipid-rich foods are especially im-
portant in migration and during winter. [259] In these two studies, Blackcaps were
shown to selectively choose fruits with higher anthocyanin and lipid content with
‘reasonable accuracy’ based on their appearance. In both cases an increase in the
target nutrient was associated with a darker appearance in the fruits investigated,
differences which were shown at a local level. V. tinus fruits have been shown to
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contain both anthocyanins [189] and high levels of lipids. [260] Both of these materi-
als are implicated in the proposed structure responsible for the bright metallic blue
colour of the fruit. Research into whether colouration is an honest signal for the nu-
tritional value of the fruit in either or both components, and can be used as such by
Blackcaps would be useful for understanding plant-animal communication.
Finally, the exploitation of the biomimetic technique demonstrated in templating of
CNC film in combination with dark pigmentation and scattering in line with the
principles outlined would be a productive line of research. Beyond that optimisa-
tion for industrial application is both feasible and foreseeable. The opportunity to
replace chemical pigments with structurally coloured ones is a chance to improve
the quality and environmental impact of artificial colouration in everyday life. We
should welcome structural colour engineering soon bearing fruit.
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Appendix A
FIGURE 1: Four fruits were surveyed to understand the distribution
of polarisation and spectral range on the epidermal cell layers. Fruit
1 was shown in figure 2.12 and is shown again here. The cells are
shown as a histogram, the number of left handed cells is shown in
blue bars, the number of right handed cells are shown in yellow bars.
Cells were surveyed using nine locations on each of the fruits, at the
front, middle and back along two adjacent stripes, and between the
stripes. The histograms show a very patchy distribution, with loca-
tions of strongly varying numbers of right handed cells, which tend
but not always to be red-shifted with respect to the left handed circu-
larly polarised cell spectra.
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Appendix B
Initially measurements took approximately half an hour and were repeated up to
four-five times a day, during which time the target area was exposed to focused
white light from the microscope lamp. After five days a pigmented line developed
through the area, clearly the result of damage to the fruit from light exposure. This
sort of pigmentation was not visible anywhere else on this or any other fruit. Un-
fortunately this mean that the last few measurements had to be abandoned, and
the observation reinitialised on a different fruit. Furthermore, the overexposure of
the fruit demonstrated a need to reduce the time the fruit was exposed to the light
in order to measure a full maturation. For this reason, the target cells in part two
were measured at most twice a day, and the intensity and aperture were reduced as
far as possible whilst still maintaining a clear characterisation of the reflected spec-
trum.
FIGURE 2: The same area shown in figure 3.9 after overexposure to
focused light over the period of one week, damage is visible in the
form of a brown pigmented line.
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Appendix C
FIGURE 3: Each of the cells measured in the first part of the P. japonica
development study presented in chapter 3 are represented here by
one graph. Each spectral measurement is plotted. Increasing time is
indicated in the line colour changing from blue to red, and an offset
on the y axis. The identified structurally coloured peak is indicated
with a black dot. Axes indicated are uniform for all plots.
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FIGURE 4: The progression of every monitored P. japonica cell during
’part 2’ i.e. maturation after the first week. The spectra are colour
coded chronologically with blue being the earliest scan, and red the
latest. The key features of the scans are the structurally coloured peak
below 500 nm wavelength, and the chlorophyll signal which is the
majority of the spectrum above 500 nm. Axes indicated are uniform
for all plots.
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FIGURE 5: A number of cells are considered, the top row shows the
original data set. The second row shows the same data with the sub-
traction of a chlorophyll profile scaled by the cell intensity. The third
row shows the peaks only with a subtraction assuming a linear com-
ponent of the chlorophyll between the turning points on either side
of the structural coloured peak.
FIGURE 6: After processing by assuming a linear pigmented baseline,
the structural colour peaks were analysed for each cell and plotted
over time in terms of peak wavelength (left plot) and peak intensity
(right plot). The montage of all cell images is shown over the top
of the spectra indicating the transitions between the different stages.
The intensity measurement clearly correlates to the overall intensity
of the cell image, which is dominated by the pigment contribution,
indicating tat the attempt to remove the impact of the chlorophyll
was unsuccessful.
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